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SLA in Boston 
Designing an Internet Class 
Drumming Up Business 
One year later, Just one year after the union 
of LEXIS-NEXIS and Reed 
the Reed Elsevier1 the Elsevier, two companies the sy ergy is between pro- 
LEXIS - 'EXIS union is ducing results that serve you better every day. Beginning 
already bringing best- with The Direct031 of COT- 
p r a t e  Affiliations,"' and The 
sellers right to your Red Books' for advertisers 
and ad agencies, and with 
small screen. the impending release of 
Marquis W h o ?  Who:" we're 
making many of the Reed 
Reference industry "bibles" 
available to you online. 
The Directory of Cor- 
porate Affiliations gives you 
corporate linkage and key 
profile information, including 
financials, executives, and 
products and services offered 
for more than 15,000 parent 
companies worldwide. And 
The Red Books give you 
pertinent information on 
advertisers and ad agencies 
in the U.S. and around the 
world. 
And this is just the 
beginning. In 1996 we'll bring 
you much, much more. Just 
watch for our coming 
attractions. 
For more information, 
call 1800-227-4908 or the 
NEXIS Faxline at 1800-346- 
3947 and ask for document 
numbers 810 for DCA and 
814 for The Red Books. Or 
visit our web site at http:// 
LtXIS and N t X l S  are r e g l ~ r c d  rradernarka of Ueed Elsmlcr Propertm Inc., used undrr I~crnx .  
The INK)K\lATION AKKAY lo o and YOUR INFOKMATION PARTNtKS are tradernark\ 
of ~ r r d  Elcewcr Proprrrter ~nc . ,  urelPundrr Incense. ~ r h m  pn,ducts and srrvlces nra) he tr.&rnark\ YOUR INFOILMATION PARTNFB: 
or reg~rccred trademarks of then respectwe cornpame* 0 1496 LFXKNEXI5.  a dwrmr u t  
k r d  Flsewcr Inc. All nghn reserved. N O W ,  More Than Ever! 
MORE 
E x p e r t s  
When you need expertise on any company, industry, 
product or region, anywhere in the world, The 
Investext Group has it covered. You can now access 
800,000 business reports from over 390 investment and 
market research organizations around the globe. 
For company and industry analysis, there's our 
lnvestexta database. For expert market research, it's 
~ a r k ~ n t e l ~ .  And for fast alerts about new reports the 
very day they're authorized for release, there's our 
Pipelind" service. 
MORE 
A n s w e r s  
All this expertise is available to you however you 
need it, online, on CD-ROM, by phone or fax. Need 
to know more about The Investext Group's business 
research products and services? Just give us a call at 
the number below. 
The Investext Group 
SLSG96 
0 1% The Invedext Group lnvestexl and Marklnkl are regartered trademark u d  here," under he -  Plpellne IS a trademark uspd hemn under lhcenre 
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A partial lrsting of the publications mailable anlme fium UMI: ABA Banking JoumaL ABA Jolrmal Academy of Management Executive. 
Academy of Journal Academy of Managemwt Review. Amxmbmcy. AcmnnAccolmfing & Business Research. Accounting & Finance. 
AccountingH~.AccountingReview.ACMConpRltingSmeys.AcrosstheBoardA~veScKnce~y.Adolescence.~caRepott. 
Africa Today. Afiican American Review. Afican Ahs. Agency Sales Magazine. Aging. Agriculhnal Research. Air Ttanspnt World Alcohol Health & 
Resea& Worid, American Review of Public -on American Riaemaa Amaican Salesnan American Scholar. American Society for 
bfcmmim Scim. Bulletin American Sociological Review. American Viions. Amaicans (English Edition). Annual Review of Psychology. Annual 
Review of Sociology. Appr;usal Joumal. Archives of Sexual Behavior. Argumentation & Advocacy. Ariama Business. Armed Forces & Society. 
Arms Control Today. Art Bulletin. Art in America. Art Journal. ARTnews. Arts Education Policy Review. Asia Pacific Journal 
of Management. Asiamoney. Asian Affairs: An American Review. Asian Business. Asian Survey. Asset Finance & Leasing Digest. 
Association Management. Astronomy. Black Enterprise. Black Scholar. Brandweek. British Journal of Psychology. Brookings Papers on 
Economic Activity. Brookings Review. Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. Business & Economic Review. Business & Society Review. 
Business America. Business Communications Review. Business Credit. Business Economics. Business Forum. BusinessInformation 
Renew. Business Korea Business Mexico. Business Quarterly. Business Renew (Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia). Chief Executive. 
Child Welfare. Childhood Education. Children Today. China Busin China Quarterly. 
Christian Century. Christianity Today. Chronicle of Higher Education. C1 ClinicalSocialWnk 
Journal. CMA Magazine. College Enghsh. Columbia Journalism Review. Commercial Law 
Bulletin. Commercial Law Journal. Common Cause Magazine. C Communication 
Education Communication Monographs. Communication Studies. Communication Worl Communications. 
Communications and the Law. Communications International. Communications New Communications 
of the ACM. Community Mental Health Journal. Comparative Economic Studie C o m p a r a t i v e  
Literature. Compensation & Benefits Management. Compensation & Benefits Re nsation & Working Conditions. 
Computer Technology Review. Critique: Studies Contemporary Fiction. Cross Currents. Current. Current Health 2. Daedalus. Dance 
Magazine. Database. Death Studies. Decision Sciences. Demography. Direct Marketing. Director. Discount Merchandiser. Diswunt Store 
News. Dissent Down Beat. Drug Topics. East Asian Executive Reports. East European Markets. East European Quarterly. Eastern Economic 
Journal. Ebony. Ecology. Economehica. Economic Commentary (Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland). Euromoney. Europe: Magazine of 
the European Community. European Business Journal. Exceptional Children. Exceptional Parent. Executive Excellence. Executive 
Speeches. Explicator. Facilities Design & Management. Families in Society. Family Economics Review. Family Planning Perspectives. 
Family Relations. FBI Law Enforcement Bnlletin. FDA Consumer. Federal Probation. Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterly 
Review. Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco Economic Review. Federal Reserve Bank of S t  Lwis Review. Federal Reserve Bulletin. 
Feminist Studies. Field & Streaa Film Comment Film Quarterly. F i c e  & Development F i ce  East Europe. F i c i a l  Analysts l o u d .  
Financial Executive.Ficial Management. Financial Market Trends (France). F i c i a l  Regulation Report F i c i a l  Review. Financial World. 
Fiscal Studies. FleetF@ipment Harvard Educational Review. Hastings Center Report Health & Social Work. Health (San Francisco). Health Care 
Financing Review. Health Care Management Review. Health Care Strategic Management Health Care Supervisor: Health Industry Today. Health 
Management Technology. Healthcare Executive. Healthcare F i  Management Healthcare F m  Joumal. High Technology Law J o d  
Hisdory & l k a y  History Taky. Hane Mechanix. W c e  -. Hom Book w. H w .  Hospital & He& Seavices 
. . 
-OIL Hospital Materiel Managanent Quartedy. Hcspipitals & Hea& Nehu&. HR Focus. HRMagazine. Human Ecology. Hnman 
. . Human Rehtims. Human Resouroe Development Quartedy. Human Reswrce Plamuog. Humanist IBM Systems J o d  International 
Journal of Gwermnent Auditing. IntRnational Joumal of PuFchasing & Marerials Management Intemational Joumal of Social Rychiatry. International 
Labour Review. International Migmtion Review: IMR. Intanaticnal Mcrnerary Fund Staff Papers. Intemahal Small Business JoumaL International 
Studies of Management & organization International Tax Review. International Trade F i .  Iotemational Trade F m  Investors Chronicle. IRS 
Employment Review. J~apan m. Jet. Jollmal for Quality & PmW@&on J a m d  of Abnormal Child Psychology. Journal of Aaxxcntancy. JJnollal 
of Drug Issues. Journal of Economic Issues. Jorrmal of F i .  Journal of F i  & Quantitdive Analysis. Journal of P i  Research Joumal of 
Genaal pSycb1ogy. J d  of Genetic Psychology. Jonmal of Health & Social Behavior. hml of of Care careMarketing. Joumal of Higher 
Muation Joumal of Housii & Cmununity Development Journal of Human Resources. Jolrmal of Interamerican Studies &World Maim. Journal of 
InternationalAffairs.JoumalofIntematiooalBusinessStucties.JoumalofLeislne~Joumalof SystemsManagement Joumalofthe M c a n  
~AssociafionJoumaloftheAmericanRealEstare&U~EmmmicsAssociati~~.JoumaloftheAmericanSocietyof~U&ChFC.Joumal 
of the American Sh&id Associafioa Journal of the Association fa Colnpting Machinay. Jolonal of the History of Philosqr$y. Journal of Travel 
Research Journal of Youth &Ado-. Jolmralisn Quamdy. Jorrmals of GemntologySeries k Biological Sciences & Medical Sciences. Jommk 
of Gmntology-Saies B, Rychological Sciwces & Social Sciences. Judaism KansallisQsakePlmkld Eantomc Review. Kiplulger's Rmnal F~inance 
Magaim. Kyklos. Lancet Land Eamomics. Limguage Ahs. Latin American Research Review. Medical Ma&& & Media Men's Health Mid- 
Atlantic J d  of Businas. Midme East Journal Middle Eastem Sides. Midwest Qwterly. MIS Quarterly. MModem Language J d  Modem 
Maturity. Mmey. Money Mmrana B w k s  Quartedy. Monthly Eaergy Review. Monthly Labor Review. Monthly Review. Mofk Earth 
News. MPLS-St Paul Magazine. Multinational Business Review. NPN: National Petroleum News. Nuhition Reviews. Occupational 
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FRENCH 
French Technical Dictionary (Print Version). 
1994.0-415-05670-5. $275 (Can. $385) 
Indrad$ml uolomrs also ouodoble separalely 
French Technical Dictionary 
August 1996. 0-415-13346-7. $295 (Can. $413) 
French Technical Dictionary ' (3.5' Diskettes]. TWO Volume Set 
August 1996.0-415-13369-6. $295 (Can. $413) 
lndivrdual volumes olso auoilable sepor(1Iely 
French Dictionary of Business, Commerce 
and Finance (Print Version). 
March 1996. 990-415-09394-5. $99 (Can. $139) 
French Dictionary of Business, Commerce a and Finance (CD-ROM). 
September 1996. 0-415-13959-7. $125 (Can. $1 75) 
French Dictionary of Business, Commeme a and Finance (3.5" Diskettes). 
September 1996. 0-415-13958-9. $125 (Can. $175) 
French Dictionary of Telecommunications 
Q (print version, 
November 1996.0-415-13348-3. $125 (Can. $175) 
SPANISH 
Spanish Technical Dktiomry 
Q [print Version). h o  m u m e  set 
December 1996. 0-415-1 1274-5. $270 (Can. $378) 
Indbiduol ualumer also awilablp reporalleh: 
i995. 0-415-09392-9. $275 (Can. $385) 
lnd!wduol uolumes olso auoilable seporolely 
German Technical Dictionary 
August 1996.0-415-13360-2. $295 (Can. $41 3) 
German Technical Dictionary a 13.5" Diskettes]. TWO Volume Set 
August 1996.0-415-13370-X. $295 (Can. $413) 
ind~uduol uolumes olso ouodoble separolely 
German Dictionary of Information Technology 
May 1996.0-415-08646-9. $125 (Can. $175) 
German Dictionary of Information Technology a (CD-ROM). 
September 1996.0-415-13963-5. $140 (Can. $196) 
0 German Dictionary of lnformation Technology 
(3.5" Diskettes). 
September 1996. 0-415-13962-7. $140 (Can. $196) 
German Dictionary of Construction ' (print version]. 
July 1996.0-415-1 1242-7. $130 (Can. $182) 
German Dictionary of Construction ' [CBROM). 
October 1996.0-415-14029-3. $155 (Can. $217) 
German Dictionary of Construction 
(3.5" Diskettes, 
October 1996.0-415-14028-5. $155 (Can. $21 7) 
German Dictionary of Business, Commerce ' and Finance (Prlnt Version, 
October 1996.Q415-09391-0. $115 (Can. $161) 
German Dictionary of Environmental Technology 
(Print Version]. 
December 1996.0-415-1 1243-53130 (Can. $182) 
All orices valid in the U.S. and Canada onlv and subiecl lo change without notice. 
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'I'HIS LIBRARY CAN HELP YOUR LIBRARY... 
The Information Services Management Series 
J U 
Edited bv Guv St. Clair 
ENTREPRENEURIAL LIBRARIANSH~P 
The Key to Effective Information Services Management 
Library management must be driven by the same 
characteristics - accountability, performance, and 
control - as any other enterprise. This resource shows 
you how to create a more service-oriented facility. 
1996 1-85739-014-8 ' 208 pp. * $45.00 
TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT I  
INFORMATION SERVICES 
The very existence of your library can be put in question 
in today's age of accountability, but you can turn this to 
vour advantage through the use of TQM techniques to 
create a service environment where customer-patron 
satisfaction is paramount. 
1996 1-85739-039-3 200 pp. $45.00 
CUSTOMER SERVICE IN THE 
INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT 
Learn how to use state-of-the-art management methods to 
implement customer service programs that help you meet 
your patrons' - your "customers" - needs. 
1994 1-85739-004-0 144pp. ' $34.95 
POWER AND INFLUENCE 
Enhancing the Information Senice within the Organization 
Justify your library in terms that financial decision makers 
understand: You provlde a servlce that they can't afford to 
be w~thout. Thls volume offers proven techniques for 
promoting information services and dispelling negative 
perceptions about their value. 
1994 1-85739-098-9 208 pp. $34.95 
Coming Next Year! 
HUMAN RESOURCES STRATEGIES N INFORMATION 
SERVICES MANAGEMENT 
This brand-new work takes a practical point of view to 
managing your most critical asset: your staff. It addresses 
the motivational challenges library supervisors face, and 
does so against the realities of technological change and 
budgetary constraints. 
August 1997 1-85739-1 18-7 c. 200 pp. * $50.00 T. 
Coming Next Year! 
CORPORATE M MORY: 
Information Management in the Electronic Age 
This seminal work explores the concept of corporate 
"memory," and provides a coherent plan for managing and 
integrating records of all types - print, microform, 
magnetic media - in this electronic era. 
May 1997 1-85739-158-6 ' c. 200 pp. $50.00 T. 
Also Available: 
MANAGING THE NEW ONE-PERSON LIBRARY 
1992 0-86291-630-5 192 pp. $34.95 
6A special libraries 
Focus 
Insight 
Depth 6 
0 ur expanded editorial coverage provides a balance of focus, insight, and depth 
in topics ranging from remediation and air 
quality to regulations and public policy. 
Cr~t~cal  nalysis of policy, worldwide news, 
innovations in measurement, research articles by 
well-known authorities - all of these features offer 
you a broader base of knowledge than ever before. 
The convenient format of Environmental Science & 
Technology spotlights information so that you can readily 
look for new developments that affect your work. 
In addition to the cutting-edge research for which 
this publication is highly acclarmed, its editorial mix 
includes in-depth feature articles covering the areas 
that drive the environmental field: Science, technology, 
government, and society. 
While many other environmental publications 
are devoted to one discipline or another, no other 
journal completely integrates all disciplines of the 
environmental field. 
Experience Environmental Science & Technology. 
Subscribe today! 
To order your one-year subscription right 
away call toll-free, 1-800-333-951 1 (U.S. only). 
Outside the US. call 61 4447-3776. 
Fax to 61 4-447-3674. 
E d i r  1Q96 Subscription Rates 
W~lham H Glaze U S  Canada & Europe* All Other 
un* of Norih ~ ~ o l ~ n a  c w  HII Mex~co Countries' 
Associate kmors Member $54 $79 $119 $1 37 
Walter Gtger Nonmember Personal $99 $124 $1 64 $182 
EAWAG Srvltzerland Nonmember lnshtutlonal $673 Ronald A Hltes $698 $738 $756 
Ind~ana Un~lemty a! Blwm~ngton 'Includes aa  servtce 
James F Pankw 
&gon Graduate InsIMvte 
Jerald L Schnoor 
Unrversly of lowa 
John H Semfeld 
Calhrn~a lnshtufe of Technology 
M~tchell J Small 
Carnege Mellon Unimrs~fy 
Joe Sufl~ta 
Unmwty of Oklahoma 
YOUR CLIENTS 
WANT THE SUN, 
THE MOON AND 
THE STARS 
GO AHEAD, GIVE THEM THE WORLD. 
on our Home Pa) 
HE NEW YORK TIMES HAS JOINED KNIGHT-RIDDER INFORMATION'S 
PREMIER GLOBAL NEWS COLLECTION OF OVER 150 FULL TEXT 
NEWS SOURCES, MAJOR NEWSWIRES AND THOUSANDS OF GLOBAL 
BUSINESS JOURNALS. NOW YOUR CLIENTS WILL KNOW WHAT'S GOING 
ON IN THE WORLD, WHETHER IT'S HAPPENING IN THEIR OWN BACK- 
YARD OR 5,000 MILES AWAY. KEEP YOUR CLIENTS IN THE LEAD BY GIVING THEM 
ACCESS TO THE NEW YORK TIMES WHILE IT IS STILL HOT OFF THE PRESS - NOW ON 
DIALOG AS FILE 47 1 (U.S. AND CANADA) AND 472 (OUTSIDE NORTH AMERICA), 
AND COMING SOON ON DATASTAR. 
For more information on The New York Times on DIALOG, see What's New 
- - 
,yp);F. 
:e at http://www.dialog.com, or phone 1-800-496-4470 or 1- 
@$"$ 
<?** I 415-254-8246 and ask fordocument 1144 by instant fax. &;a$ w>,A,, ;&t <p,w @$, &it, @$~ & @e Neb flmk Emee ',**'$h$2 p&gj $y$: - ,b91 L E A D I N G  T H E  W A Y $  
idder Information. Inc All nghts reserved. DIALOG 1s a serwce mark of Knght-R~dder Informalion, lnc. 
Regmered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
8A special libraries 
When your CEO needed an article yesterday but forgot 
to ask for it until today, you need EBSCOdoc, 
a part of EBSCO's unique information management system. 
EBSCOdoc lets you use the newest technology to 
request virtually any document from anywhere - 
via phone, fax, electronic mail, or the World Wide Web. 
With a global network of staffed source locations, 
EBSCOdoc can deliver what you need quickly 
and cost effectively. Special librarians all over the world 
use EBSCO because only EBSCO gives them the power 
to achieve the ultimate in information management 
with integrated journal subscription, electronic access 
and document delivery services. 
Call today to learn how EBSCO can help you combat the realities 
of the business world. 
P.O. Box 1943 Birmingham, AL 35201 
(205) 991-6600 Fax (205) 995-1636 
Web site: http://www.ebsco.com 
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Take advantage of new, more affordable update options for H.W. 
Wilson's full line of abstracts databases on WILSONDISC. 
Monthly and school year subscriptions include access to online 
Monthly=I 2x updates per year 
School YearS9x updates per year,August-April updates 
Quarterly=4x updates per year, February, May,August, November 
Wilson Applied Science & Wilson Humanities Abstracts 
$ 2 495 New' School Year 
$ 1 875 Neud Quarterly 
New! Q u a r t e r l ~  $ 1 ,245  
Readers' Guide Abstracts* 
Wilson Art Abstracts 
$ 2 495  New! School Year 
New! Quarterl) 
Wilson Social Sciences 
Wilson Business Abstracts Abstracts 
New! School Year 
New' Quarterlv $ 1 245 New! Quarter l )  
Wilson Education Abstracts 
$ 1 ,725  'Alto d~ddab le  with Full Text 
New! Quarterh  $ 1 145 co\ wage Readers G u ~ d e  Abstracts Full 
Text Mega E d ~ t ~ o n  a d Readers G u d e  
Wilson General Science Aht rac t s  Full Teut hlml E d ~ t ~ o n  
$ ,9y Wdson I-\b\trdcts are also a ~ a ~ l a b l e  on 
magnetlc tape onlme and through New! School \ear : ' ::: ~ ~ l m n  ~nfo rma t~on  Partner5 h'ew! Quarterl) 
PHONE 1-800-367-6770 FOR MORE INFORMATION! 
ASK A B O U T  SAVINGS FOR 
WILSONDISC I N D E X  SUBSCRIBERS W H O  UPGRADE! 
H.W. Wil~0n 950 University Avenue Bronx, NY 10452-4224 
Phone: 800-367-6770; Fax: 800-590-1617 
Email: ordernow@info.hwwiIson.com 
http://www/hwwilson.com 
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"PICK THE POWER PACKIIGE" 
You don't have to spend time and energy searching for chemical engineering information! 
Just place your one-time order for the American Institute of Chemical Engineers' (AIChE's) 
"Power Package Plan '96." Then, let AIChE energize your collection with reliable delivery of 
the best the profession has to offer, including: 
AIChE Journal (Monthly) 
The publication of record for ChE R&D, presenting the most 
important fundamental and applied chemical engineering 
research. And, in 1996, THE BEST IN ITS FIELD GETS EVEN 
BETTER as it increases its total number of pages to 3,600 a year. 
field 
Process Safety Progress (Quarterly) 
Practical advice for the design, 
operation, and maintenance of safe 
installations. Presents new techniques, 
and advances in loss prevention 
technologies. 
Environmental Progress (Quarterly) 
Covers critical issues in the 
preservation and improvement of our 
environment, including air, water, and 
solid and liquid waste management, 
abatement, and treatment. 
AIChE Symposium Series (4 Titles) 
Presents the latest research findings 
from recognized experts in such 
disciplines as: environmental 
engineering, heat transfer, and 
computer-aided process design. 
Biotechnology Progress (Bi-Monthly) 
Research reports, reviews, and news on 
products and services for the 
biotechnology/bioprocess industries. 
Ammonia Plant Safety (Annual) 
New technology for cleaner, safer, and 
more efficient plant operations in the 
manufacture, storage, and 
transportation of ammonia and related 
products. 
Chemical Engineering Faculties 
(Annual) 
Provides key information on 
approximately 157 US and 258 
international Chemical Engineering 
Schools, including faculty, department 
heads, and degrees granted. 
Total cost for the 1996 Package Plan: $1,649. 
A SAVINGS OF ROUGHLY 25 PERCENT 
OVER THE COST OF PURCHASING ALL 
THESE VOLUMES INDIVIDUALLY! 
PLUG INTO mE 
POWER PACMGE 
TODAY! 
For more information, call Dolly King, 
Package Plan Manager, at 212R05-7662 
* Outside US: $1,949 
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To that end. we've developed our Electronic Library Project, a 
prototype electronic document management and distribution system. It 
al lows for joint exploration of dynamic issues that wi l l  affect us all: r ights 
management. economics, data storage. 
Some of our other. less vlsible corporate R&D initiatives call for expand- 
ing database coverage to include electronic journals and relevant grey 
Ilterature. Devislng flexlble delivery tools for current awareness, retro- 
spective, and bibliometric data. Designing intelligent retr~eval engines and 
interfaces that allow for sophisticated. yet easy, literature searching. 
Offering electronic dellvery of the full textifull image to  even the most 
remote sites. 
We continue to  forge new part- 
nerships. To provide you with the 
tools that support ALL your users' 
needs. To butld tomorrow's library. 
Sooner than you think. 
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SAX'S DANGEROUS ?ROPERTIES OF IND 
MATERIALS, NINTH EDITION by Richard J. Lewis, jr. 
ISBN: 0-42-02025-2 ('l'hret, Volume Set) Available now 
ISBN: 0-442-02335-9 (CD-ROM) Available noa 
A vast, reliable source of critical information on health and safety data, 
reguhtory standards, to\icik carcinogenicity, and physical properties of 
over 20,000 chemical substances. New: 2,000 completely new chemicals. 
drugs, and biological agents 14,000 updated entries New or additional 
physical data added for 0,000 entries CAS Registry Numbers for more than 
18,000 entries 100,000 domestic and-international synonyms 3 Instant 
Locator Indexes Streamlined toxicity data OSHA, ACGIH, MAK exposure 
limits NIOSH REI. workplace air limits New advanced safety profiles for handling spills, accidental exposures, 
and fires Carcinogens and reproductive effects New European Data. Also avdable in CD-ROM. 
HANDBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL DATA ON ORGANIC 
CHEMICALS, THIRD EDITION by Karel Verschueren 
ISBN: 0-442-01916-5 (Print Version) Available April 1996 
ISBN: 0-442-02421-5 (CD-ROM) Available June 1996 
All the information you need to prudently use potentially dangerous chemicals is in this 
fully revised edition of our classic handbook. Pesticides, detergents, phthalates, polynu- 
clear aromatics, and polychlorinated biphenyls are all investigated in detail. 
Includes physicaVchemical properties; air, soil, and water pollution factors; 
aquatic toxicity, and biological effects; odor thresholds; sampling and analysis 
data; and structural formulas of over 3,000 chemicals. Tables have been refined 
to focus on environmentally related materials. Also available in CD-ROM. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANT REFERENCE 
DATABOOK, VOLUMES I AND I1 by Jan C. Prager 
ISBN: 0-442-01918-1 (Vol. I), ISBN: 0-442-01969-6 (Vol. 11) Available now 
$129.95 (each volume) 01995,  1996 
ISBN: 0-442-02420-7 (CD-ROM) Available now 
Comprehensive coverage of environmental effects of regulated chemicals. Identifies 
regulated chemicals and chermcals of special interest to environmental and safety pro- 
ssionals due to widespread contamination or considerable hazard. A reference com- 
pendium of physical, chemical, and biological dangers of environmental chemicals 
and selected simple and complex mixtures. Listings include CAS number; SAX 
number; sampling, analysis, and detection limits; environmental transport, fate 
and effects; structural formula, molecular formula; common uses; manufacturers; 
odor thresholds: regulaton jurisdictions and authorities; standards; reactions; 
T W E m  EDITION by Richard J. Lewis, Sr. 
ISBN: 0-442-01 131-8 (Print Version) Available now 
ISBN: 0-442-02419-3 (CD-ROM) Available now 
The most ~ lde ly  recognized dictionary of industrial chemicals, terms, processes, reac 
and related terminology, Hawley's is an essential reference for all levels of staff in 
industries where chemicals are used - from management and administrative peo- 
ple to marketing and sales to technical and scientific staff. Hawley's presents three 
distinct types of information: (1)descriptions of chemicals, raw materials, manufac- 
turing processes, and equipment; (2)expanded definitions of chemical entities, 
phenomena, and terminology used in every phase of engineering and technical 
development; and (3)descriptions or identifications of a wide range of trademarked products. Also available in CD-ROM. 
COOPER'S COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL DESK 
REFERENCE: WITH SUPPLEMENTAL SPELL CHECK DISK 
by Andrk R. Cooper 
ISBN: 0-442-021 59-3 (Print Version) Available now 
ISBN: 0-442-02161-5 (CD-ROM) Available August 1996 
A unique comprehensive reference with more than 1,000 pages of key terms, 
over 5,000 acronyms and useful, detailed information on: Superfund Envi- 
ronmental engineering Biology Construction Wetlands OSHA Threat- 
ened and endangered flora and fauna . and International organizations and 
treaties. Information is supplemented by maps, charts, tables, and diagrams, as 
well as crucial agency contact information to give the professional access 
to environmental officials who can offer advice and assistance. Destined 
to become a classic work, essential for all environmental, hazardous waste and safety engineers and managers. 
industrial hygienists, and encironmental lawyers, as well as for students in these fields. Also available in CD-ROM. 
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS HANDBOOK 
by Richard P Pohanish and Stanley A. Greene 
ISBN: 0-442-02212-3 (Print Version) Available July 1996 
$149.95 01996 
ISBN: 0-442-02422-3 (CD-ROM) Available September 1996 
$400.00 0 1996 
This corrected, updated and expanded version of the U S .  Coast Guard's Chemical 
Hazards Response Information System (CHRIIS) Manual features widely used and 
transported industrial mat&als includlg, practical hands-on data and technical 1 I 
data as well as chemical properties. This book is a portable and easier to use ver- 
sion of the CHRIS Manual. This new resource covers more than 1,240 substances, 
while also improving on the original by including a CAS index, synonym index, and 
a helpful identification section with new fields and vital ID information moved 
to the front of each record for easv accessibilitv. Also available in CD-ROM. 
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Zoological Record on Compact Disc" 
Request a free trial to convince 
yourself that Zoological Record 
on Compact Discis the natural 
selection when searching the 
zoological literature. A single 
search retrieves references across 
hundreds of disciplines, making 
searches for organisms in the 
wetlands, rainforests, or coral 
reefs easy. 
You can evaluate Zoologzcal Recm-d 
on CD using your own areas of 
research. You'll find that 
Zoological Recurd on CD offers: 
72,000 items annually from 
6,500 international journals 
and other sources, including: 
meeting proceedings, books, 
monographs 
1,100,000 items from 1978 to 
the present 
Protozoa to Mammalia 
Quarterly updates 
SilverPlatterm software; ERL 
compatible 
And the thesaurus provides a 
systematic approach to searching 
the literature so you can obtain 
references to a variety of disci- 
plines in just one search. 
Call Today to Request Your 
FREE 30-Day Trial 
1-800-523-4806 (USA and Canada) 
2 15-587-4847 (Worldwde) 
http://www.biosis.org 
0 Send me a free 30-day trial. 
0 Please send me a brochure 
and price card. 
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"Wish I'd writte 
Barbara Quint Editor, 
The Reflections, Revelations And Hard-Won Wisdom 
Of 35 Of The World's Top lnternet Researchers 
By Reva Basch Topics covered include: 
Foreword By D~st~nguish~ng cyber-gems from cyber-junk 
Howard Rheingold How not to get "Lost In Cyberspace" 
Finding experts and enlisting ther help 
How to avo~d "lnternet Overload" 
Search strategies that really work 
Keepmg upto-date on new lnternet resources 
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SOMETHING'S I N  T H E  W I N D  
AT DISCLOSURE. AND IT'S NOT 
A GENTLE BREEZE. 
Thc changcs at Disclosure arc no flukc of naturc. They're. a 120 n1.p.h. hlast of fresh thinking. You scc, bringing 
vc~u the world's most comprchensivc financial and bu~incss information on more than 27,000 companies worldwide 
vasn't enough. Neither was being thc A list's numbrr one choicc fbr thc last 28 !cars. Wc sct out to beat our own 
gc~ld standard. And \ve have. With enhanced, real-time EDGAR, desktop dcli\cry, Intcrnet acccss and intbrmation 
solutions of unprecedented global proportions. In short, \cc'rc doing \\.hat you cxpect o f  a leadcr - creating tools that 
will  himply make you more efficient. l'hesc innovations \\.ill kick up a storm during the 
months ahead. Why not be one of the first to be blown away? Call 1-800-236-6997, ext. 200. 
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Need to find financial data on a European competitor? 
How international consumers and regulators feel 
about animal feed additives? Or which of the former 
Soviet republics would be best for your business? 
Follow the first rule of research: go right to the 
source. To DataStaqSM Europe's electronic informa- 
tion service. 
PRESENTXNG RORASE:~~ 
DATASTAR IN A LANGUAGE YOU 
ALREADY UNDERSTAND. 
KR PROBASE is an easy-to-use, Windows-based 
approach to DataStar. This means that instead of 
complicated command languages, you get easy, point- 
and-click access to Europe's viewpoint on the widest 
variety of topics. Topics that include companies, 
news, and country and market analysis. Science and 
medicine. Pharmaceuticals, automobiles, food and a 
lot more-over 350 databases in all. 
And all without sacrificing the search sophistica- 
tion that specialists like yourself have come to expect. 
WINDOW ON THE FUTURE. 
KR PROBASE brings the easy-to-use convenience 
of Windows to DataStar now, with DIALOGB to follow 
in 1996. Together, these services give you all the tools 
you need to meet your information requirements in 
today's-and tomorrow's-global marketplace. 
800-334-2564 
Want more information? Call us today or contact your 
local Knight-Ridder Information sales representative. 
We'll send you exactly what you've been looking for. 
KR PROBASE. 
It's the new way to look 
at Europe. 
01995 Knight-Ridder Information. 
411 r~gh t s  r e se rv~d  DIALOG, DataStar 
and KR ProBase are  emi ice marks of 
Knight-Ridder Information, Inc. Wndows 
1s a trademark of Microsoft Corporation 
LE PROBASE 
THE DATASTAR COLLECTION 
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Designing an lnternet Class 
for a scientific and Technical Audience 
by Amy M. DeBro wer und Robert F. Skinder 
Este articulo describe el desarrollo de "Una 
Introduction a1 Internet, " un curso formal de 
enirenomiento disefiado especiolmente para 
empleados de un labomtorio de investrgocidn y 
dearrollo cienftfico y t6cnico. Como respuesto u 
los necesidades de 10s empleados del l ahab r i o  
de hacer uso productive del Internet, se ha 
organizado un grupo de entrenamiento 
interdepartomento1 compuesb de bibliotecaIMs, 
penonal de interconexih, miembms del g ~ p o  de
publicacidn, y personal del departomento de 
recunos humonos. Se identificamn obietivas y 
necesidades de entrenamiento. El g ~ p o  disefid e 
implemento un curso de un dio de dumcion que 
cubre concepbs tedricos del lntemet, instrocciones 
pldcticas pom el hncionamiento de 10s pqmmas  
de birsqueda ("browser sofiwore7, recunos 
importantes del Internet, y descubrimienb de 
informarion y i6cnicas de recuperacion. 
This article describes the development of 
"Introduction to the Internet," a formal training class 
developed for staff members of a scientific and 
technical research and development laboratory. 
Res onding to staff members' needs to make 
pro i uctive use of the Internet, an interdepartmental 
lnternet trainin team of librarians, networki staff, Z "a members of t e publications group, and uman 
resources personnel was formed. Training needs and 
objectives were identified. The team designed and 
implemented a one-day course covering theoretical 
Internet concepts, hands-on instruction in browser 
software functionality, important lnternet resources, 
and information discovery and retrieval techniques. 
Introduction 
l e t  article dbcrit I'elaboration d'un cours de 
h a t i o n  professionneb b I7ntention du penonnel 
du labomtoire de recherche et developpement 
scientifique et technique intitvle < Introduction d 
I'lntemet d! En reponse b la nkessifi d'un empbi 
plus produd de I'lntemet p r  ks  membres du 
penonnel, une equipe intedeportementole de 
formation comprenant les bibliothecaires, le 
penonnd de gestion de resewx, les membres do 
groupe des publications et le penonnel des 
mswces  humaines a ef i  constiIVQ. Les besoins 
et ob& de formation ont ei6 identifies. 1 'bquipe 
a cony et mic en ~ v r e  un coun d'une N m e e  
englobunt ks  concepk theoiiques de I'lntemet, lo 
fondionnal~ des pnymmmes de lecture (apparel 
en main), les ressources impoduntes de I'lntemet et 
ks  techniques b empbyer pow dkouvrir et eximire 
k s  informaiions. 
Few occurrences have impacted the information user 
and the information provider as much as the introduction 
of the World Wide Web (WWW) and its accompanying 
browser software. As librarians at the Johns Hopkins 
University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHUIAPL), we 
were enthusiastic about the possibilities inherent in these 
new media, particularly as they applied to our highly 
specialized clientele. The following is a report on the 
development and implementation of a training course 
designed to assist staff members in a scientific and 
technical research and development laboratory in identi- 
fying and making productive use of Internet resources. It 
will describe the Internet training needs and the interde- 
partmental Internet training team formed to meet those 
needs. We cover the development of the course objec- 
tives, its content, the instructional methods, and associ- 
ated training aids for other information providers who are 
considering offering a similar service. 
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Environment and Clientele 
The Applied Physics Laboratory employs 
about 2,700 permanent and contracted person- 
nel. More than half of APL's staff are technical 
professionals, primarily scientists and engi- 
neers. Seventy percent of the technical staff 
have advanced degrees. 
For most of its history (starting just after U.S. 
entry into World War 11), APL has been closely 
affiliated with Navy programs. These programs 
range from the development of the proximity 
fuse in 1945 to the invention and utilization of 
satellite navigation systems. The downsizing of 
the federal government, particularly at the De- 
partment of Defense, has led to an increase in 
non-DOD contracts. This expanded the range 
of subjects in which APL, as a whole, is inter- 
ested. In addition to historic areas of expertise, 
APL interests include modeling and simula- 
tion, medical imagery, and intelligent transpor- 
tation systems, to name but a few. 
The technical staff's information needs are 
both intense and sophisticated. The network 
environment is diverse, with a multiplicity of 
network protocols, computer platforms, and 
operating systems. Because of the laboratory's 
technical orientation and involvement with 
government programs, some researchers have 
been using the Internet, primarily for e-mail, 
since the earliest days. Today, the Internet is 
accessible to virtually all staff at their office 
workstations. The introduction of the WWW 
has raised the level of interest and involvement 
of many in the APL community. Recognizing 
this interest, APL's R.E. Gibson Library and 
Information Center is committed to exploring 
the development and potential uses of the 
Internet in an effort to maximize its benefits to 
our clientele. 
Networked Information 
Since 1992, the library has offered unlim- 
ited search access to the UNCOVER database, 
which many staff access via Telnet from their 
offices. In addition, the library offers net- 
worked, desktop access to an ever-widening 
selection of CD-ROMs and inhouse databases, 
including both bibliographic files and data 
140 
sets. Although the library continues to offer 
mediated searching and information analysis 
on afee-for-service basis, we are committed to 
bringing information resources directly to the 
users in their office environment. 
We made some early efforts to develop a 
gopher for use by laboratory staff. Although 
many were interested, the Internet remained 
the domain of the network gurus. The advent 
of the Web, with its multimedia capabilities 
and easy-to-use browser software, brought a 
surge of interest in Internet resources from our 
clientele. With this interest, however, there 
remained a strong sentiment that it was nearly 
impossible to use the Internet productively. 
The information environment was considered 
cluttered, and the difficulty of efficiently find- 
ing useful resources was amajor frustration. If 
the Internet was to be used as a powerful 
resource, it was incumbent upon us to provide 
some structure for our users and to equip them 
with the tools necessary to use it. 
As librarians, we viewed the tasks of se- 
lecting, organizing, and facilitating the use of 
electronic information resources as natural 
extensions of our role in the traditional print 
arena. Building on some previous explor- 
atory work on hypertext electronic informa- 
tion aids, we were in a particularly 
advantageous position to exploit the WWW. 
Our efforts resulted in the eventual develop- 
ment and fielding of the Information Naviga- 
tion System (INS) (http://lib2.jhuapl.edu/ 
APL/ins/ins.html). The INS and its develop- 
ment is described in detail in a separate pa- 
per.' The INS offers pointers to resources 
pertinent to the work done at APL, organizes 
them in an orderly fashion, and provides 
some descriptive information. Perhaps the 
simplest way to describe the INS would be as 
a structured corporate bookmark or hotlist 
system. Pointers to many useful search en- 
gines are also provided. The INS has gone 
through several iterations. The earliest ver- 
sions pointed to lists compiled by others. As 
the INS matured, we were able to mine those 
lists for sites andresources which were really 
important to our users. We placed these in our 
own delineated categories such as "Physics 
Ready Reference" or "Advanced Materials." 
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In addition to the INS, the library developed 
a home page, which offers useful technical 
and business-related information. Although 
these resources satisfied important needs, we 
were fas from reaching all of our clientele. 
Early Instructional Efforts 
The library has always taken an aggressive 
posture in providing electronic information 
resources and services along with instruction 
in their use. Bibliographic instruction contin- 
ues to be a priority, with one-on-one instruc- 
tion being perhaps the most widely used 
method. Librarians meet with APL technical 
groups whenever possible to describe existing 
services, highlight new capabilities, and par- 
ticipate as teammembers on technical projects. 
Before the introduction of the Web, we 
made Internet presentations focusing on go- 
pher and FTP resources to groups throughout 
APL. This effort was done in conjunction with 
staff from the communications and network- 
ing group, who manage all network traffic and 
the TCPIIP Ethernet backbone network link- 
ing more than 20 buildings on the 350-acre 
laboratory campus. The library was eager to 
expand Intemet instructional opportunities and 
capabilities. We were not alone in recognizing 
the need for Intemet training at APL. Staff in 
the technical publications group were receiv- 
ing an increasing number of requests for assis- 
tance with HTML coding and home page 
development. The issue was also being ad- 
dressed by staff in the Human Resources De- 
partment, who coordinate formal training in a 
variety of areas (e.g., computer software, pro- 
gramming languages and environments, qual- 
ity teams, management and supervisory 
education, and staff development). Contract 
educators performed most of the training. 
One important goal of corporate training is 
that staff be able to immediately apply the 
knowledge gained to improve their productiv- 
ity in the workplace. The laboratory required 
Internet training to dramatically reduce the 
need to "surf the Internet." 
Immediate training needs were threefold: 
1. To configure and use the browser 
software, 
2. To gain a basic understanding of how 
the Internet and its components work, and 
3. To identify and use relevant Internet 
information resources. 
The library, communications and network- 
ing group, and technical publications group 
struggled to meet the demands for individual 
instruction. Human resources staff contacted 
several vendors regarding development of an 
Internet training course, but those courses were 
found to be too generic for the needs of the 
laboratory's technical and administrative staff. 
Coming Together 
Clearly, APL needed some type of formal 
Internet training. Representatives from the in- 
terested groups met and decided to form an 
Internet training team. Initially, representa- 
tives from human resources asked the team to 
develop a set of requirements that could be 
used by an external vendor to develop a course 
tailored for APL needs. What we found was 
that we had the knowledge, experience, and 
commitment within the team to develop and 
execute the training ourselves. At this point, 
the librarians had been using the Internet for 
several years and were well-acquainted with 
its resources, particularly those on the WWW. 
The INS had been operational for approxi- 
mately one year. Our colleagues from commu- 
nications and networking were on the cutting 
edge of the technology and the team also 
included writers and educators who could guide 
us in establishing a curriculum. We deter- 
mined that, with careful design, an "Introduc- 
tion to the Internet" course, taught by internal 
experts, could meet the laboratory's imrnedi- 
ate training needs. 
We decided the one-day course would begin 
with a one-and-one-half hour networking 
theory presentation. The remainder of the day, 
about one hour in the morning and three hours 
in the afternoon, would be devoted to browser 
functionality and information resources in a 
hands-on mode. The theory section would be 
developed and taught by staff from the com- 
munications and networking group. The li- 
brarians accepted the challenge of developing 
the hands-on section of the course. Our howl-  
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edgeof the information needs of APL staff was 
considered to be invaluable for the develop- 
ment of the Internet resource content sec- 
tion-we had an expertise that could not be 
readily matched by any outside vendor. Fur- 
thermore, the Internet training team recog- 
nized that the INS provided an excellent 
framework in which to couch this portion of 
the class. It provided a pre-filtered subset of 
the Internet, tailored for the needs of our clien- 
tele, which was an enormous advantage in 
selecting useful examples. 
The human resources staff agreed to provide 
classroom resources and administrative sup- 
port such as scheduling and cost recovery. The 
laboratory has both PC and Macintosh class- 
rooms, each with 10 machines for student use. 
Overhead and live demonstration setups are 
available to the instructors. Other members of 
the team assisted in the development of training 
aids and provided invaluable advice based on 
their experience in training and adult education. 
Our ovemding goal was for staff to be better 
able to use the Internet to do APL-related 
work. We began with a relatively short list of 
objectives that we intended users to master: 
understand basic Internet vocabulary 
and concepts F P ,  gopher, etc.); 
be familiar with and able to use Netscape, 
its commands, and its functions; 
navigate to useful sites within the 
Internet; 
use tools such as lists and search devices; 
move data from an Internet source to a 
personal storage device; and 
know what todo when "hopelessly lost." 
Our portion of the course had two indepen- 
dent, yet interrelated, contentareas: 1) browser 
features and operation, and 2) identification 
and use of relevant information resources. We 
also felt it was important to provide an under- 
standing of the various types of Internet ser- 
viceslenvironments that our students are likely 
to encounter, such as gopher and FTP sites. 
Rather than attempting to teach these indepen- 
dently, we opted for an integrated approach 
similar to the one espoused by ~randt'-teach- 
ing "The Chicken IN the Egg." Although Brandt 
suggests teaching the information content in 
the context of teaching about the software, we 
take the opposite approach: teaching about the 
software in the context of teaching about 
Internet resources and services. This method 
keeps our students' attention focused on the 
Internet. 
Learning to Drive 
Early on we adopted the analogy of teaching 
someone to drive a car. The class begins with 
a 90-minute theory portion, much as a driver 
would begin learning the rules of the road 
before actually getting into the car. Our col- 
leagues from the communications and net- 
working group accomplish this by discussing 
how the Internet works and what it is. The 
students' computers are not running at this 
point. The instructor switches between a 
Powerpoint presentation and live demonstra- 
tions to describe the Internet, packet switch- 
ing, tracer routes, protocols, domains, URLs, 
and available services. APL's policies con- 
cerning the Internet are also presented, and 
questions of a technical nature are fielded. 
In the next segment, given by library per- 
sonnel, we put our students into the car. From 
this point, everything is hands-on. We begin 
with a brief overview of menu bar attributes 
and controls, which is analogous to finding 
auto windshield wipers and light controls. We 
immediately take a "spin around the parking 
lot," looking at inhouse resources like the 
stockroom catalog, the telephone directory, a 
guide to upcoming meetings, and the 
laboratory's safety manual. We visit internal 
home pages, observing differences in tech- 
nique and added features. We also explore 
important browser and Internet concepts: home 
pages; basic navigation using Back, Forward, 
Home, and Go commands; setting a default 
home page; HTML source code; electronic 
publishing for internal documents and re- 
sources; basic search engines and string search 
strategies; the Gopher environment; and con- 
figuring and using the e-mail capability of the 
browser. An important segment of the morn- 
ing is spent on bookmark management. We 
special libraries 
conclude with independent student exercises, 
which take them to additional resources and 
build on the concepts learned. 
The Superhighway 
After lunch, we ease onto the Information 
Highway using the INS as aroadmap (seeTable 
1 for an abbreviated summary). Although we 
can only look at a fraction of the available 
resources, the INS provides structure and facili- 
tates instruction. Since our classes include per- 
sonnel from all departments and all levels, we 
emphasize that even if our examples do not 
match their field of interest, similar resources 
are probably available to meet their needs. 
The one abiding principle of the class is that 
the Internet is a work tool. The subject of each 
search exercise (e.g., the Hubble Telescope, 
distributed interactive simulation) presumes 
that the student is an engineer, a secretary, or 
a new employee who must locate information 
relative to an APL project or interest. When we 
look at locations, we are focusing on universi- 
ties, corporations, and laboratories much like 
APL. When we look at government agencies, 
we use programs of interest. 
The INS contains an extensive electronic 
reference collection. Classroom exercises in- 
clude planning overseas trips using maps, di- 
rectories, currency exchanges, and a wide range 
of travel guides, all availableelectronically. We 
select reference problems from fields such as 
physics and astronomy. The electronic journals 
we explore are all work-related. They are freely 
accessible, searchable, and yield at least an 
abstract. We demonstrate the secure transrnis- 
sion feature of the browser by contacting the 
secure server at the National Academy Press. 
During the course of the journey, we continue 
to integrate many browser and Internet con- 
cepts. We perform a Telnet session, visit an 
Table 1 
bmmunication Tods 
Newsgroups 
listsews 
Search Tools 
General 
Infoseek, Magellen 
Subiect-Specific 
Star*s Family, Phys'its Preprints 
Usdul Information Resources 
Library Tools 
Electronic Reference Desk, Library Catalogs, Electronic Books and Journals 
Subjects 
Science 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Chemistry, Geography and Oceanography, Mathematics, Physics 
Technologtes 
Aeronautics, Computer Science, Engineering, Transportation Administratiin, Business, law, Communications 
Locations 
Laboratories, Universities, Software Arch'ies, Corporations, Professional Societies, Federal Government and 
Military Servers 
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archive where students use FTP to transfer in- 
structions for proposal submission to their hard 
drive, introduce listservs and newsgroups, ex- 
plore Lists such as Yahoo and Einet, and demon- 
strate the capabilities of a wide sampling of 
search engines. Ow students maintain a high 
levelof interest because we always use examples 
that are relevant to the work done at APL. 
Training Aids 
The small-scale, high-tech classroom set- 
ting available to us is ideal for teaching the 
Internet. With a limit of 10 students per class, 
we can achieve a high degree of rapport with 
each person. We use a combination of re- 
sources to present the class material-such as 
an overhead projector to display viewgraphs, 
which provide a structure for the class and 
highlight particular concepts-as well as live 
demonstrations of the exercises being per- 
formed by students. As instructors, we achieve 
thelatter by team-teaching: one presents while 
the other "drives." 
We originally planned to give students at 
least one popular Internet textbook. After re- 
Table 2 
Class Exercise 10: Find Government Contracting and Procurement Information on the Web 
SELECT 
SELECT 
SELECT 
TYPE 
SELECT 
HOME 
u 
Federal Business Information. (You will connect to CounterPoint.) Scroll down ....... 
u 
US. Commerce Business Daily (CBDI-updated daily 
u 
Latest CBD 
u 
Look at the most recent issue by category such as Contract Awards or Procurements 
u 
Any document 
u 
Fl LE 
u 
Save As 
u 
A file name of your choice 
u 
Things you can do: 
1. Note the look and feel of GopherSpace. There are documents, folders, and search engines (binoculars). You navigate 
linearly through GopherSpace up and down through the directories. 
2. Note there are no hyperlinks in a file (no colored links to select). 
3. Save a file to your local hard drive. 
4.  Go back to CBD 1st screen, SELECT CBD for the last 45 days, and then search the CBD (try tank, spectrophotometer, 
software support, or any t e n  you like). Note that the search engine is indicated by the binoculars. 
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viewing the field, we gravitated toward devel- 
oping our own textbook or collection of notes. 
We decided to reprint slides of the technical 
presentation for the students to take away as 
handouts. For the hands-on portion of the class, 
we wanted to document and include the exer- 
cises used. Although students can follow along 
in the textbook, our main intention is for them 
to interact with the Internet in class. The exer- 
cises may also be referred to later if a student 
wishes to review a particular source, type of 
resource, or concept. We take pains to docu- 
ment the exercises so that every step is precise 
and accurate. Table 2 is a sample exercise. 
At the bottom of each exercise, we indicate 
things the student can do or what has been 
accomplished-for example, you may now 
save, e-mail, or bookmark this document; you 
can use a search engine to search this archive; 
or, you have successfully ftp'd a document. 
The textbook also includes a welcoming let- 
ter, a list of objectives, an outline of the techni- 
cal and hands-on presentations, a reprint of 
excerpts of the Netscape manual covering those 
portions discussed in the classroom, and an 
appendix containing a few pertinent articles. 
Evaluation 
The Human Resources Department collects 
evaluations for training. Every student is asked 
to return a standard APL evaluation form after 
each class. A sampling of six sets of these 
evaluations has given us a score of 4.36 on a 
5.0 scale. Another indicator of our success is 
the number of times the course has been held: 
between April and December 1995, we of- 
fered more than 20 sessions. We have also 
found that use of the INS has more than doubled 
in the past three months. 
Lessons Learned 
We have, of course, encountered some prob- 
lems. One type has been directly related to tl~e 
Internet and its peculiarities. There seems to be 
a definite slowdown in network speed and per- 
formance as the work week progresses. Also, 
most of the hands-on work is done in the after- 
noon, when the West Coast is coming online. 
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We can do little about the latter problem due to 
the logical progression of the course, but we are 
addressing the former by trying to schedule 
classes for Mondays or Tuesdays only. 
Other Internet problems involve sites that 
have moved servers, changed sponsoring or- 
ganizations, won't accept connections, or just 
plain don't work. When sites have moved, we 
sometimes find a pointer that will lead us 
directly to the new URL. At other times we 
have, in class, successfully located the new 
URL by using one of the search engines such 
as Infoseek. In some cases, we have had to 
abandon the exercise entirely and try, on the 
fly, to use an alternate site to demonstrate a 
concept. The government shutdown of No- 
vember 1995 caused a great problem for our 
class. On a positive note, we use these minor 
setbacks to encourage our students to work 
around the vagaries of the Internet and explore 
their options. 
We also have our share of difficulties keep- 
ing our textbook up to date and our exercises 
meticulously prepared. When sites change lo- 
cation, for example, the students may have to 
take a different series of steps in the exercises. 
This also occurs when sites make even minor 
changes to their pages. In one case, an impor- 
tant site we used "improved its search inter- 
face virtually every time we visited it! Changes 
also occur when you find a way to improve 
your product. When a better example for a 
concept is identified or when coverage of a 
concept is modified, adjustments have to be 
made. We have had to update the exercises 
before most classes. This problem has not 
proved insurmountable, however, because we 
keep the material on our local server, update it 
as needed, and have the 10 class copies repro- 
duced by the laboratory's central duplicating 
facility. These pages are then added to the 
other, more static, class materials and spiral- 
bound in an attractively designed cover. 
Future Plans 
- - 
As APL personnel become more sophisti- 
cated in their use of the Internet, we expect that 
they will continue to challenge us. Already 
members of our team are designing an HTML 
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developers class. We expect to begin putting gieseitherby linkingdeparmental home pages 
more focused classes together as we refine our or various workhtudy areas. We see no sign of 
present effort. We are also trying to link parts running out of applications for the Internet, 
of the laboratory, utilizing the new technolo- now or in the foreseeable future. 
Amy DeBrower and Robert F. Skinder are senior reference librarians at Johns Hopkins 
University, Applied Physics Laboratory. They can be reached via Internet a t  
amy.debrower8jhuapl.edu. 
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Malpractice: Is the Sky Falling? 
by Karl A. Cremieux 
Este orticulo exomino lo potenciol omenozo 
de litigocidn porconducto incarrecta contra 10s 
bibliotecorios involucrodosen el proceso de 
referencia. l o  relucidn entre elbibliotecorio y 
el usuorio, y el nivel del servicioprestodo, 
juegon un pope1 importante en el determinor 
siexiste conducta ilegal. A1 exploror e l  
ombientebibliotecorio, lo que se espem del 
que provee loinformocion, y 10s precedentes 
legoles relocionodos con loentrego de 
informaddn, este articulo sirve coma un 
reposode los pensomientos octuoles y lo 
corriente de opinidn sobreeste temo. 
This article examines the potential threat of 
malpractice litigation against librarians involved in 
the reference process. The relationshi between P the librarian and the user and the leve of service 
provided plays an important role in determining 
malpractice. By exploring the library environment, 
the expectations placed on the information 
provider, and the legal precedents in information 
delivery, this article serves as a review of the 
current thoughts and trends on this issue. 
Introduction 
l e t  o/ticIe examine lo menace potentielle de 
litiges relotiis b lo negligence professionnelle des 
bibliothecoires ossocies au processus de 
reference. les roppolts entre le bibliothecaire et 
I'utiliu~teur et le niveau de service fourni iouent 
un r8le important dons lo determinotion de lo 
negligence. Porce que cet article explore le codre 
de lo bbliotheque, ce qu'il convient d'uflendre 
de lo personne foumissan t les informations et les 
precedents juridiques relotifi b lo fourniture 
d'infonnotions, il constdue un bilon des points 
de vue et tendances octuelles dons ce domoine 
- d 'OD son utilite. 
"Librarians are always talking about being profes- 
sionals just like doctors and lawyers ... but when they 
prescribe the wrong medicine, when there is as a result 
great injury, ... why, that'smalpractice, just as certainly 
as it's malpractice when a doctor removes a kidney 
when he should have removed the gall bladder."' 
These words are from Allan Angoff's often quoted 
1976 article on "information malpractice." Angoff cre- 
ated a fictitious scenario where areference librarian was 
sued for malpractice. The plaintiff, a patron, claimed 
injury due to the faulty information received from the 
librarian. Angoff s all too plausible scenario sparked a 
lengthy discussion regarding the legal liability of pro- 
viding information. 
Many librarians feel the threat of malpractice is real. 
Arecent survey of law and medical librarians found that 
over half felt amoderate concern that they might be sued 
for malpractice.2 Yet, as Wan reports, "In spite of 
concern about malpractice lawsuits, no librarian has 
actually been sued for personal It has 
been 20 years since Angoff's article. Yet, despite the 
logic of his argument, no suits have appeared. Why 
haven't we been sued? 
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What is Malpractice? 
Black's Law Dictionary defines malprac- 
tice as: "Professional misconduct or unreason- 
able lack of skill ... Failure of one rendering 
professional services to exercise that degree of 
skill and learning commonly applied under all 
the circumstances in the community by the 
average prudent reputable member of the pro- 
fession with the result of injury, loss or dam- 
age to the recipient of those  service^...."^ 
Malpractice is a tort. Torts concern actions 
that cause harm to an individual. This differs 
from criminal law where the act is considered 
to be against society. Malpractice revolves 
around proving negligence. "Negligence is 
essentially the law of carelessness. It rests 
upon the assumption that each of us owes what 
is called a 'duty of care' to those who might be 
affected by careless actions on our part."6 A 
duty of care is universal and must apply to all 
members of the community. If the courts es- 
tablish a duty of care for librarians, the stan- 
dardmust apply to all librarians in all situations 
for all customers. In the law of Contracts, this 
duty exists only between the individuals named 
in the contract. The duty is unique and spelled 
out by the agreement. 
The greatest number of malpractice claims 
are filed against physicians. However, in in- 
creasing numbers, other professionals, such as 
lawyers or architects, are finding themselves 
targets of litigation. Malpractice only applies to 
members of a recognized profession. How do 
the courts determine who is a professional? 
Generally, they consider a professional as "one 
having a peculiar skill."' They examine the 
necessary degree of education, establishment 
of peer organizations, and the creation of stan- 
dards. Librarians appear tomeet the criteria. We 
possess a unique skill that requires extensive 
post-graduate training. Librarians may join a 
wide range of long-standing, internationally 
recognized organizations. These groups often 
issue standards. For example, the Reference 
and Adult Services Division (RASD) of the 
American Library Association publishes guide- 
lines for reference and information  service^.^ 
Malpractice covers a very specific range of 
actions. Users may bring libraries to court for 
a variety of reasons, including copyright in- 
fringement, negligence (i.e., slipping on the 
floor, tripping on an electrical cord), discrimi- 
nation, defamation, etc. However, these of- 
fenses are not malpractice. Malpractice may 
occur when the information a librarian pro- 
vides causes an individual to suffer harm. The 
idea that the action must cause some type of 
loss or injury is important in determining mal- 
practice. "Does it make a difference whether 
the question I answer incorrectly is 'How high 
is Mount McKinley?' or 'What information 
can you provide me on the establishment of my 
own busine~s?"'~ In malpractice, one may 
only sue if they experience a tangible loss or 
injury. So far, dissatisfaction and inconve- 
nience are not grounds for litigation. 
Many people mistakenly believe they may 
only be sued if they charge for their services. 
Malpractice does not depend on money chang- 
ing hands. In cases involving bodily injury, the 
economic arrangements may be irrelevant. 
The Official Comment to the Restatement 
(Second) of Torts, Section 3 11, NegligentMis- 
representation Involving Risk of Physical 
Harm, states that an obligation may apply "... 
even though librarians give the information 
gratuitously and the actor derives no benefit 
from giving it."'' 
The Library Environment 
In determining malpractice, the relationship 
between the librarian and user plays an impor- 
tant role. Gray identified three relationships 
based on the librarian's work environment: 
reference, special, and private broker. Ref- 
erence librarians work in a public setting. 
Generally, their institutions are government 
supported. They allow any member of the 
community free access to their services. Spe- 
cial librarians serve an organization. They 
restrict their services to members of their orga- 
nization. Private brokers actively solicit busi- 
ness and charge a fee for their services. 
Crossover may exist between the groups. For 
example, some public libraries offer fee-based 
online searching and hospital libraries often 
allow access to patients. 
In addition to their relationship to the user, 
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we must identify how librarians carry out their 
services. Librarians may respond to a request 
for information in four basic methods: 
identify sources, 
provide instruction, 
complete a search, and 
summarize results. 12"3 
Each level of service presents a higher de- 
gree of involvement in the outcome of the 
exchange and heightens the librarian's poten- 
tial for liability. When identifying sources, the 
librarian points the user toward the requested 
information. This is the least influential. A 
librarian may explain how to use a particular 
source. The user may claimmalpractice if they 
feel the quality of the training resulted in their 
failure to find accurate information. When a 
librarian completes a search, they directly in- 
fluence the outcome of the information ex- 
change. The risk at this point is high. Finally, 
summarizing the results of a search creates the 
highest risk. 
Application 
The Restatement (Second) of Torts, Section 
3 1 1, Negligent Misrepresentation Involving 
Riskof Physical Harm, states that "1) One who 
negligently gives false information to another 
is subject to liability for physical harm caused 
by action taken by the other in reasonable 
reliance upon such information; and 2) Such 
negligence may consist of failure to exercise 
reasonable care, a) in ascertaining the accu- 
racy of the information, orb) in the manner in 
which it is communicated."14 
To prove malpractice, the plaintiff must 
establish four points: 
1) The librarian provided false informa- 
tion, 
2) The librarian knew the defendant's 
safety depended on the information, 
3) It was reasonable for the plaintiff to 
act upon the information received 
from a librarian, and 
4) The librarian failed to exercise rea- 
sonable care. l5 
Proving the information was false is a 
straightforward task. However, it leads to a 
deeper issue. Are librarians responsible for the 
content of the materials within their collec- 
tion? Society expects librarians to maintain 
factual, up-to-date collections. However, no 
universal standard exists. 
Librarians strive to keep their personal opin- 
ions separate from the information process. 
Yet they must exercise personal judgement in 
selecting materials. So far, librarians have 
been free to rely on their personal expertise to 
handle this duality. However, many fear that a 
court imposed standard would topple this bal- 
ance. Consider the medical community. There 
is an ongoing debate about the negative impact 
government imposed standards have upon the 
quality andefficiency of care. Would the threat 
of litigation force us to practice "defensive 
librarianship"? Such fear may push librarians 
to water down their collections and become 
passive in services. This corrupts our purpose. 
As one librarian stated, "Pointing to sources of 
information or showing a person how a source 
is used and walking away is not reference 
work."16 The loss of selection and service to 
the users may negate any gains made by atlow- 
ing malpractice claims to stand. 
On a practicable level, expecting a librarian 
to have intimate knowledge about the content 
of their materials is unreasonable. Consider- 
ing the vast amount of information contained 
in databases, books, and journals4espite a 
librarian's skill and intent-there is just not 
enough time to keep up. It appears unreason- 
able for a court to expect this. 
There is legal background to support this. In 
EWAP vs. Osmond, the plaintiff sued a video 
store regarding information contained in a 
rental tape. They claimed the tape contained 
libelous information and sued the store renting 
the tape. The court stated that, "One who 
merely plays a secondary role in disseminat- 
ing information published by another, as in the 
case of libraries, news vendors, or carriers, 
could not be held liable for defamation unless 
it knew or had a reason to believe that the 
information was libe~ous."'~ Further, "When 
the books ... are offered for sale or free circu- 
lation, the vendor or lender is not required to 
examine them to determine whether they con- 
tain any defamatory informati~n."'~ 
The Darsee Case is a good example of the 
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difficulty in judging the validity of informa- 
tion. Darsee was a researcher accused of falsi- 
fying data in journal articles. When colleagues 
discovered the errors, publishers quickly 
printed retractions and databases flagged the 
citations. However, a citation study found that 
authors continued to cite Darsee positively .I9 
Even experts have trouble assessing the accu- 
racy of information. There is no reason to 
believe the courts would hold a librarian to a 
higher standard. 
Traditionally, lawmakers believe regulating 
information causesmore harm than good. How- 
ever, thcy distinguish between those who pro- 
vide information for the good of society and 
those making a profit. Dun & Bradstreet, Inc. 
(D & B) vs. Greenmoss Builders. ~ n c . ~ '  ex- 
plored this issue. D & B, a database producer, 
mistakenly reported that Greenmoss once filed 
for bankruptcy. This error damaged 
Greenmoss's reputation and credit rating. Al- 
though D & B corrected the mistake, Greenmoss 
sued for defamation and won. As part of its 
defense, D & B used freedom of speech. How- 
ever, the court felt that, "First Amendment 
principles only applied in matters of public 
concern, whereas speech on matters of purely 
private concern is of less First Amendment 
concern. Regarding databases, the fist  amend- 
ment will not protect the information if it does 
not concern the public interesLW2l Here we see 
the importance of the librarian's work environ- 
ment in the threat of malpractice. The private 
broker, working for profit, has a higher level of 
liability than a librarian working for the public. 
The second point of proving malpractice 
requires the plaintiff to prove that the librarian 
knew the plaintiffs personal safety depended 
on the outcome of the exchange. This is obvious 
when someone asks for information related to 
medicine or law. Yet, many requests that seem 
safe could have severe consequences. In Alm vs. 
Van NostrandReinhold Co., the plaintiff sued 
the publisher when a user sustained injury fol- 
lowing the instructions in a book, The Making 
of ~ o o l s . ~ ~  Knowledge isapowerful tool. There 
is an element of risk in every information re- 
quest. If all information requests are considered 
to have some type of impact on the user, how 
could one situation be singled out? 
To further complicate the issue, every user 
has a unique reason for visiting a library. We 
serve many divergent purposes such as busi- 
ness, entertainment, research, academics, etc. 
The person requesting medical information 
may be a physician treating a patient or even 
the actual patient. The requestor may be a 
researcher writing a report or a student com- 
pleting an assignment. Often, the user is just 
someone scratching an intellectual itch. This is 
such a gray area that creating any type of 
standard appears difficult. 
The third point asks if it were reasonable for 
the plaintiff to rely on the information the 
librarian provided. Where do we place ulti- 
mate responsibility for the outcome? The plain- 
tiff must prove that the librarian had a "duty of 
care" toward the user. Black's defines this as 
an "Obligation to conform to legal standard of 
reasonable conduct in light of apparent risk."23 
Since there are no cases involving librarians, a 
legal standard does not exist. What are the 
chances of making one? 
The case of Donohue vs. Copiague School 
District illustrated the court's opinion on duty 
of care:24 "Judicial recognition of the exist- 
ence of a duty of care is dependent upon 
principles of sound public policy and involves 
the consideration of numerous relevant factors 
which include, iter alia: moral considerations 
arising from the view of society towards the 
relationship of the parties, the degree to which 
the courts should be involved in the regulation 
of that relationship, and the social utility of the 
activity out of which the alleged injury arises 
... To entertain a cause of action for educa- 
tional malpractice would require the courts not 
merely to make judgments as to the validity of 
broad education policies-a course we have 
unalterably eschewed-but more importantly, 
to sit in review of day to day implementation of 
these policies." 
Mosley's article makes a valid point: "Sel- 
dom, if ever, can the answer be found merely 
by industrious search. Search only discloses 
elements which must be put together and given 
meaning by the application of The 
courts agree with this. While the librarian may 
pull together pieces of the puzzle, the assem- 
bly of those parts is solely the responsibility of 
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the user, not the librarian. If librarians help in 
research andavoid providing conclusions, they 
appear safe. 
Another aspect to consider is that much of 
what a librarian provides to the user is outside 
the librarian's direct control. Traditionally, 
society views Librarians as mediators, linking 
people to knowledge they did not create. Usu- 
ally, the librarian did not write the books or 
create the databases within the collection. These 
tools are often flawed. In one example, a group 
of students practicing online search skills failed 
to find known citations. A call to the database 
found that the vendor forgot to load five weeks 
of records. Despite recognizing their error, a 
search two months later revealed that the 
records still had not been loaded.26 Consider- 
ing the librarian's lack of control over the 
materials, the plaintiff may find it difficult to 
establish that relying completely upon the in- 
formation they received was reasonable. 
Disclaimers often help in this area. A proper 
disclaimer informs the user of the limitation of 
information retrieval. It lists flaws and helps 
create accurate expectation of the exchange. 
However, disclaimers do not completely insu- 
late one from litigation. A disclaimer never 
absolves someone from a legal duty. Like a 
contract, disclaimers cannot usurp the laws. 
The courts often reject di~claimers.~' The 
strength of adisclaimer is education: " ... if you 
don't promise more than you can deliver, and 
don't unnecessarily raise the expectation of 
your client, you're less likely to face a law- 
Finally, disclaimers may not apply to 
a third party. If a vender supplies the library 
with a disclaimer for a database, this dis- 
claimer may not be valid for the users. The 
library may have to create a separate dis- 
claimer between the library and the user. 
Many states have directly resolved the issue 
of malpractice for their librarians. In 1986, 
Illinois passed legislation exempting librar- 
ians from malpractice. "A public employee 
acting in the scope of his employment is not 
liable for an injury caused by his negligent 
mi~representation."~~ Other states have simi- 
lar laws. Many public librarians are protected 
under sovereign immunity. Here, the govern- 
ment states that it cannot be sued for torts 
unless it specifically waives the right.30 The 
existence and specifics of these exemptions 
vary from state to state. 
The special librarian, by virtueof working for 
a parent organization, also receives a degree of 
protection. The courts look to the theory of 
respondeat superior, the "Universal common 
law principle that an employer must compen- 
sate anyone whose person or property has been 
injured by the wrongful (usually negligent) 
conduct of its employees while acting within 
the scope of their employment."31 As an em- 
ployee of an institution, the special librarian's 
employer is responsible for the actions of its 
employees. The organization becomes the tar- 
get for litigation, not an individual librarian. 
While this does not absolve the librarian, the 
institution bares the brunt of the suit. 
A broker is in a very different position. First, 
by actively soliciting services and charging 
fees, users often view them as experts in their 
field. Private brokers create ahigh expectation 
regarding the outcome of their services. The 
fact that they often repackage information and 
draw up contracts also takes them into legal 
areas not applicable to private or public librar- 
ians. In short, depending on how private bro- 
kers present themselves to their clients, the 
court may determine that acting upon the in- 
formation they provide is reasonable. How- 
ever, it appears that a plaintiff would have an 
easier time filing under other areas of law such 
as breach of a contract, not malpractice. 
The final point in proving malpractice is 
deciding if the librarian failed to exercise rea- 
sonable care. Here the courts rely on the doc- 
trine of reasonable man: " ... the standard of a 
reasonable man under all the circumstances 
including the foreseeability of harm to one 
such as the plaintiff."32 First, the standard 
states that they must compare us with reason- 
able members of our profession, not the abso- 
lute best. Second, the circumstances they 
compare us with must apply in all situations. 
Due to the unique nature of the information 
exchange, creating such a standard may be 
impossible. Even if similar circumstances could 
be found, two reasonable librarians may yield 
different results. Side by side comparisons do 
not necessarily yield consistent results. 
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There are many paths to information. Infor- 
mation is transitory. The same search state- 
ment run at different times may yield different 
results. In medicine, there are concrete stan- 
dards. As a scientific-based discipline, proce- 
dures may be tested in controlled situations, 
repeated, and manipulated to discover con- 
crete results. Duplicating this type of situation 
for the library environment is hard. There are 
too many variables and toomany correct ways 
to approach the problem. To find information 
about medicine, one may search Medline, 
Biosis, the Internet, CD-ROMs, etc. We may 
even search the same databases using different 
interfaces. We may access Medline using 
Grateful Med, Paperchase, OVID, First Search, 
etc. These are all reasonable tools. Yet each 
could yield different results. Determining a 
standard that applies in all situations to all 
librarians calls for the application of scientific 
principles to a largely subjective process. The 
absence of a fair universal standard makes 
establishing malpractice difficult. 
Other Legal Concerns 
Several other legal issues may cause con- 
cern for librarians. First, synthesizing infor- 
mation for the user presents several distinct 
legal questions. Here, librarians go beyond 
pointing to sources. They summarize and re- 
package the results of a search for the enduser. 
The courts may view this as creating a product 
which falls under the laws of Strict Liability. 
Although not specifically an area of malprac- 
tice, it does present some real dangers. 
When summarizing information, the court 
may consider the librarian an author. The 
librarian assumes responsibility for the con- 
tents of what they created. In Saloomey vs. 
~ e ~ p e s e n , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a pilot purchased navigation 
charts produced by Jeppesen. There was an 
error in the charts. His plane crashed, killing 
the occupants. Claiming the charts were a 
product, a suit was filed under Strict Liability. 
The defense claimed the charts were a service, 
not aproduct, and that they were not liable for 
the contents. However, because they did not 
create the charts individually, the courts ruled 
they were a product. "Without any individual 
tailoring or substantial change in contents they 
are thus simply mass produced."35 By synthe- 
sizing and mass producing the information, 
the defendant was responsible for the accuracy 
of the charts even though helshe did not per- 
sonall y commit the error. 
This raises an interesting issue. To save time 
and labor, librarians may be tempted to main- 
tain files of citations related to commonly asked 
questions. However, this may place the librar- 
ian at risk. There are certain types of questions 
where this would not be a problem. For ex- 
ample, ready reference questions, such as, how 
tall is the Washington Monument, donot change. 
Nevertheless, in most other instances, where 
information continually changes, maintaining a 
static file could cause harm. In Harbeson vs. 
Parke Davis, physicians prescribed a drug to a 
patient who was pregnant. They understood the 
drug to be safe in this regard. However, the child 
was born with birth defects. When they released 
the drug, it appeared safe for such usage. How- 
ever, subsequent reports showed the drug did 
cause complications. The court ruled that, " ... 
the physicians had a duty to acquaint them- 
selves and their patients with this informa- 
t i ~ n . " ~ ~  Librarians must always remember that 
information changes: today's facts could be 
tomorrow's errors. 
Privacy issues alsocreateconcerns. In 1971, 
the council of the American Library Associa- 
tion moved to "Formally adopt apolicy which 
specifically recognizes its circulations andother 
records identifying the name of the library 
users to be confidential in nat~re."~'  However, 
as Pritchard and Quigley point out, "Ethical 
breaches, such as disclosing confidences, do 
not always give rise to a cause of action."38 
Remember, for a user to take legal action, they 
must prove that a tangible loss occurred. They 
may get the librarian fired, but without an 
actual loss, there may be little legal recourse. 
There are several interesting situations in- 
volving this area. Librarians often receive re- 
quests for information from researchers who 
unknowingly are pursuing duplicate projects. 
The librarian may think they are doing them a 
favor by telling them of their competitor's sirni- 
lar pursuits. However, this is an error. The 
Congressional Research Service of the Library 
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of Congress instructs a librarian who receives a 
duplicate request to treat each independently .3y 
Another case of abuse of confidentiality 
concerns the actions of a librarian working for 
a New York law firm. The librarian assisted 
lawyers specializing in corporate mergers. 
Through the lawyers' requests, the librarian 
pieced together what companies were plan- 
ning to merge. He used this information to 
make more than $400,000 on the stock ex- 
change until the Securities and Exchange Com- 
mission caught up with him.40 
Conclusion 
Why haven't we been sued? Proving mal- 
practice is difficult. The unique environment 
of library work makes creating a fair and 
universal standard difficult. The courts do not 
appear eager to establish such a standard. The 
judiciary considers the free flow of informa- 
tion a crucial component of our society. Al- 
lowing malpractice claims to stand would create 
an unacceptable wade-off. 
Common sense also plays a big role. Under 
malpractice, the librarian must recognize that 
the user's safety depends on the outcome. The 
paradox in this situation is that as risk to the 
user increases, the reasonableness of a user 
holding the librarian responsible for the out- 
come decreases. If someone has a life threat- 
ening illness, to base their actions solely on 
information they received from a library, with- 
out seeking professional medical advice, is 
ludicrous. 
This does not imply that librarians are per- 
petually immune from malpractice. Law, like 
information, is in constant flux. If a librarian is 
reckless, the librarian will be held account- 
able. Nevertheless, what saves librarians is 
that we are not reckless, and there lies the key. 
If we remain in our roles of information pro- 
viders andavoidissuing conclusions, the threat 
of malpractice appears slim. 
Although the talk of litigation creates fear in 
some librarians, we may view it in a positive 
light. With professional recognition comes in- 
creased responsibility. As a "serious" profes- 
sion, the results of our work must have impact. 
The discussion of litigation against librarians 
suggests a maturing of people's view regarding 
information science. We do have an impact. 
Karl Cremieux is an independent information broker specializing in health care information. 
Cremieux became interested in legal issues surrounding information provision while working as 
a volunteer librarian at Children's Memorial Hospital, Chicago, a university affiliated teaching 
hospital. He may be reached via Internet at kac8968nwu.edu. 
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Reference Services: 
More than Information Chauffeuring 
by Michael G. Enyart and Rebecca A. Smith 
El tmhp de refermcio es uno funcwn mmoy imporbrite 
ddprofesional que m h j o  en e l a m p  de infomck5n. 
Se tram de un servicio interpenonal diseriodo con el 
propdsito de equiporor la informocibn con las 
necesidades de l rh te .  En elposodo, d s i r t m  de 10s 
bibliotecas consistio princ@almente en que 10s usuarios 
acodan a elhs y obtenian asistencb a travis de los 
profesionoles de infomacidn. Las bibhtecalios eran 
los "choferes de hhmacwn" quienes, 01 pedirselo, 
reatmban bsquedas p r  via de dirtintos d i o s  y 
dirigian a1 cliente a varios reconos inhmtivos. A1 
urgir otms tecnohgios y servicios pliblicos hem de h 
b i b I i o ~ o m o  ogentes de infei~encb, ellntemet, 
y America O n l i n d a s  clientes pueden obtener 
infomacidn por su propia cuenm. €stas nuevas 
tecnolagias representan on reta para que 10s 
bibliotecarios defnan u s  sewicios bdsicos, asicamo el 
papel que desenptian. Este ar17wlo examino los 
servicios de referencia y su crecimk signfirado. 
l e  twu i l  de dPrmce est une fonction i r p r b n t e  du 
professionnel de I'informotian. C'est un service 
kdiuiduolir8 visont d hire corespondre /'information 
aux besoins des clients. h r  le passB, les bib~oth&pes 
btoient &ublies de @on d re que ks utoteors 
viennent obtenir sor place h ide  des pmfessionnek. 
Les biblioth6coires Btaient les a chauffeurs 
d'inhmtron u qui, lorsqu'ilr en emientpries, oidoient 
aux recherches etdi@eoientles dents vers les diverses 
sources d'infomtion. L'avhement d'aum serveurs 
d'mhnnotron et de technologies en d e h o ~  de la 
bibIioth6que - ids que k s  services infomfibs, 
Ylntemet etAmca Online -pennettentaux clients 
d'obtenir des informotions eux-mtmes. Ces 
technologies Abbo&s b u t  raemment dkhent les 
hbraires de dkrire les services fondomentoox qu'ils 
rendent et leur /6k. Cet orfick examine les services de 
d&rmce et Iwr signfiation cmissante. 
Reference work is an important function of the 
information professional. I t  is an interpersonal 
service designed to match information with the 
needs of the customers. In the past, libraries were 
set up for users to come to the site and obtain 
assistance from information professionals. 
Librarians were the "information chauffeurs"' who, 
when requested, performed mediated searches and 
pointed the client towards various information 
resources. The advent of other information utilities 
and technologies outside of the library-such as 
intelligent a ents, the Internet, and America 
Online-enab 1 es customers to obtain information 
on their own. These newly-developed technologies 
are challenging librarians to define their core 
services and roles. This article looks at reference 
services and their growing significance. 
Introduction 
Imagine our community without libraries and/or librar- 
ians. In the recent past, libraries had a virtual monopoly 
on the storage anddistribution of information. As aresult, 
librarians came to believe that their role in society had 
become institutionalized. Librarians and libraries now 
have competition as the primary information vendor. 
Currently, a great deal of information can be found 
outside of the library. Therefore, if some other entity 
provided equal or better services, would libraries still 
have a constituency? Are we immune to what has hap- 
pened to some large corporations, where people took 
their business elsewhere? 
Corporate librarians are having a devilish time saving 
their departments-and even keeping theirjobs. Last year, 
General Electric decided to outsource their corporate head- 
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quarters library to an information brokerage 
Brown, Brothers, and Harriman almost 
closed their library doors, but instead chose to 
downsize, drastically reducing  service^.^ Aca- 
demic libraries are not immune from competi- 
tion, either. College computer services, as well 
as academic departments, are acquiring licenses 
for databases and putting them up on campus 
networks. There is even a recent case in Pitts- 
burgh where Point College contracted with the 
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh to provide li- 
brary services from the public library's down- 
town branch.4 In developing services in this 
Darwinian environment, it is important for us to 
look at service trends in general and learn 
lessons from other industries. 
Fast Food, Banking, and Library Services 
The restaurant business has always been vola- 
tile. In the city of Boston, people eat out about 
2.33 times a week; however, they order takeout 
about 3.5 times a week. There are comparable 
statistics in other major metropolitan areas.5 
Takeout (or home meal replacement as it is 
commonly known in the industry), is no longer 
relegated to ubiquitous fast foodestablishments, 
but has expanded to other restaurants and to 
grocery stores as well. One of the reasons for 
this change is that consumers are no longer 
satisfied with limits on the products and ser- 
vices that they can get conveniently. As one 
man observed, "It was an eye-opener to see that 
everything arrived hot and packaged. It made 
me realize that we could do this more often and 
get something good."6 
Another industry that is probably closer to 
libraries, in terms of services, is banking. Not 
so long ago, people went to a bank to obtain 
any kind of financial service. The term "bank- 
ers hours" became derisive, because the typi- 
cal service hours of banks were not convenient. 
Credit unions and savings and loan institutions 
entered the retail banking industry, offering 
additional hours and better customer service. 
As a result, they enticed a significant number 
of customers away from traditional banks. 
Financial service institutions were the first 
to use technology to extend their service areas. 
Automatic Teller Machines (ATMs) and auto- 
mated telephone systems have allowed cus- 
tomers to perform most routine banking trans- 
actions at any time and from any place. 
However, these technologies have not yet made 
bank personnel obsolete. Customers often pre- 
fer personal contact for services, such as loans 
and investments. 
What do these industry examples illustrate 
for library services? People want to receive 
goods and services in a timely and convenient 
manner. Library clientele expect to acquire 
information as easily as they make financial 
transactions or purchase takeout food. 
Technology Provides Information 
The Internet, in its many formats, has also 
provided people with remote access to infor- 
mation via home pages and Web sites. Infor- 
mation is much more accessible. Technology 
can assist in extending various types of service 
that will not be limited by time or place. Just as 
the financial service industry has used auto- 
mated telephone systems and ATM cards to 
extend service, many libraries have Online 
Public Access Catalogs (OPACs) to allow 
clientele to search the catalog and other data- 
bases, place reserves, and have material deliv- 
ered to other locations. 
However, technology must be designed for 
the enduser. Information technology has not 
fully met the service needs of endusers. For 
example, how many OPACs are intuitive 
enough for the novice user? Part of the original 
underlying design premise in OPACs was that 
endusers would access this resource in librar- 
ies and therefore could rely on reference li- 
brarians for needed assistance. Now that 
OPACs are accessible from other locations, 
many of our clientele do not perceive a need to 
come to the library. Additionally, technology 
has extended the presence of the reference 
librarian through e-mail, OPAC, Web pages. 
and video conferencing. Customers can use 
these methods to obtain reference assistance 
without having to physically visit the library 
facility. Fewer customers perceive a need to 
come to the library due to the technological 
extensions of service. 
There is a new generation of information 
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retrieval software labeled intelligent agents. 
The software allows individuals to type in 
key words, which the software then uses to 
query various databases (internal and exter- 
nal), after translating the request into the 
appropriate search language. There are those 
who believe that such technology, if properly 
developed, could be the primary vehicle for 
information delivery. 
Many corporate libraries have taken the 
lead by installing intelligent agents such as 
Hoover and NewsEdge, which enable the 
user to search databases without any media- 
tion. Will these intelligent agents dispense 
with the need for librarians, as suggested by 
Roesler and ~awkins? '  
Some recent research in corporate libraries 
shows that this is not the case: more difficult 
queries are still being performed by librar- 
i a n ~ . ~   an^ librarians argue that the fast grow- 
ing supply of information makes the profession 
even more valuable because most people do 
not have the time to develop good research 
skills. Many computer technologists would 
argue that what is needed is better intelligent 
agents.9 
Traditionally, society has depended on li- 
braries and librarians to organize information. 
In doing so, librarians have evaluated informa- 
tion through collection development and cata- 
loging. With the Internet, those methods may 
not be viable. Yet, in many ways, the age old 
mission of librarians-organizing and evalu- 
ating information resources-is even more 
important in the electronic age. Librarians will 
need to judge the authentication and merits of 
these electronic resources and their applicabil- 
ity to specific queries. 
Technology Equals Validity 
The librarian's vision for information tech- 
nology should be to put the library at everyone's 
desktop. Through OPACs, Internet, Web pages, 
and intelligent agents, achieving this goal can 
be reached. Even if we do achieve this vision, 
will "desktop libraries" serve our 
constituency's need? Will interacting with 
computer software, regardless of its sophisti- 
cation, be able to satisfy the majority of infor- 
mation queries? Is the "magic bullet" of tech- 
nology invulnerable to the tenets that define a 
quality information resource? Let us look at 
some of the characteristics of good informa- 
tion sources. 
Some business scholars have examined in- 
formation gathering by executives. One such 
study found that a primary factor affecting the 
choice of information sources is the ability to 
reduce uncertainty.'0s' ' Other research asserts 
that interpersonal communication is the pri- 
mary vehicle of executives' information trans- 
mission. Two studies by McKinnon and 
~ r u n s ' ~  and McLeod and   ones'^ showcase 
the preference of executives for oral informa- 
tion. This same preference could be true of the 
general populace. chen14 studied citizen in- 
formation-seeking patterns. She took a ran- 
domized list of 13 sources and put them into 
three basic groups: interpersonal (e.g., one's 
own thinking, friends); institutional (e.g., pro- 
fessional people, school); and mass media 
(e.g ., newspaper, television). The results dem- 
onstrated that interpersonal resources were the 
preferred information source. 
Marketing scholars contendmarketing man- 
agers are more likely to use information when 
it contains fewer surprises or confirms more of 
the managers' preconceived ideas.15- l6 Em- 
pirically, there is a positive correlation be- 
tween information credibility (i.e. validity, 
completeness, consistency, specificity, accu- 
racy, and realism) and information usage.'' 
Finally, Moorman, Zaltman, and 
~ e s h ~ a n d e " ~ ' ~  suggest that clients' trust in 
researchers is crucial to the use of market 
research findings. 
The above research points to several quali- 
ties that information should possess to ensure 
its use. Qualities such as validity, complete- 
ness, consistency, accuracy, trust, and reduc- 
ing uncertainty are some of the same qualities 
that librarians use in the analysis of individual 
works to determine their viability for inclusion 
in a library collection. Can theresources on the 
Internet provide the same qualities? A recent 
survey of Internet users reported in the Wall 
Street Journal found that only 12 percent of 
people using the World Wide Web found what 
they were seeking.20 
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Reference: Personal 
Service for Customers 
Librarians need to realize that while better 
OPACs and other electronic resources are 
needed, the preferred method of receiving 
information by many of our clientele is person 
to person. Libraries need to begin to personal- 
ize the services they provide. If we identify the 
reference librarian as that interpersonal re- 
source in an institution, we can take advantage 
of this information-seeking pattern. 
There may be some evidence that the above 
phenomena is already occurring in libraries. 
Reference interactions are the fastest growing 
segment of "library transactions." In a survey 
conducted by Wisconsin l i b r a r i e~ ,~~  reference 
statistics are the fastest growing segment of 
library service. Libraries used to deliver infor- 
mation through books, and that activity was 
measured by circulation. Today, the primary 
method of information delivery is through 
reference transactions. This emphasis on ref- 
erence services is also seen in the design of 
new libraries. The traditional Carnegie library 
design had the circulation desk as the primary 
point of focus; however, the current trend is to 
have the information desk as the first service 
point that our clientele see. 
One problem to overcome is that library ad- 
ministrators are prone to look at the size and 
quality of their collections and the facilities, 
rather than the delivery of service. In the book, 
Delivering Quality ~ervice,'~ Zeithaml and oth- 
ers studied service quality in the product repair 
andmaintenance sector. They found that manag- 
ers viewed the company very differently from 
their potentialcustomers. The managers believed 
that their large size andnational networkof repair 
facilities would be considered a strength; ironi- 
cally, potential customers in the focus groups 
reported that they did not want to do business 
with the company because the establishment was 
too large. Moreover, they felt they would be 
perceived as nothing but a number. 
Libraries have a lesson to learn from this. 
Service is personal. As benign and respecled 
as the institution of the library is, we still need 
to focus attention on the staff who deliver the 
service. The institution's collection and physi- 
cal environment make little difference if our 
clientele find service to be abysmal. This is 
supported by ~ u r r a n c e ' s ~ ~  tudy of "success- 
ful" reference services. She discovered that 
reference clientele need to feel they can return 
anytime for more assistance. 
Reference Personnel: Marketing Agents 
Reference service-as the primary delivery 
vehicle--can also serve as amarketing device. 
Other service institutions (e.g., banks and tele- 
phone companies) have increased their focus 
on personalizing service in their advertising 
campaigns. For example, advertisements for 
banks which emphasize "personal bankers," 
and the MCI commercials, which feature 
friendly MCI representatives, are both cen- 
tered on de-institutionalizing the service. Just 
as reference librarians act as the point of mar- 
keting, they can also be conduits of informa- 
tion on the "environment." Sales organizations 
often use their sales forces in this way. It's not 
uncommon to have marketing and competi- 
tive intelligence departments survey and talk 
to the sales force. Library administrators can 
do the same with their reference staff. 
Reference and Technology: 
Partners for Service 
Thoughmany of the technologies mentioned 
in this paper have made information more 
available-they have not necessarily made it 
less expensive. People want goods/services at 
the lowest possible price (by price wemean the 
consumer costs of money, time, cognitive ac- 
tivity, and behavior ~ffort) .~~Library clientele 
expect to acquire information as easily as they 
make financial transactions. Access to the 
Internet has monetary costs as well as costs in 
time and effort. Finding information on the 
Internet is oftenaformidable task. The Internet 
has not replaced fee-based online databases. 
and there is research that proves that experi- 
enced reference librarians are relied upon to 
retrieve information from these sources.25 The 
professional reference librarian will prove to 
be oneof the most efficient andcost-beneficial 
methods of acquiring information. 
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Conclusion 
Libraries no longer have a monopoly on the 
provision and distribution of information. As 
we face competition for information steward- 
ship, it is the quality of service we provide that 
will determine our fate. 
It is a commonly held belief that the success 
of libraries is tied to bringing our clientele into 
the library. Technology has negated that ne- 
cessity, just as ithasinother institutions. Many 
service organizations have learned that their 
customers are looking for extended bound- 
aries of service, and that they must take their 
product to the client. Like other service orga- 
nizations, we should be cognizant of the 
clientele's perception of the organization. It is 
possible that librarians and administrators have 
a flawed idea of what people think of our 
services and institution. Perhaps our custom- 
ers do not care for the institutional solution and 
want more personal service. We should not be 
concerned about being replaced by technol- 
ogy; instead, we should be asking how it can 
improve extended service. Technology and its 
advocates will continue to push the envelope 
regarding how library services are provided. 
Technology can be a siren. One of the maxims 
to remember when employing new technol- 
ogy is that it must be easy, convenient, and 
cost-effective for the user. Information needs 
require that librarians make information un- 
derstandable, convenient, and inexpensive. Ob- 
viously, technology can assist us in the areas of 
customer value, convenience (including speed), 
and price, as it has done in the retail banking 
industry.26 Yet technology cannot take the 
place of personal service. Librarians need to 
sell one of the best skills they have: the ability 
to frame questions-something that intelli- 
gent technologies cannot perform. 
Reference service will be on the cutting 
edge for libraries in the future. Information 
seekers will look to librarians to shepherd 
them through the maze of electronic services 
that are being promised. Librarians are being 
transformed from gatekeepers and warehousers 
to consultants and navigators. We will con- 
tinue to lead our clients to the best products, 
using our collection development and techno- 
logical skills, for maximum utility regardless 
of physical location. Reference librarians will 
need to develop feedback mechanisms to be in 
tune with their customers' information priori- 
ties. Personal interaction, more than ever, will 
become our core business. 
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Drumming Up Business 
by Karl M. Pearson and h a  I. Iarvir 
Atraidos por las capacidodes que ofrece lo 
interconexion computarizoda (computer 
nehvorking), OPAC, el correo electr6nico (e 
moil), y el Internet, e impulsados por 10s ideas 
visionarias de Total Qualiv Monogement y otros 
estilos modernos de odministrocion orgonizativa, 
10s bibliotecarios de lockheed Mohn  Technical 
Operotions han reestructurodo 10s antiguos 
archivos que se concenfraban en la coleccion, 
convirtiendolos en uno ogencia informativa 
penonal, concentmda en el cliente. Anunciando 
frecuentemente sus servicios y utilizando 
recunos de 10s bibliotecas locales de Lockheed, 
pOblica5, y especializadas, la Biblioteca l TOC 
entrego mater ides e informocion "a  su 
escritorio" a un grupo de usuarios que aumenta 
por dio. 
Attires par les capacii6s qubffrent les reseoux 
d'ordinoteur, les OPAC, le courrier electronique 
et I'lnternet, et poussb par les visions de 
I'approche n qualit6 totole q et outres sfyles 
modernes de gestion d'entreprise, les 
bibliothecaires de Lockheed Mahn Technical 
Operations Company ont restrvciure les archives 
anciennement centrees sur les collections pow 
en foire one agence d'informations cenMe sur 
les personnes. Par la publicite hequente des ses 
services e t  I'utilisotion des ressources des 
bibliotheques locales (lockheed, publiques et 
specialisees), la bibliothique de 1 TOC est en 
mesure de livrer les motbriaux n sur votre bureau 
x e t  de foumir des informations d une cutegorie 
croissante d'utilisateurs. 
Drawn by the capabilities offered by computer 
networking, OPACs, e-mail, and the Internet, and 
impelled by the visions of Total Quality 
Management and other modern organizational 
management styles, Lockheed Martin Technical 
Operations librarians have restructured the former 
collection centered archive into a customer centered 
personal information agency. By frequently 
advertisin its services and using resources from 
local Lock \ eed, public, and special libraries, the 
LTOC Library delivers "at your desk" materials and 
information to a fast growing set of users. 
Organizations today are being urged to become more 
customer-driven, leaner, faster on their feet, and more 
collaborative in management style. How might a library, 
traditionally client-oriented but budget-pressured, rein- 
force ils place in a restructuring organization? 
In our case, we seized advantage of new electronic 
technology to drum up business for library services-and 
to deliver information straight to our users at their desks. 
Perhaps our nitty-gritty experience in growing from a 
"document dump" into a "virtual" library will offer some 
ideas you can use. 
Not Much to Start With 
For a number of years, Lockheed (now Lockheed 
Martin) Technical Operations Company (LTOC) has 
helped operate the Air Force Satellite Control Network 
(AFSCN). The AFSCN is centered in Onizuka Air Sta- 
tion in Sunnyvale, CA and Falcon Air Force Base in 
Colorado Springs, CO. 
Satellite controllers "fly" orbiting space vehicles by 
sending them operating commands and downloading 
data they've collected. There are a number of technical 
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documents which describe each satellite and 
its subsystems and specify how to conduct 
satellite control operations. There is also much 
general technical literature on the topics of 
satellites, orbits, spaceflight operations, and 
associated computer and communications hard- 
ware, software, and networks. 
In addition to controlling satellites, LTOC 
provides training in satellite operations. Over 
the years, obsolescent course materials and 
technical documents were archived in a "li- 
brary" located in a building a half mile away 
from the main complex where satellite opera- 
tions take place. From here, Diana Jarvis, a 
professional librarian, provided basic service 
to instructors, students, and a few operators in 
the main complex by using materials that were 
either on hand or borrowed from a nearby 
Lockheed library. 
In 1993, another professional, Karl Pearson, 
was added to the library staff under the terms 
of a new LTOCIAFSCN support contract. 
Although no other resources or funding were 
provided, Pearson and Jarvis began thinking 
about making the LTOC Library a real infor- 
mation service agency rather than just an 
archive of old documents. 
Adding an Online Catalog 
Initially, we were asked to index and label 
several small document collections in offices 
in the main complex. While doing so, we 
wondered if the LTOC Library might better 
serve users by providing access to these items 
as well as to materials in our own room in the 
off-site training building. We decided to build 
a catalog listing the items of general interest in 
this "distributed collection. 
Because there was a local area computer 
network (LAN) in the training building, we 
could put the catalog in a shared file that would 
allow everyone there to use it. In effect, we 
were able to put up our own online public 
access catalog just like the public libraries in 
Silicon Valley had begun to do. 
Since LTOC does not participate in 
Lockheed's cooperative cataloging system, 
LINKS, we were on our own to build the 
catalog. At first we considered using dBASE 
IV, having already used that software to build a 
simple index for some archivedmaterials. How- 
ever, we came to the conclusion that Microsoft 
Word, the standard word processing software at 
Onizuka, would be more suitable. 
There are several benefits in using standard 
word processing software for arelatively small 
online catalog arranged in subject class nurn- 
ber order: 
everyone can use the catalog without 
training; 
the Find command is an effective and 
fast way to look for a given string of 
characters anywhere in the file (it 
doesn't matter whether you are looking 
for an author, title, publisher, date, class 
number, or note); 
the catalog entry is already nicely for- 
matted fordisplay and printing, and can 
be easily copied to the clipboard for 
inclusion in some other document such 
as a bibliography; and 
the catalog itself serves as the shelf list. 
There are a few drawbacks. For example, 
the person entering a catalog record must take 
great care to use the proper format and to 
avoid typographic errors. (We do use a name 
authority file, but we have to remember to 
check on the form for the name to use when 
inputting an entry.) Also, you can't search 
using a qualifier such as a date range or "less 
than" or "greater than." 
Opening Up a Market Niche 
In mid- 1993, LTOC began applying the prin- 
ciples and practices of Total Quality Manage- 
ment (TQM), or as termed by Lockheed: 
"Continuous Improvement (CI)." Total Quality 
is an objective not only for LTOC, but also for 
the Air Force customers that LTOC supports. 
Use of the library decreased as the amount 
of training activity declined. It was time to 
reconsider who our customers should be and 
what we might offer them. We concluded that 
by focusing on information services for CI, we 
could carve out another market niche for li- 
brary services. 
The library staff volunteered to provide in- 
formation to support the CI effort. We also 
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joined one of the teams, and over the next nine 
months, Pearson wrote a manual describing a 
systematic process for identifying, selecting, 
and applying metrics to measure CI progress. 
Thanks to our team participation, we learned 
the kinds of information needed by team mem- 
bers, leaders, and sponsors. 
As another contribution by the library to the 
CI effort, Pearson produced a one-sheet news- 
letter reviewing books on this topic that he 
borrowed from a local public library. We 
peddled copies at CI meetings during the sum- 
mer and fall of 1993. The LTOC CI manager 
asked us to propose a short list of books for 
LTOC to purchase. With this prompt, we built 
(and have continued to expand) an annotated 
bibliography evaluating CI and general man- 
agement materials pertinent to the interests of 
LTOC staff. 
By January 1994, we had acquired a slim- 
but select-stock of CI books and documents. 
We resolved to justify LTOC's investment by 
insuring that these materials did not sit idly on 
the shelf. We shaped a new goal: to deliver 
library and information service directly to us- 
ers rather than wait for them to come to us 
Traditionally, users have been able to phone 
their library with a reference question. How- 
ever, if physical materials are needed, the cost 
or speed of delivery can represent a major 
obstacle to use. Even if one can locate informa- 
tion sources in an online catalog or database, 
getting the document itself can be difficult and 
time-consuming. Fortunately, one of the few 
bright spots for our library is the "pony mail" 
delivery service among LTOC and Lockheed 
sites. This has proven to be an effective and 
convenient way to get materials to and from our 
users. It does not matter that we are geographi- 
cally isolated from the main complex at Onizuka; 
we have served users in Europe as well as our 
clientele in Colorado Springs. 
Beating the Drum ... 
By March 1994, an electronic mail service 
became available that connected us with 
AFSCN staff at Onizuka, and eventually in 
Colorado Springs and elsewhere. This opened 
up a marvelous channel for promoting library 
services, as well as providing fast two-way 
communication with users-without playing 
telephone tag. 
Earlier, we had made a few attempts to 
promote the library by means of articles placed 
in company and department newsletters, plus 
our own CI Reviews newsletter. None of these 
articles seemed to prompt service requests 
from users, but the e-mail messages we broad- 
cast to potential customers began to generate a 
highly satisfying number of responses! 
There was a bit of a learning curve. First, we 
had to remember to add some "salesy" words 
to describe our offerings; simply sending out a 
bald annotated list of titles didn't stimulate 
much interest. Second, we learned that we had 
to keep our messages both brief and frequent. 
We offered to delete people from our address 
list who didn't want to hear from us, however, 
only afew asked us to do so. Learning the most 
efficient way to keep our address list up-to- 
date took time, and this is always a chore. 
We also learned that most people didn't 
know that LTOC had a library. (Although we 
are contracted for only the AFSCN portion of 
LTOC's business, we call ourselves the "LTOC 
Library" for the sake of simplicity and to 
distinguish us from other Air Force and de- 
partmental libraries at Onizuka.) We now add 
a paragraph to each of our messages explain- 
ing who we serve, what services we offer, and 
how to request something from us. We brag 
that the LTOC Library provides "speedy, re- 
sponsive, and effective at-your-desk library 
and information service." 
The ability to promote our services stimu- 
lated us to come up with more services to 
advertise. We began exploring neighboring 
Lockheed, public, and special libraries to see 
what might be useful to our users. (We also 
looked through their discards and often found 
something worth adding to our own collection. 
This reliance on theresources of other libraries 
gave rise to our "pills" sobriquet-"those pa- 
thetic impatient leeches from LTOC!") Public 
libraries in Sunnyvale and elsewhere in Sili- 
con Valley, as well as the NASA Ames Re- 
search Center's technical library, are excellent 
resources when the Lockheed libraries are not 
able to meet our users' needs. 
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As we found items of interest, we would 
advertise their availability and our willingness 
to provide them to our users. Pearson also 
began preparing a monthly page-length re- 
view of a book on management or quality that 
he deemed especially worthy of attention. Sev- 
eral potential patrons said they liked the re- 
views, even if they didn't borrow the books. 
Online to the World: 
Expanding Library Services 
After months of begging, we finally re- 
ceived an updated computer and a modem for 
the library so we could access the online cata- 
logs of local public and academic libraries 
without having to travel to them. As a bonus, 
we discovered that a local community college 
had a public access catalog using CARL Cor- 
poration software. In addition to showing the 
college's own holdings, this system lets us 
look at University of California catalogs. Al- 
though there's no UC campus nearby, this 
does prove to be a useful tool for bibliographic 
verification. In addition, one of our users made 
the trip to Berkeley after discovering an item 
that wasn't available anywhere else. 
We also begged for an Internet account. 
Finally, we decided to open apersonal account 
with a cheap provider offering text-only ser- 
vice. (As we keep remarking to each other, 
"That's the best $20 I ever spent!") The first 
benefit was that by tapping into library-ori- 
ented mailing lists and newsgroups, we felt 
connected to our profession again after being 
on our own for so long. Internet e-mail also 
enabled us to reach LTOC staffers outside the 
AFSCN LAN we normally use; it also serves 
as a backup when the LAN link to Colorado 
breaks down. 
Following this, we encountered a notice for 
Patmk Crispen's distance learning course, a 
"Roadmap to the ~nternet."' This was just the 
tool we were looking for to learn how to use the 
Internet. Even better, this was new informa- 
tion our users wanted. We undertook the task 
of distributing information and providing sup- 
port for the daily lessons to 40 people. The 
course proved so popular that we ran it again 
for another 110 learners. What a payoff! We 
learned how to use the Internet, we provided 
another information service, and we success- 
fully promoted the LTOC Library to many 
people who had never used it before. 
Now that we use the Internet regularly, we 
glean many interesting bits of information to 
pass on to users in an occasional e-mailed 
newsletter. Our LTOC Library Miscellany, 
like a mail order catalog, lists a variety of 
information items we can deliver upon e-mail 
reply, either by pony mail or as e-mailed files. 
We also run Internet-like mailing lists for 
groups of users interested in a topic such as a 
particular spacecraft or aerospace news. 
Table 1 
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Results 
In line with our advertised expertise in 
metrics, we have been keeping statistics on our 
service performance and the effectiveness of 
our advertising since the beginning of 1994. 
Circulation started off well in January 1994 
when we acquired the CI books. It became 
stronger as we found and advertised items of 
potential interest in our own collection and in 
other local libraries. Offering information we 
find on the Internet gives an even greater 
boost. The monthly figures for the f is t  eight 
months of 1994, and the comparable period in 
1995, are shown in Table 1. 
Reference requests were stimulated asmuch 
by our broadcast of book reviews and bibli- 
ographies as by our occasional messages ad- 
vertising reference services. By April 1994, 
these requests reached the range that has 
remained constant ever since, between 12 
and 24 per month. 
Perhaps we're proudest of the number of 
people who have used one or more of our 
services. In 1995, we served a total of 362 
persons, more than 10 percent of the total popu- 
lation in our target area, and approximately 25 
percent of the professional/technical members 
in that group. Given that an informal (and 
unscientific) survey of the latter set indicated 
that only 40 percent use any library at all, we 
feel we've achieved a marketmg success! 
Conclusions 
We have built a successful library and infor- 
mation service despite having no funding and 
a location distant from our users. We've dis- 
tilled some conclusions from our experience 
that may be applicable in other special 1ibr;u- 
ies. 
First, take the lead in defining and improv- 
ing the library's products and services and the 
market niche at which to aim. Define your 
business before someone else does it for you 
(perhaps to your disadvantage)! 
Second, take action! Our motto is, "It's 
better to ask forgiveness than for approval." 
As Peter Block points out in ~ t e w a r d s h i ~ , ~  
"All we really need from bosses is tolerance or 
indifference." If you can get some positive 
support, and some resources as well, then all 
the better. But it's up to you to take best 
advantage of whatever is available. For some 
very practical suggestions, read ~ e r - 0 ~ ~  by 
William Byham and Jeff Cox. 
Seize any opportunity to integrate your 
library's services into new programs or projects 
in other parts of the organization. We took 
advantage of the Continuous Improvement/ 
Total Quality Management program. You may 
find a similar opportunity-perhaps in the 
product or market development area. This 
helps build your customer base and increase 
your visibility to potential clients who may not 
have thought of using the library. It also brings 
to your attention some informal information 
sources that you may be able to tap. 
Redefine, expand, and improve upon the 
array of services and products you have to 
offer. Although traditional library service of- 
ferings continue to have a place, consider how 
you can take advantage of the Internet, e-mail, 
and other new technology to reach and serve 
non-traditional clients. By making it easy for 
people to contact you by phone, e-mail, or fax, 
and by using an existing inhouse messenger 
system, you can offer personal, time-saving, 
and convenient information services. 
We've found that arranging with depart- 
ment managers to make 20-minute presenta- 
tions at their staff meetings is amildly effective 
way to promote library and information ser- 
vices. This also is an opportunity to interact 
with your customers to get abetter ideaof what 
they want and need. 
Static printed materials such as newsletters, 
leaflets, bulletin board postings, brochures, or 
memos don't boost library use much. We 
received very little response from articles we 
placed in corporate newsletters or published 
ourselves. Our e-mail newsletter, however, 
worked very well. 
Given the wealth of resources we can tap, 
we have taken to characterizing the LTOC 
Library as a "virtual library." We emphasize 
in our promotions that our physical location 
is immaterial. What counts for our users is 
that the library is as close as their telephone, 
e-mail terminal, or fax machine, and can 
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provide materials or information from a smor- 
gasbord of nearby public, academic, and spe- 
cial library collections. 
We have also redefined the library's role 
and market niche. In addition to supplying 
materials upon request and answering refer- 
ence questions, we act as "personal informa- 
tion agents" for our users. We browse the 
Internet and other information resources, 
shielding our users from information overload 
by filtering in just those items that are most 
likely to be of interest. 
Most people turn first to their own files or 
bookcase, and then to their neighbors, when 
they need information. They rarely take the 
extra step of going to the library even if it is just 
down the hall. Special libraries typically are 
"out of sight, out of mind." Keep reminding 
your customers that the library offers informa- 
tion that can add a great deal of value to the 
organization. We cannot emphasize enough 
the necessity to advertise, advertise, adver- 
tise-beat the electronic drum loudly and the 
users will come! 
Karl Pearson is an information engineer with Lockheed Martin, and was associate librarian for 
Lockheed Martin Technical Operations (LMTO) at the time this article was written. Diana Jarvis 
is the LTOC Librarian for LMTO and supports the US. Air Force Space Command's unit that is 
part of the Satellite Control Network at Onizuka Air Station. They may be reached at: LTOC 
Library, B/567, P.O. Box 6 1687, Sunnyvale, CA 94088- 1687; tel: 1-408-742-8598; fax: 1 - 
408-742-5044; Internet: pills@svpal.org. 
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The Industry lnformation Center 
Within an Academic Library: A Case Study 
by Lisa G. Dunn and Deborah S. Grealy 
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Industry supported special libraries have strengths 
in collections and services which are complemented 
by those of academic libraries. An industry 
information center established within an academic 
library has definite advantages for both partners. 
The biggest barrier to a full partnership is the 
difference in mission between the two types of 
librar , which affects funding, resource allocation, 
and p 1 ysical location. Conflicts due to differences in 
mission must be resolved to the satisfaction of both 
partners before such an information center can 
work. Resolving potential conflicts of direction and 
interest requires a great deal of incentive, planning, 
communication, olitical acumen, and compromise. S Potential rewar s, however, are great. From 1985 
to 1995, the Arthur Lakes Library at the Colorado 
School of Mines (CSM) was the site of a corporate- 
sponsored Natural Gas Suppl lnformation Center I' (NGSIC). The center was unded by the Gas 
Research Institute (GRI), which operated through 
subcontracting agencies and also supported other 
centers around the country. Both GRI and the 
university benefitted from the relationship and 
learned valuable lessons in cooperation. 
Introduction 
In these days of tight budgets for libraries, creative 
cost-cutting measures are giving rise to a variety of 
speciaUacademic library hybrids and opening the way to 
seductive new scenarios of pamering and resource- 
sharing among institutions whose missions and client 
populations are not wholly aligned. 
The emergence of the corporate information center as 
a component of the traditional university library is not 
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altogether new-nor is partnering between the 
corporate and academic sectors. Universities 
have a long history of actively soliciting re- 
search dollars from the corporate sector, and 
corporations frequently negotiate special fee- 
based access privileges with academic librar- 
ies in lieu of supporting the overhead for their 
own company library. Numerous agreements 
have been made to facilitate the use of aca- 
demic library resources by outside users. Pub- 
licly supported university libraries are open to 
the public, as are all government depository 
collections. But in these days of financial 
strain, more andmore publicly-funded institu- 
tions are offering fee-based value-added ser- 
vices to non-primary clientele. Even private 
institutions are catering to special classes of 
users and beginning to assume some of the 
responsibilities of special libraries. 
Cooperation Between 
Academic and Industry Libraries 
Corporate and academic libraries share ba- 
sic characteristics and methods of operation as 
institutions. Their organizational missions, 
however, usually put themintodistinctly sepa- 
rate categories. The primary purpose of the 
industry library is to provide information di- 
rectly to its organization's users. The primary 
purpose of the academic library, on the other 
hand, is to support the educational and re- 
searchmission of its parent institution through 
instruction as well as information provision. 
Despite their differences, special libraries and 
academic libraries can have a great deal to 
offer each other in terms of fulfilling their 
respective missions. 
Special libraries often rely on nearby aca- 
demic libraries for information not central to 
their own mission, for electronic databases, or 
for retrospective materials and government 
publications. This inverse reliance was not 
always recognized or acknowledged in the 
past. In 1973, Joseph Dagnese asserted that 
"most special libraries of profit-making orga- 
nizations have little or nothing they can share 
with academic libraries.''' He clarifies his point 
by explaining that special libraries cannot share 
their internal reports and proprietary informa- 
tion, and that academic libraries duplicate the 
specialized journals in their collections. In 
1973, the author had a valid point. Today, 
however, we find that academic and special 
libraries do have common collection interests 
in non-proprietary materials such as technical 
reports, dissertations, and scientific/technical 
databases. Academic libraries covet access to 
libraries whose collections contain highly spe- 
cialized materials that could meet curriculum 
and research needs. There is an increasing 
demand by academic patrons for industry- 
oriented publications, non-proprietary inter- 
nal publications, and especially for 
interdisciplinary and applications-based in- 
formation that lies outside the scope of tradi- 
tional university library collections. Special 
libraries are a valuable source of this type of 
information. In addition, each type of library 
can benefit by the other's staff expertise, both 
in accessing specialized subject areas or in 
locating fugitive publications. 
Partnerships and resource sharing between 
academic and industry libraries look even 
more attractive during times of "financial 
challenge." Over the past decade, academic 
libraries have been dealt severe financial 
blows by the declining value of the dollar vis- 
a-vis the cost of materials and by static or 
reduced state budgets. Those academic li- 
braries with science, technology, and medi- 
cal collections have been hit particularly hard 
by the increase in serial prices, a condition that 
is exacerbated by the growing proliferation of 
serial titles. Accountability for collection allo- 
cations has made it difficult tojustify purchas- 
ing vital but highly specialized publications 
that are needed by only afew, or materials that 
are outside the limits imposed by curriculum- 
based subject areas. Meanwhile, the wide- 
spread use of electronic bibliographic databases 
has raised patron expectation levels, and re- 
sulted in a growing demand for access to 
offsite materials. All of these factors have 
pushed academic libraries from "just in case" 
to "just in time" strategies. In self defense, the 
search for partner libraries who can supply 
additional materials has escalated. 
Special libraries in the for-profit sector have 
always led a precarious existence in economic 
specicrl libraries 
hard times. Their indirect contribution to the 
company's product means that they face a 
continuous battle of self-justification. Many 
corporate libraries have been unable to survive 
the current economic climate of downsizing 
and outsourcing, especially while being 
plagued by an uninformed feeling in the board- 
room that technology can now provide all the 
answers without mediation by librarians. The 
minerals industries were hit particularly hard 
in the '80s, and many well-established corpo- 
rate libraries in the Denver metropolitan area 
were eliminated. Of course, removing the li- 
braries hasn't eliminated industries' need for 
information. Industry users were turned loose 
to make the best use they could of alternate 
resources, including those of the local aca- 
demic libraries. (This problem has been espe- 
cially exacerbated for the minerals industries 
in Denver by the closing of the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines Library .) 
Cooperative arrangements, both formal and 
informal, are a common strategy that aca- 
demic and industry libraries have used to pro- 
vide the services their patrons demand. These 
relationships can take as many forms as there 
are potential partners and have even resulted in 
a blurring of traditional (stereotypical) bound- 
aries of collections and services in some cases. 
For example, libraries can use each other's 
resources in a straightforward manner, by al- 
lowing patrons access, providing library crud 
privileges, or signing resource sharing agree- 
ments. An organization may place materials or 
funds at another's disposal in return for the 
provision of information to its patrons. Alter- 
natively, library services or resource use may 
be purchased outright by an organization for 
its members. Contract agreements may be 
drawn for the use of physical space onsite at 
the location of a partner organization, creating 
a "branch library." And of course, for-profit 
information centers can grow from non-profit 
beginnings in an academic library.2 
The Arthur Lakes Library of the Colorado 
School of Mines (CSM) provides a different 
paradigm of industry and academic cooperation. 
It participated in a partnership that took place 
between two distinctly different organizations 
that had different (but overlapping) missions. 
Arthur Lakes Library and the NGSIC 
Colorado School of Mines is a small state 
university located in Golden, which lies within 
the Denver metropolitan area. CSM is primarily 
an engineering school, graduating students in 
fields that include mining, geology, petroleum, 
chemistry, and the environment. The Arthur 
Lakes Library's collection is a highly-focused 
research collection, with heavy emphasis on 
science and technology. As apartial federal and 
state depository, the collection includes materi- 
als from the U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Bu- 
reau of Mines, Department of Energy, 
Environmental Protection Agency, and 
Colorado's Geological Survey and Department 
of Natural Resources. These materials, together 
with several special collections in science and 
technology, comprise the most comprehensive 
collection in support of mineral industries in the 
area. The library has staff positions for seven 
professional librarians and 12 paraprofession- 
als. Three of the current librarians have addi- 
tional degrees in the physical sciences. 
In 1988, as the result of acooperative agree- 
ment between CSM and the Gas Research 
Institute (GRI), an industry information center 
was established within the library. GRI is 
comprised of member companies from the 
natural gas industry and its funding comes 
from the transportation of natural gas through 
pipelines. Its primary mission is to further the 
growth of the natural gas industry by funding 
research, facilitating technology transfer, and 
providing technical and marketing informa- 
tion about unconventional natural gas resources 
to its members. GRI has its own library, lo- 
cated in Chicago. In the early '80s, it con- 
tracted with Advanced Resources International 
(ARI, then ICF-Lewin & Associates) to pro- 
mote the dlsseminationof information to GRI's 
member companies by establishing Coalbed 
Methane Information Centers at strategic points 
around the country. The first Coalbed Meth- 
ane Center was set up in the geology building 
on the University of Alabama campus at 
Tuscaloosa. In late 1985, GRIIARI contracted 
with Colorado School of Mines to establish a 
Western Center in the Arthur Lakes Library. 
The CSM Western Region Coalbed Methane 
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Center opened in December 1985, and was 
funded until 1995, except for a brief period 
between January 1989 and June 1990, when 
the center was officially reopened. 
In 1990, GRI expanded the scope of both 
the Colorado and Alabama centers to incorpo- 
rate other areas of unconventional gas re- 
search like Devonian shale and tight gas sands 
research. By 1993, two additional centers had 
been established: one in the Dawes Memorial 
Library at Marietta College, Marietta, OH; the 
other in the allied geophysical building at the 
University of Houston, Texas. By this time, 
the scope of the centers embraced the entire 
natural gas industry, and the centers had be- 
come the Natural Gas Supply Information 
Centers (NGSICs). Their scope now included 
natural gas processing, enhanced recovery, 
and environmental concerns. Each of the cen- 
ters had a distinct regional focus and was 
responsible fordeveloping bibliographicdata- 
bases in specific, assigned areas. 
The CSM Natural Gas Supply Information 
Center functioned as an industry library. Its 
mission was to disseminate information on 
natural gas operations in the western region, 
including, but not limited to, coalbed methane 
and western tight gas sands, to GRI member 
companies and other regional industry person- 
nel. The center provided reference services, 
database search results, client-tailored bibli- 
ographies, and document delivery. GRI mem- 
bers received priority service and free copies 
of GRI publications. Offsite delivery of infor- 
mation to patrons through fax, courier, mail, or 
e-mail was a specialty. The center was given a 
separate room for personnel and collections in 
a high-profile location on the library's main 
level and was staffed by a professional librar- 
ian. It was fully funded by the sponsoring 
organization (GRI) and was responsible for 
marketing its services to regional clientele. 
The core of the center's collection consisted of 
GRI-sponsored technical reports, but the cen- 
ter also had a collection development budget 
with which to purchase additional materials on 
unconventional natural gas resources. Inhouse 
bibliographic databases on various aspects of 
natural gas were developed, maintained, and 
shared with the other NGSICs. 
Allof theNGSICs were locatedon university 
campuses in other states. Only the center in 
Colorado, and the one later located in Ohio, 
were located in libraries. The other two centers 
(Alabama and Texas) could make use of their 
respective university libraries, but the informa- 
tion centers themselves were set up as autono- 
mous units in separatelocationson the campuses. 
What makes the CSM Natural Gas Supply 
Information Center different from the other 
NGSICs, or indeed any other industry-sup- 
ported library located on a university campus, 
was that it was integratedinto the Arthur Lakes 
Library as a unit of the academic library de- 
partment. Center staff were university em- 
ployees. The NGSIC librarian held the rank of 
research librarian and was subject to qualifica- 
tion requirements and expectations parallel to 
those of the academic library faculty. Evalua- 
tion criteria were also comparable and merit 
pay recommendations were based on these 
evaluations. Center personnel reported to the 
library as well as to various in-line industry 
managers until 1993, when the library as- 
sumed fullresponsibility for meeting the terms 
of CSM's contract with AM. The NGSlC 
librarian attended library staff meetings, rep- 
resented the library to the campus and commu- 
nity, and acted as a collection development 
liaison with academic departments. 
Collection development for the center was 
integrated into the library's collection devel- 
opment. Although materials purchased by the 
center remained NGSIC property, acquisitions 
were coordinated with the library, and the 
center's subject profile was incorporated into 
the library's monograph approval plan (which 
began in 1991). Serials for the center were also 
processed along with the library's serials. Re- 
quests for new acquisitions were given consid- 
eration by both the center librarian and the 
appropriate library subject bibliographer. 
NGSIC collections and electronic resources 
were accessible to all library patrons accord- 
ing to the library's access policies. Some ma- 
terials were cataloged into OCLC and included 
in the library's CARL online catalog database. 
There were plans to eventually include the 
center's entire collection in CARL. The center 
was also expected to conform to other library 
spetiaI libraries 
policies and procedures, like those surround- 
ing patron confidentiality. While the center 
occupied its own physical space, it was truly 
considered part of the library, as well as part of 
GRI's information network. 
Advantages 
This arrangement, like all successful coop- 
erative agreements, held obvious advantages. 
On a fundamental level, being at the same 
physical location made it easy for the library 
and the NGSIC to share resources. Thus, the 
NGSIC provided an industry gateway to the 
considerable collections housed in the library, 
and the Arthur Lakes Library gained access to 
technical materials and reports it could not 
otherwise have acquired. The center's GRI 
collection supported campus research in geol- 
ogy, petroleum engineering, and environmen- 
tal studies related to unconventional natural 
gas recovery. Although the NGSIC materials 
were physically separated and under more 
restrictive circulation policies than the library 
collections, they were accessible to CSM pa- 
trons. CSM patrons also gained access toGRI's 
inhouse databases, along with any other com- 
mercial databases the center acquired.3 The 
NGSIC, in turn, gained convenient access to 
collections with both more depth and breadth 
in petroleum engineering, geology, and envi- 
ronmental science than it could have pur- 
chased on its own. These were important 
considerations for the center's patrons who 
didn't always confine their information needs 
to GRI publications. 
The economics of developing and maintain- 
ing collections to meet patron needs improved 
with this arrangement. As a defense against 
tightening budgets and increased sci-tech mate- 
rials prices, CSM and the NGSIC cooperatedon 
acquisitions, avoiding duplication and some- 
times combining resources to acquire expen- 
sive titles. TheNGSIC usedthelibrary'sexisting 
bibliographic utilities and procedures to pur- 
chase and process its materials. This included 
the use of the library's serials vendor, which 
resulted in volume subscription discounts for 
the center. In special cases, the existence of 
selected duplicates worked to an advantage. 
The center was able to incorporate some of the 
library'sduplicate U.S. government documents 
on natural gas into its collection for the conve- 
nienceof its patrons. The library gained a source 
of petroleum industry trade publications as a 
supplement to its more scholarly collection and 
as backup when its own copies of popular 
materials were off the shelves. 
Document delivery was an important part of 
center operations, and the two libraries found 
mutual benefits there as well. The NGSIC col- 
lections were non-circulating and the center had 
its own arrangements for providing materials to 
GRI patrons. The center operated on industry- 
time, and speed and responsiveness to user 
needs were a priority. Requests for materials 
went via phone, fax, e-mail or courier to re- 
questers, to the other centers, or to the GRI 
library. The library's document delivery unit 
underwrote this process. Interlibrary loan re- 
quests to the library for GRI materials housed in 
the center were referred to the NGSIC librarian 
who filled them by direct contact with the 
requester. The library filled interlibrary loan 
photocopy requests for non-GRI publications 
(e.g., serials) held by the center. The library was 
able to request GRI publications for CSM pa- 
trons through the network of NGSICs whose 
response rate was faster than traditional interli- 
brary loan. In addition, the library offered a 
discount to GRI patrons for photocopy orders 
(which includedmaterials held by the library as 
well as the center) through 1992. 
Other bibliographic and operational re- 
sources were shared or piggybacked to take 
advantage of discounts available to a larger 
organization. Both libraries shared the use of 
bibliographic utilities and inhouse databases 
and participated in each other's alliances and 
cooperative agreements. The library gained 
access to the NGSIC network, as well as con- 
tacts within the natural gas industry. The CSM 
NGSIC was able to take advantage of the 
benefits of being apart of CARL (the Colorado 
Alliance of Research Libraries). By catalog- 
ing GRI technical reports on both CARL and 
OCLC, the center was able to reach a wider 
audience for GRI publications. The center also 
had access to academic support in areas such 
as computing and networking. NGSIC opera- 
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tions over the Internet were carried out on the 
CSM campus network, and basic technical 
support for software and hardware was avail- 
able from CSM personnel. The center was 
included in plans for installation of the library's 
first PC local area network in 1994. 
In addition, both libraries benefitted from 
the close proximity and availability of their 
respective personnel. The library gained the 
expertise of an industry-oriented librarian fa- 
miliar with packaging, marketing, and supply- 
ing technical information on demand. The 
center librarian was relied upon as a specialist 
in finding informationon natural gas resources. 
At the time of its establishment, the center was 
further along in applying technology to docu- 
ment delivery and reference assistance than 
the library-it served as a model for the CSM 
librarians. With the center librarian, the library 
also gained an additional staff person on the 
floor during the busy weekdays. The center 
librarian provided impromptu assistance for 
patrons and helped direct them to reference 
materials. The NGSIC, staffed by one person 
during weekday business hours (40 hours1 
week), was at a comparative disadvantage to 
thelibrary, which was staffedcontinuously for 
more than 90 hourslweek. Library staff pro- 
vided access to the NGSIC collections and 
basic reference services to patrons outside of 
business hours and when center personnel was 
not available. In effect, the NGSIC was able to 
double its hours of access without hiring addi- 
tional staff. Reference librarians with expertise 
in scientific/technical information and back- 
grounds in the physical sciences were able to 
assist the center librarian with requests. Center 
patrons were sometimes referred to the library's 
fee-based information research service when 
their information needs moved into areas be- 
yondthe NGSIC's scope. An additional benefit 
of the cooperation between center and library 
personnel was the opportunity to interact pro- 
fessionally with other librarians and to stay 
"professionally a l i ~ e . " ~  This is an opportunity 
not readily available to all special librarians. 
The CSM library built closer ties with indus- 
try and earned a reputation for having fairly 
comprehensive, one-stop-shopping access to 
technical information. The NGSIC expanded 
its network to include academic researchers 
who normally would not have used the indus- 
try-based information centers. The net result 
was increasing goodwill and exposure for CSM 
and excellent public relations for GRI. 
The center was set up with the intent that 
much of its business would come from remote, 
offsite users. Being located within alibrary with 
such a substantial minerals industry collection, 
however, meant that many patrons traveled to 
the site for their information. Some patrons 
discovered the center simply because of its 
location within the library. In addition, incorpo- 
rating NGSIC into an academic library gave it 
a neutral setting in which to operate. Since GRI 
was funded by industrial member companies 
who are often competitors in business, it was 
important for the NGSIC to maintain an atmo- 
sphere of neutrality and confidentiality, so as to 
best serve all of its clients.' 
Making it Work 
Taking all of the above into account, the 
situation outlined above seems like a straight- 
forward "win-win" relationship. Both librar- 
ies expanded access to collections and 
information expertise, shared operational re- 
sources, and reduced duplication of effort and 
materials. These are all wonderful attributes in 
times of budgetary challenge. Any procedural 
disadvantages seem well within the scope of 
what most academic and industry librarians 
handle as part of their dady routine. Why 
hasn't this type of relationship appeared in 
academic libraries everywhere? Why aren't 
industry information centers courting academic 
libraries for such partnerships? 
The answer, of course, is that such an agree- 
ment isn't as simple as it looks. A significant 
amount of behind-the-scenes effort was ex- 
pended by the library administration, the con- 
tractors and subcontractors, and the librarians 
themselves to make the partnership work. The 
biggest potential barrier to the smooth opera- 
tion of such a partnership was In the differ- 
ences in mission statements and the flexibility 
(or lack of) used in defining those missions. 
This act of definition has policy and proce- 
dural implications all down the line, and seri- 
speciul libraries 
ously affects everything from staff evalua- 
tions to workflow planning. 
The partnering librarians were often able to 
work out compromises to situations as they 
arose. For example, industry libraries rarely 
have to worry about government rules and 
regulations concerning patrons and access. A 
state academic institution which receives its 
funding from tax dollars does have to worry. In 
1993, the NGSICs were requested to compile 
patron lists coupled with requests. These lists 
were to be used to identify individual client 
needs and to support direct mailing campaigns 
for marketing. This practice came into direct 
conflictwith the library' spolicy based onTitle 
24 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, which 
says categorically that patron records are con- 
fidential and will not be disclosed without the 
proper legal procedures.6 An added dilemma 
arose when some center patrons were inpoten- 
tial legal conflict with GRI member compa- 
nies, or with GRI as an organization. This 
created a possible conflict of interest for the 
librarian. The center's neutrality as an effec- 
tive information center had to be maintained. 
The CSM NGSIC, as a part of an academic 
library, was the first of the GRI centers to 
address this problem. It was solved by separat- 
ing patron names and addresses from refer- 
ence statistics, being less specific about 
reporting reference questions, and being flex- 
ible about requiring patron identification in- 
formation for basic services. 
Another problem was the role of biblio- 
graphic instruction vs. full service. The refer- 
ence policy of the library was to incorporate 
instruction into reference services to ensure 
that students became increasingly self-suffi- 
cient in library use. How was this going to 
work if the student could walk over to the 
NGSIC andget apersonalized subject bibliog- 
raphy without lifting a finger? The NGSIC 
was geared to providing packaged informa- 
tion for clients' convenience. How were center 
patrons going to feel when, referred to a refer- 
ence librarian, they were given instruction and 
then expected to search GeoRef on their own? 
The librarians reached a compromise that was 
possible only in a small environment. Priori- 
ties for both parties were shifted slightly to 
allow the librarians to provide different levels 
of service for different patron populations. 
The center librarian provided CSM students 
with instruction, assistance, and advice rather 
than a finished, value-added product. The ref- 
erence librarians, on the other hand, took par- 
ticular care to ensure that center patrons were 
not adrift in an unfamiliar environment and 
reassured them about the librarians' availabil- 
ity for assistance. Care had to be taken to 
adequately honor the commitments of the part- 
nership, but the library also had to maintain 
appropriate levels of service to its primary 
patron group, clearly defining the educational 
component of its services. We were well aware 
that "the academic library places itselfin jeop- 
ardy when it gives (or makes available) better 
service to off-campus people than it does to its 
own faculty and students."' 
Communication was a major part in making 
the partnership work. Policy conflicts over 
service to patrons were minimized by the fact 
that the library's staff all had some direct or 
indirect experience with industry information 
provision. In addition, the center librarian was 
familiar with the academic environment. It 
wasn'tusually necessary toexplain why some- 
thing had to be done, only how it could be 
accomplished in order to provide information 
to patrons. The presence of the NGSIC did 
have an impact on both the library's public 
services staff and its technical services staff, 
and procedures and routines that had been in 
place for years had to be adapted. The center 
librarian, unlike her other NGSIC colleagues, 
had to conform to state and campus policies 
and procedures which may have seemed at 
times artificial or overly bureaucratic. Both 
parmers occasionally forgot that the driving 
forces for each were different, and the funding 
agencies were not altogether cognizant of the 
complexities involved in meeting what they 
considered to be simple directives. The librar- 
ians, however, were able to develop effective 
professional relationships that allowed them 
to solve many problems in day-to-day com- 
munication. Ithelped that the Colorado School 
of Mines and the Arthur Lakes Library were in 
the process of developing flatter organiza- 
tional structures and were encouraging more 
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autonomous approaches to problem-solving. 
The inevitable territorial issues were mini- 
mized by the willingness of the library's staff 
to buy into the center's development and to 
make it work. It took time, effort, and personal 
commitment on the part of all staff involved to 
marry two very different libraries. Even so, 
that marriage was sometimes stormy. 
While reconciling disparatemissions wasn't 
always easy, the evolving interpretation of the 
NGSIC's mission by various levels of GRI and 
university management turned out to be as big 
a barrier to successful cooperation between 
the partnering libraries. Most of the industry 
personnel involved in the management of the 
NGSIC were not information professionals, 
and they were often unfamiliar with how their 
corporate goals could be implemented. In ad- 
dition, the ICFIARI librarian who coordinated 
the NGSICs was not always able to translate 
the needs and constraints of the academic 
setting to her managers. To make matters 
worse, the academic librarians and adminis- 
trators responsible for day-to-day center op- 
erations were not fully aware of the various 
agendas that drove the industry manager's 
decision-making. Effective management of 
the libraries required education and compro- 
mise by both parties. 
The CSM NGSIC was originally established 
when GRI contracted with ARI, which then 
contracted with the Institute for Energy Re- 
source Studies (IERS), aresearch center on the 
CSM campus, to administer the center which 
was to be located in the Arthur Lakes Library. 
The center librarian reported to managers in 
each of these organizational levels, as well as 
to the library director, for a variety of different 
responsibilities. Needless to say, lines of au- 
thority and supervision were complicated, even 
unclear at times. Conflicting directives and 
priorities left the center librarian in doubt as to 
her ability to provide certain services. There 
was no single chain of command, no one 
person to apply to for a coherent plan. Existing 
plans were sometimes changed without the 
unilateral understanding or consensus of all 
managerial layers and organizations involved. 
Documentation for new agreements and plan- 
ning changes was sketchy or non-existent. 
Predictably, aclear management chain-of-com- 
mand was often absent when it was most 
needed. It was not unusual for instructions that 
conflicted with existing policies to require 
days to sort out as all involved parties were 
contacted and negotiations took place. The 
real victims of this decision-making debacle 
were the NGSIC users, the small producers, 
and the operators that the centers were estab- 
lished to serve. 
The operational budget for the CSM center 
suffered from the same tug-of-war over priori- 
ties. GRI, which was the center's sole funding 
source, might make what it considered reason- 
able demands on the NGSIC for budgeted ser- 
vices. However, intermediary organizations had 
their own budgetary priorities, and these some- 
times conflicted with the full realization of the 
GRI center's main mission. This situation was 
exacerbated by the center librarian's not being 
fully advised as to the terms of the center's 
contract or the contents of its budget. Late 
payments and cost overruns in other areas of the 
GRI/ARI contracts often had a real impact on 
center operations. At one point, the center li- 
brarian was told that travel funds for a sched- 
uled NGSIC planning and marketing meeting 
had been reallocated to cover the publishing 
costs for one of the organization's journals and 
that her travel authorization was revoked. On a 
more memorable occasion, the center librarian 
was warned that the money for her salary might 
have to be used for other operational expenses. 
In an effort to address some of these con- 
cerns, in 1993 the NGSIC contract was rene- 
gotiated and the lines of responsibility and 
authority were more clearly defined. GRI con- 
tinued to contract its NGSICs to ARI. The 
IERS was removed from the picture and the 
library became a formal subcontractor to ARI. 
The library received full authority to manage 
the center's budget according to the contract 
specifications and became the sole supervisor 
of center personnel. It was agreed that the ARI 
librarian was to serve as a liaison between the 
four centers, and provide direction and long 
range planning for center operations under the 
contract guidelines. 
Other personnel management issues were 
also of concern. GRI had definite expectations 
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of its information center staff. The library had 
equally definite expectations of its academic 
librarians. The qualifications for the position of 
center librarian were an initial question, since 
not all GRI center staff held MLS degrees. An 
MLS was required, however, for CSM librar- 
ians. Education of GRI and ARI managers 
playedan important part in obtaining aqualified 
librarian with sufficient experience to make the 
new NGSIC a success. Education also played a 
role in defining the evaluation criteria for the 
center librarian. The library was able to argue 
successfully that there were direct benefits to 
the center librarian being a participant in cam- 
pus affairs, instruction, and research efforts. 
Evaluative criteria for library faculty weremodi- 
fied to incorporate center activities and the title 
of research library faculty was created for the 
center librarian. This made her ranking equiva- 
lent to that of research faculty vs. academic 
faculty on the CSM campus. 
Allocation of staff time was another issue 
for discussion. The center librarian and the 
library were able to successfully put forward 
to NGSIC management the advantages of cata- 
loging the GRI technical reports on OCLC. 
This project was originally viewed as divert- 
ing the center librarian's time from other 
NGSIC activities such as marketing and client 
service, but eventually it was established as an 
effort to further the NGSIC's mission by in- 
creasing the accessibility of GRI reports well 
beyond the abilities of all of the centers com- 
bined, and with no ongoing commitment of 
staff and resources. Access to and use of the 
OCLC utility was one of the value-added fea- 
tures that the CSM library was able to contrib- 
ute to the NGSIC effort. In addition, the library 
contributed the time and resources of its Ac- 
quisitions, Cataloging, Interlibrary Loan and 
Document Delivery Sections, provided backup 
support from its Reference Section, and shared 
the costs for a student assistant's salary. 
Issues in Planning an Industry/ 
Academic Partnership: Summary 
-- - -- 
FEASIBILITY. The first consideration 
when setting up a partnership like the 
one describedabove is an assessment of 
feasibility. Can this marriage work? Is 
there sufficient overlap in patron popu- 
lation? Do subject interests coincide? 
Do the mission statements of the part- 
ners differ? Can they be effectively 
reconciled without compromising the 
position of either partner? 
FUNDING. Another important consider- 
ation is the question of funding. Are 
committed funds sufficient to accom- 
plish stated goals and objectives? Ad- 
equate resources should be provided by 
both partners to allow for dependable 
day -to-day operations, but neither part- 
ner should be expected to "front" for 
the other.' Is the funding mechanism 
responsive to the needs of both parties? 
Can necessary funding be provided in a 
timely, reliable manner? 
STAFFING. Expectations of all person- 
nel must be clearly defined before the 
hiring process. Issues of status, evalua- 
tion, and promotion must be resolved. 
If the librarians involved are to have 
academic rank and obligations, the im- 
plications of this must be clearly under- 
stood up and down the chain of 
command. If the host institution is con- 
tributing in-kind resources or in-place 
staff, this must also be acknowledged in 
the initial contract, with all limitations 
and expectations clearly defined. 
TERMS OF AGREEMENT. In contract ne- 
gotiation, it is essential to spell out the 
terms of agreement as completely as 
possible. Content should not be left for 
interpretation andinput from legal coun- 
sel is recommended. Neither partner 
should be a "substitute" for what the 
other requires to survive. In negotiating 
the initial agreement, both parties "de- 
pend for success upon the delicate bal- 
ances between preservation of 
individual prerogatives and relinquish- 
ment of some of those prerogatives for 
the achievement of the common 
AUTHORITY. Clear lines of authority and 
supervision must be drawn. Who is in 
charge, of what, and to what extent? 
Who has signatory power? Corporate 
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managers may resist relinquishing con- 
trol of what they see as their domain, 
perceiving its removal from theirphysi- 
cal sphere as a loss of control or a 
diminishing of access by which their 
corporate influence is "lessened." By 
the same token, academic library man- 
agers may see the corporate presence as 
invasive or unfamiliar, or may even 
have problems convincing the univer- 
sity administration of the benefits of 
such a non-traditional arrangement. 
Leadership roles for library and corpo- 
rate involvement may be unclear. These 
issues need to be resolved up front. 
STRATEGIES. Clearly needed are com- 
munication, documentation, and pa- 
tience on all fronts. Cooperation and 
"buy-in" from library staff at all levels 
is essential for smooth day-to-day op- 
erations. Flexibility and willingness to 
adapt policies and procedures to chang- 
ing needs allow for effective interac- 
tion by disparate partners. Adequate 
documentation can record policy 
changes and preclude later reinterpre- 
tation of contractual agreements. Good 
communication is not a substitute for 
adequate documentation. 
In the Future 
Where is this going? Do partnerships like the 
one detailed above blur the lines between aca- 
demic and special libraries, or is this merely an 
attempt to impose formal definition on what is 
already an ongoing service given by university 
libraries to industry? To what extent should 
publicly funded institutions support the research 
initiatives of the for-profit sector? How much is 
such service worth? What is the quidpro quo 7 
What are the ethical implications of such ar- 
rangements? Should privately-supported insti- 
tutions make outside agreements (either for 
profit or for promotional purposes) that might 
compromise their ability to meet the needs of 
their primary clientele? These are questions that 
will be explored as economic considerations 
continue to force libraries into ever more cre- 
ative cost-cutting partnerships. 
Conclusions 
In addressing the necessary issues in form- 
ing a partnership between an industry infor- 
mation center and an academic library, it is 
necessary to acknowledge that not just any set 
of partners will work. There are special cir- 
cumstances that made the partnership between 
CSM and GRI so potentially viable. The situ- 
ation at the School of Mines was particularly 
suited to the arrangement: 
The library was able to find a match 
between the NGSIC's subject needs 
and existing CSM curriculum and re- 
search needs. This is not always pos- 
sible for prospective partners to do. 
Interestingly enough, initial interest in 
the GRI partnership was generated by 
academic faculty in the Department of 
Geology and Geological Engineering. 
There was sufficient overlap in both 
organizational missions and existing 
patron populations to make the partner- 
ship pay back immediately. 
The CSM NGSIC already had a signifi- 
cant clientele from the Denver metro- 
politan area, and the library was able to 
provide the infrastructure to serve off- 
site patrons as well. 
The university and the library were 
developing flat and open organizational 
structures that encouraged communi- 
cation and problem-solving, and re- 
duced the territorial defensiveness 
common to many organizations. 
TheNGSIC operated within the ArthurLakes 
Library from 1985 to 1995, when it relocated 
to offices in downtown Denver's "Petroleum 
Alley." At that time, the centers in Alabama 
and Ohio closed and their collections were 
dispersed among the remaining two centers. 
The primary reason cited for the NGSIC's 
move to downtown Denver was the need to be 
physically nearer GRI's producers and opera- 
tors who conduct business in the city center. 
The partnership between the Gas Research 
Institute and the Colorado School of Mines 
Arthur Lakes Library still exists, but is no 
longer a formal one. Perhaps the partnership 
has entered a new phase, or perhaps it has 
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merely reverted to an old, non-contractual 
form. The library remains a depository for 
GRI-sponsored technical reports, which it con- 
tinues to catalog on OCLC and disseminates to 
its own research community. The center, in 
turn, continues to rely upon and refer users to 
the extensive research collection housed at 
CSM for subjects not directly related to GRI 
contracts. In this way, the library remains an 
important source of technical information in 
the earth, petroleum, and environmental sci- 
ences, both for the NGSIC and for other indus- 
try patrons in the region. CSM patrons, 
including faculty and students involved in 
ongoing natural gas research, are now referred 
to the downtown NGSIC for information in 
specialized areas of natural gas recovery. The 
Natural Gas Supply Information Center gained 
office space in its move. The NGSIC facility 
on the library's main floor has been converted 
into much-needed meeting space. The Colo- 
rado Center continues to meet the needs of 
GRI's clientele as one of the two remaining 
NGSICs. The reputation which the Arthur 
Lakes Library has built in the area of uncon- 
ventional natural gas resources and technol- 
ogy remains intact. 
Would we do it again? In its heyday, the 
CSM NGSIC had more to offer its users in 
terms of expertise and resources than any of 
the other GRI centers. Center personnel were 
able to give added value to information re- 
sponses, and both center and library personnel 
found the interaction challenging and stimu- 
lating. Through GRI, the library could provide 
specialized technical information to support 
on-campus research. The center provided a 
gateway to the library's extensive scientific 
and technical collection for GRI member com- 
panies and contractors. The benefits of the 
partnership have been real and lasting. If con- 
flicts due to differences in mission can be 
resolved to the satisfaction of all participants, 
such a venture would be well worth repeating. 
Lisa Dunn was CSM liaison to the NGSIC and oversaw center operations from 1993-1994. 
She may be reached via Internet at Idunn8mines.edu. Deborah Grealy is  currently the science 
librarian at Denver University's Penrose Library. She served as the GRI Natural Gas Supply's 
information center librarian at Arthur Lakes Library from 1990-1993. She may be reached via 
Internet at dgrealy8du.edu. 
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Footnotes 
Dagnese, 1973 
Examples of fee-based information services operating in academic libraries are CTRC (Colorado 
Technical Reference Center) at the University of Colorado, Boulder; FIRST (Fee-based Information and 
Research Service Team) at Anzona State University; R.I.C.E. (Regional Information and Communica- 
tion Exchange) at Rice University. 
CSM's ongoing subscription to Silverplatter versions of the GeoRef and NTIS databases were mainstays 
of centerresearch. The 1993 NGSIC subscription to the Society of Petroleum Engineers Indexes on CD- 
ROM allowed easy access to CSM's comprehensive microfiche collection of SPE papers and pmceed- 
ings. This was supplemented by the center's 1994 subscription to Petroleum Abstracts on CD-ROM, an 
acquisition which benefitted both the center and the library. 
Dodd, 1974. 
Bradbeer and Lerud. 1994 
Colorado Revised Statues, 1990. 
' Dodd, 1974. 
In December 1988, GRI did not renew its contract for the information center component of technology 
transfer at CSM. The center remained in the library, but for 18 months was not staffed and no materials 
were added to the collection. Because the NGSIC was seen as an integral part of the academic collections 
at CSM by the reference librarians, they continued to assist patrons in the use of the collection, which they 
maintained at the expense of the Arthur Lakes Library. The marriage at this point was clearly 
dysfunctional. This situation illustrates the differing approach to and interpretation of the center's 
mission by academic librarians and by industry management. 
Felter. 1975 
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Building a Model Business Case: Current 
- 
Awareness Service in a Special Library 
by Gwen Harris and Joanne G. Marshall 
Coda dio se le requiere mds a 10s bibbtecorios 
espedolizodos, par parte del personal directive 
soperio( que demestren el valor de sos serv~bs. 
Constrvir un caso de negocio es una mnem dectn/a 
de denwsfmr el vubr de bs servicios bibbtecorios en 
una forma que idennfique kn intereses financiems y 
estot6gicos de h oyanuaci6n. EN presenk urtiwlo 
describe b utiluocidn de on coso modeh de negocio 
dire~ado a h orden, pam evahar un s e ~ c i o  cfial de 
conocimiento y conciencm que ofrece h bibioteca del 
f i n & i o  de Hacienda de Onkvio (Onnlio Minirhy of 
Finance). Este am'cuIo prqorcionard un enfoque 
prdct~o que podrd ser uti~zodo par bibliotecorbs 
espec~Iuudos en diferentes casos para as/ evahur una 
wnedad de senicios. E l u n d h  demost6 una vanedad 
de knekios en cosb basdndose en b que ocunirio si 
dicho servicio no eshiero disponible, el costo de 
~ S M I  r e a r m  par hero, y el wlor percibido del 
se~icio, inchyendo so conln'bucidn a 10s ob ie~os  de h 
oganizacidn. 
les bibhfhkaires spkmlirk se voient de plus en plus 
p k s  par les cadres s u ~ ~ r s  de demontrer h valeor 
de leurs services. Une m n P w  e h c e  de h n t e r  
h wleor des services offem por k s  biblbthiques est 
de presenter des arguments qui prennent en 
consdkafion ks soucis d'ordre fnancier etsht6gique 
de Yolganirotion. l e t  ortick dkr i t  comment k cas 
d d e  penonnuhe d'une enrephe a eW employ4 
pwr  Bwher un service de sensibihtion o f i r i  d ce 
moment-Id par la bibliofh@ue du MinbPre des 
Finances de I'Ontorio. I'artkle fwrniio une apache 
pmhpe qui pouna &tre ut i isk par ks bibioth@ues 
spkb86 dons d'outres secteors pwr  evoluer divers 
services. L'anaiyse monte d # h k  rapam cdt- 
rendement h s k  sur ce qui se passemif si ce sewice 
n'bloit pus offert, le c d t  de la debcahtion et h 
w l w r p e y e  du sewice, y compris so conln'hlwn aux 
objechfs de Ibrgonisution. 
Special librarians are increasingly being asked by 
senior management to demonstrate the value of 
their services. Building a business case is an 
effective way to demonstrate the value of library 
services in a manner that addresses the financial 
and strategic concerns of the organization. This 
article describes the use of a customized business 
case model to evaluate a current awareness service 
offered b the library of the Ontario Ministry of X Finance. T is article will provide a practical model of 
the business case approach that can be used by 
special librarians in other settings to evaluate a 
variety of services. The analysis showed a variety 
of cost/benefits based on what would happen if the 
service were not available, the cost of outsourcing, 
and the perceived value of the service, including its 
contribution to organizational objectives. 
Introduction 
In this period of economic constraint and downsizing, 
every unit's contribution to the organization's bottom 
line is being closely scrutinized. In the past, librarians 
have found it difficult to make direct links between 
library services and improved organizational productiv- 
ity. A survey by Matarazzo and Prusak on senior manag- 
ers' views of their special libraries concluded that "there 
is little managerial consensus on how the library adds 
specific value ... or how value should be measured."' 
Clearly, librarians need to continue to develop new 
ways of measuring the value of their services using 
approaches that speak directly to the concerns of manag- 
ers in a language that managers can understand. One 
approach that holds promise for librarians in this regard 
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is the development of a business case for 
library services. The business case is familiar 
to managers as a tool for justifying an invest- 
ment or course of action in business terms and 
has been applied to the evaluation of both 
existing activities and new ventures. The busi- 
ness case attempts to answer the following 
questions: 
What are the measureable benefits of a 
service? 
How do the benefits compare to the 
costs? 
What is the benefitlcost ratio? 
How does the service contribute to 
the objectives and performance of the 
organization? 
Is there a strategic impact? 
Essentially, constructing a business case 
means considering the variables that add value 
to the performance of the organization.233 As 
Cowley has stated, "Increasingly, companies 
are realizing that all of their activities, includ- 
ing information services, need to fi t  into objec- 
tives which are focused on strategic intent."4 
Since cosu'benefit analysis continues to be a 
key component of the business case, it is 
important to understand the elements of the 
costhenefit approach. Traditional cost/ben- 
efit analysis looks for financial savings based 
on displacing existing costs or avoiding pro- 
jected costs, i.e. the substitution of lesser for 
greater costs. Definitions of cosu'benefit analy- 
sis tend to emphasize its use in deciding whether 
aparticularproject or activity should be under- 
taken in the future by comparing the relevant 
economic costs and potential benefits5 In ex- 
amining the use of costlbenefit analysis of 
information systems, Sassone stated that the 
cost displacement and avoidance approach 
"initially gained popularity, and is still best 
suited to, the cost justification of traditional 
data processing systems, where clerical labor 
is replaced by computer systems."" 
Costfbenefitanalysis of existing and planned 
library services is not new nor is the broader 
concept of measuring the uses, value, and 
benefits of knowledge as discussed by 
~ a c h l u ~ . ~   an^ of the early costhenefit stud- 
ies are summarized by ~ e ~ e s , '  Wills and 
~ l d r n a n , ~  Blagden, lo ~riffiths,' 'Martyn and 
c lower dew,'^ and ~ e ~ 0 . l ~  Several of these 
authors noted the problems experienced by 
researchers when they tried to measure the 
benefits of the library exclusively in monetary 
terms. Broadbent and ~ o h ~ r e n ' ~  recogruzed 
the "difficulty and acknowledged looseness of 
costtbenefit studies in the library and informa- 
tion services area"15 but argued that there is 
value in the process of conducting the study. 
The steps involved in initiating and carrying out 
the study provide a way for librarians, library 
clients, and organizational managers to gain a 
deeper understanding of the benefits of infor- 
mation services and develop a shared under- 
standing. A trend towards a broadening of the 
costhenefit approach is reflected in the workof 
~ a r s h a l l , ' ~  who examined the value of the 
special library as shown by the impact of the 
information provided by the librarians on cor- 
porate decision-making. In their studies of in- 
formation centers, King andGriffiths have done 
much to define the principal areas where infor- 
mation services addvalue to theorganization.17 
The work of Parker and Benson, Broadbent 
and Lohgren, Marshall, and King and Griffiths 
are the reference points for the extended busi- 
ness case approach adoptedin this study. Among 
the measures employedin this business case are 
the cost of providing the service, the cost of the 
alternatives, and the perceived impact of the 
service in relation to the organization's strate- 
gic objectives. The approach taken in develop- 
ing this business case also emphasizes the 
importance of the process in gaining market 
information, creating awareness, and develop- 
ing a shared understanding in the organization 
of the nature and purpose of library services. 
Study Method 
The study was conducted at the library of the 
Ontario Ministry of Finance in Toronto, ON, 
Canada between September and December 
1993. The librarian, Helen Katz, had been pro- 
active in her past attempts to demonstrate the 
value of the library services and was interested 
in exploring new methods. After initial discus- 
sions, the researchers decided that the most 
definitive business case could be built by focus- 
ing on a specific service within the library. The 
special libraries 
library's current awareness bulletin, known as 
Library Update, was selected for the initial 
study. This weekly printed bulletin lists new 
books received by the library and selected ar- 
ticles by topic and provides the tableof contents 
pages from recently received journals. 
Library Update is directly distributed to 
almost 80 government employees, mainly in 
the Ministry of Finance; most of these copies 
are circulated to others in the office. Readers 
may obtain documents listed in Library Up- 
date either by coming to the library to borrow 
or photocopy the material themselves, or by 
calling the library. 
Four sources of data were used to prepare 
the business case: 1) library staff provided data 
about costs and time estimates for tasks; 2) 
information on table of contents and document 
delivery services from a commercial vendor 
was used to estimate the costs of obtaining a 
Table 1 
Data Source 
I Cost to provide service 
Cost of an equivalent commerciil service 
I Cost of inhouse document delivery I Number of users 
Library staff-time logs for preparing document, maintaining 
mailing lists, and other support work. Annual printing cosk. 
Fee schedule for table of contents ond service document 
delivery. Library records foc number of issues that would need 
to be covered by table of contents service. 
Annual subscription costs. Time estimates for providing docv 
ments to users. 
Questionnaire-estimate total reading populatiin by getting 
an average circulation number per mailing list name. 
Data Souro 
I Value of libmy Updote Questionnaire 
number of issues read 
time spent reading i t  
number of document requesk 
perceived usefulness of parts 
contribution to business obiectiives 
contribution to personal productivity 
olternative sources if service were not wailable and 
cost to use impact if not available 
I Demographics for market anatysis Questionnoire 
I Areas for improving the costfienefii ratio Analysis of survey findings ratio and focus group follow-up 
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similar service to Library Update externally; 
3) a questionnaire was used to collect the 
perceptions of clients about the use and value 
of Library Update and its relationship to busi- 
ness objectives; and 4) a focus group was used 
to c o n f i  and clarify the data gathered in the 
questionnaire. The focus group was particu- 
larly useful for discussing ways in which the 
costlbenefit of Library Update and other li- 
brary services could be improved. Table 1 
provides a list of the data collected for the 
business case and the sources used. 
The questionnaire was pretested by three 
staff members who were not part of the study 
but who were familiar with the work of the 
Ministry. A final list of 74 respondents was 
prepared after careful review and updating of 
the Library Update mailing list. Packages con- 
taining a cover letter from the director, an 
instruction sheet, the questionnaire, and a cur- 
rent copy of Library Update were sent to the 
respondents in November 1993. Nine days 
after the initial mailing, a follow-up package 
was sent to all non-respondents with a letter 
signed by the coordinator of library services. 
Over 70 percent of the questionnaires were 
returned within one month (72 percent, n=53). 
The focus group, held in December, was at- 
tended by four employees drawn from three 
main customer areas. The questionnaire and 
instruction sheet are attached. 
Business Case Results 
1. The cost of not receiving the service 
An important element in a business case is to 
Table 2 
Library Costs: 
Prepare library Update (50 issues/year): 
Labor 
Printing 
Supplies 
Total Preparation 
Handling Requests 
Total library Costs 
Reader Costs 
(at 25.34 rninutes/rnonth 
and 296 readers) 
Total Library Update Cost 
Costs if library Update 
were not published (at 6 hours/person/rnonth) 
Avoided Cost 
Benefit/Cost Ratio 
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examine the impact of not undertaking an 
activity or, in this case, not receiving a service. 
To look at these data, a summary costbenefit 
analysis for Library Update was prepared as 
shown in Table 2. All amounts shown are in 
Canadian dollars. The total cost to the library 
for producing the publication and handling 
requests for materials was approximately 
$30,000. The cost to the organization for read- 
ers to peruse the update was estimated at 
$58,000. The latter estimate was based on the 
average reported reading time of 25 minutes 
per month multiplied by the estimated number 
of readers. The readers included the direct 
recipients (n=74) and those who received the 
publication when it was circulated in their 
department by the original recipient (total es- 
timated readers = 296). 
In the questionnaire, Library Update read- 
ers reported that, on average, it would require 
six hours of their time each month to acquire 
the same current awareness information from 
alternate sources that they received from the 
library. At a conservative labor rate of $38 per 
hour including benefits, the cost in staff time to 
the organization if Library Update was not 
available was estimated to be $825,710. If the 
cost of Library Update and the staff time to 
read it ($88,190) is subtracted from the time 
required to obtain the information from an- 
other source ($825,710), the estimated cost 
avoided by the library's service is $737,520. 
The costbenefit ratio obtained by comparing 
the total Library Update cost with the cost in 
client time if the update were not published 
was greater than 9: 1. 
Increased use of other methods to stay cur- 
rent would also mean additional: l) time from 
colleagues, 2) cost of conferences, and 3) 
subscriptions for branch collections. It might 
also mean additional user costs at other librar- 
ies. There is an opportunity cost as well, when 
six hours are not available for such work tasks, 
or when some reading must be sacrificed. 
2. The cost of outsourcing the service 
Another possibility for costhenefit analysis 
is to compare the cost of providing an inhouse 
service with an outsourced one. Commercial 
vendors are now offering electronic table of 
contents anddocurnent delivery services which 
may serve as substitutes for all or part of the 
library's collection. The results of this com- 
parison are shown in Table 3. Assuming that 
the commercial vendor could provide access 
to all of the items requested from Library 
Update, the estimated annual cost of the 
outsourced, commercial service was $163,478 
compared to $99,029 for the inhouse library 
service. These figures show that the inhouse 
service resulted in avoided costs of $64,449. 
In this analysis, the inhouse costs included the 
journal subscriptions, collection maintenance and 
staff handling of client requests for copies of 
materials, and the preparation of Library Update 
itself. Since the clients themselves frequently 
make copies of material identified through Li- 
brary Update, acost for client time to photocopy 
the articles was also estimated. 
The higher cost is only one of several rea- 
sons why outsourcing of periodicals wouldnot 
be a practical alternative for the Ministry of 
Finance. The Ministry's collection of materi- 
als is specific to its needs and many of the 
publications, such as reports, newsletters, and 
specialized journals, are not included in com- 
mercial electronic databases. 
Additional value-added features of the 
inhouse service were identified by the study. 
In the questionnaire, 77 percent of respondents 
considered the subject analysis provided by 
Library Update, called "Books and Journals 
by Topic," to be of considerable or major 
value. The outside source also had a three 
week lag time from date of issue to publication 
of the table of contents, while library services 
delivered the service within a week. Inhouse 
collections also provide the opportunity for 
browsing and serendipitous finds. Thirty -eight 
percent of the clients reported on the question- 
naire that they scanned titles in the library for 
one hour or more a month. They would be 
deprived of this source of information if a 
totally electronic service was used. This analy- 
sis did not include the cost of document deliv- 
ery forrequests made independently of Library 
Update. As a consequence, the full price rag 
for using online and document delivery to 
obtain the materials from external sources 
would be considerably higher. 
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3. Value of Library Update 
Value is a multidimensional concept that 
can be measured in different ways. One mea- 
sure of the value of a service is the extent to 
which it is used. On the questionnaire, 64 
percent (n=34) of the respondents indicated 
that they read each issue. Only 9 percent (n=5) 
did not read it at all. For the 91 percent who 
read Library Update, they spent an average of 
9.6 minutes reading each issue or a total of 28 
minutes per month. (Averaged over all re- 
spondents, the reading time was 25.34 min- 
utes per month.) One way of representing this 
value numerically is to calculate the value of 
the time invested by a reader of Library Up- 
date and compare it with the cost to produce 
the publication. In dollar terms, the value of 
the reader's time is $6.20 per issue in contrast 
to the $4.50 per issue to produce it, a ratio of 
1.4:l. Another measure of the value of the 
service, as well as that of the underlying col- 
lection, is the number of items readers request 
as a result of reading Library Update. The 
questionnaire showed that, on average, 3.8 
items were requested per month (n=47). 
The extended business case model used in 
this study included subjective measures of how 
much the chosen service, Library Update, con- 
mbuted to the objectives and the performance 
of the organization. As shown in Table 4, eight 
organizational goals were identified for the 
Ministry of Finance. These goals were included 
Table 3 
Library Services 
Current Costs: 
Cost of iournal subscriptions 
Collection maintenance (4 hours/week) 
Prepare Library Updote 
Handle requests (5 hours/week) 
Client time in photocopying articles 
(assume 5 min/request x estimated requests) 
Photocopy costs: (assume 5 pages/request at $.OS/page) 
Total 
Outsourdng Costs: 
Table of Contents (estimated number of issues 
x dollar cost/issue) 
Staff time to circulate Table of Contents 
(4 hours/week) 
Document Delivery (estimated population x 
average number requests/month x cost of article) 
Usage fee for port 
Library staff time to handle requests 
(assume 5 min/request x estimated requests) 
Total 
Costs Avoided Using In House Service : 
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on the ques tionnaireandrespondents were asked 
to indicate the extent to which the information 
from Library Update contributed to meeting 
these goals. Beside each goal, respondents were 
given the opportunity to circle one number in a 
four point scale where 1 was "Little or no 
extent" and 4 was "To a great extent." A "not 
applicable" choice was also available. 
In Table 4, the order of the goals is based on 
the percentage of respondents to each question 
who indicated that Library Update contrib- 
uted to the client's ability to meet the particular 
goal to a considerable or great extent. The 
goals that Libraty Update contributed to most 
were: reporting on economic, demographic 
and fiscal developments; identifying and track- 
ing new policy issues; and providing balanced 
professional advice. Results of this sort give 
the librarian an opportunity to view the areas 
of greatest impact and to assess where addi- 
Table 4 
little Some Considerable Total* 
to no to 
extent Vat 
Report on economic, demographic, 4 56 11% 55% 70% 
and fiscal developments (2) (6) (29) (37) 
Identify and track new 
policy issues 
Contribute balanced 
professional advice 
Contribute to developing 13% 23% 36% 72% 
policies to ddress new needs (7) (12) (1 9) (38) 
Contribute timely advice 
Provide advice on budgetary, 9% 25% 32% 66% 
financial, and economic rnafters (5) (1 3) (1 7) (35) 
Monitor the aciiites of 
other governments 
Manage government operations 21% 22% 21% 64% 
more effectively (11) (1 2) (1 1) (34) 
*Totals do not add to 100% (n=53) because respondents were able to indicate that a certain goal was "not applicable" to 
their particular work. 
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tional efforts or redirection in content or type 
of service might be appropriate. The Ministry's 
goals were quite general in nature, but it is 
encouraging that over 70 percent of respon- 
dents found that they were able to estimate the 
extent to which Library Update contributed 
towards each goal. 
Time savings, introduction of new ways of 
doing things, and avoiding duplication of ef- 
fort are all related to productivity. Readers 
were asked on the questionnaire if information 
identified through Library Update contributed 
to improved productivity. Over 74 percent 
(n=35) of those who replied to this question 
reported time savings in their research work in 
the previous three months. One person wrote, 
"I would spend more time gleaning informa- 
tion from magazines rather than read Library 
Update contents," and another, "If we had to 
scan the shelves for recent journals it would 
take up to an hourper week." Seventeen people 
reported time savings of 1-20 hours in the 
previous three month period. Averaged out 
over the 53 replies, 2.85 hours were saved per 
person over the three months. Extrapolating 
from this to the total estimated readership 
suggests a benefit of $91,800 per year. New 
ways of doing things were reported by 58 
percent (n=26) of those who answered the 
productivity question and another 52 percent 
(n=23) who said that Library Update had 
helped them avoid duplication of effort. 
Using the Approach 
All of these costlbenefit analyses and indi- 
cators of value can be used by the librarian to 
build a business case'for the library, but they 
can also be used for other purposes such as 
continuous quality improvement and 
benchmarking. For the purposes of this article, 
the method and results of the business case 
analysis have been described in considerable 
detail, however, for presentation to manage- 
ment, the key points should be summarized in 
a two page memo with backup detail available 
upon request. The business case, prepared for 
the Ministry of Finance Library, demonstrated 
many valuable aspects of a key library service 
and formed the basis for future efforts. 
Evaluating the Approach 
How successful was this approach for pre- 
paring a business case for a library service? 
We cannot truly know without asking senior 
management for its assessment of the study 
and its findings, which was beyond the scope 
of the project. Future research into a business 
case model for library services would be 
strengthened by including this kind of dia- 
logue. Consultation with the organization's 
financial management throughout the pro- 
cess could also be helpful in shaping the cost/ 
benefit approach taken by the library to the 
corporate culture, while at the same time 
getting a stamp of approval. Despite this 
limitation, the essential elements of the busi- 
ness case approach appear to be possible in 
libraries: identifying areas of financial ben- 
efit, which in the case of library services are 
often in avoided costs; identifying the costs; 
initiating discussion on areas where the ser- 
vice furthers organizational objectives and 
how this may be increased. 
Our experience with applying the business 
case approach to evaluate special library ser- 
vices suggests that the model can be adapted 
for other settings and services. In situations 
where information requests are directly re- 
lated to a business problem or project, examin- 
ing the contribution to the competitiveness or 
another aspect of the business goals may be 
easier than it was for a general service such as 
Librury Update. 
When is it worthwhile for special librarians 
to use the business case approach? It should 
certainly be done if requested by a senior 
manager, a situation increasingly likely in 
today's fiscal climate. The proactive librarian, 
however, may wish to initiate the study as part 
of a larger marketing program to make known 
and augment the contribution of the informa- 
tion center to the business. 
In deciding on the business case, the librar- 
ian should keep in mind that the preparation of 
such a case requires a substantial investment 
of time. Although this study may provide a 
framework for the questions, these must be 
customized to the particular organization and 
library. Once the questionnaire is finalized, 
special libraries 
the details of distribution, follow-up, and data 
analysis can be quite time-consuming. 
It is crucial to remember that the process of 
building the business case is as important as 
the results achieved. Consultation with man- 
agement and clients raises the profile of the 
library, gives clients an opportunity to provide 
feedback to the library staff about strengths 
and weaknesses, andmakes everyone involved 
more aware of the costs and benefits of library 
services. Such an analysis can be a powerful 
stimulator of change. As Roberta Maxwell 
wrote: "Service programs are never guaran- 
teed immortality during an economic crunch. 
... No matter what benefits a program may 
project, survival often depends on 
management's personal involvement and as- 
sessment of its value."'x 
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Questionnaire: The Business Value of library Update 
Please complete and return this questionnaire to the library, Main Floor, Frost Building North, 
by November 17, 1993. Library Update is a weekly current awareness service to inform you of 
new titles in the library and the contents of recently receivedperiodicals. Your replies will help 
l ibrav management assess the value of this service and increase its value to you. All individual 
replies will be kept confidential. 
Use: 
1. How often do you read Library Update? (Circle one.) 
If you answered not at all please tell us why, and go to questions 10, and 13 to 15. 
2. On average, how much time do you spend reading each issue of Library Update? 
minutes 
3. In the last month, approximately how many items identified in Library Update have 
you requested or retrieved from the library? items 
r 
Rarely 
(less than 1 
per month) 
Occasionally 
(1 issue 
per month) 
L 
4. On average in a month, how much time do you spend reading items identified 
through Library Update? hours 
Not at all Regularly 
(every issue) 
5 .  To how many other people do you circulate your copy of Library Update? 
number of people 
Frequently 
(2 or 3 issues 
per month) 
Value: 
6. As a tool for keeping you informed of new literature and approaches relevant to your 
work, how do you rate Library Update and its component parts: (Circle an appropri- 
ate number from 1 to 4 for each item). 
I Upcoming Seminars I I 2 l 3  1 -  
No 
value 
libmry Update as a d o l e  1 
Minor 
value 
2 
I I I 
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Books 8 Journals by Topic 1 
I I I 
Lonslderaele 
value 
3 
Table of Contents-Current Journak 1 
Mapr 
value 
4 
2 
2 
3 4 
3 4 
7. To what extent has the information identified through Library Update contributed to 
meeting the following overall goals of the Ministry of Finance. (Please circle 
appropriate number from 1 to 4 or select N/A if not applicable to your position.) 
Little to no 
extent 
Provide advice on budgetary, 1 
financial, and economic matters 
Contribute timely advice 1 
Contribute balanced professional advice 1 
Report on economic, demographic, and 1 
fiscal developments 
Monitor the activities of other governments 1 
Identify and track new policy issues 1 
Contribute to developing policies to 1 
address new needs 
Manage government operations 1 
more effectively 
Other (Please specify) 1 
8. To what extent has the information identified through Library Update in the last three 
months contributed to improved productivity? (Please circle the appropriate number 
from 1 to 4. Comments that describe a particular instance and nature of savings 
would be welcome.) 
Little to no 
extent 
Saved you time in research or preparation 1 
Introduced you to new ways of doing things 1 
I Avoided duplication of effort 1 
I Other: (Please specify) 1 
Some 
extent 
2 
Please describe a particular instance in the space belolv: 
192 special libraries 
9. If you have experienced time savings through the use of information identified in 
Library Update, please estimate the number of hours saved over the past three 
months. hours over last three months. 
Other Methods for Staying Up-to-Date: 
10. To  what extent do  you make use of the following methods for staying up-to-date with 
events and issues? (Circle an appropriate number 1 to 4 . )  
Not at all Rarely 
(less than 2 hours 
per month) 
- 
2 
per month) I per month) 
Consult with colleagues 1 
Attend conferences 1 
k o n  journok and new books in the 1 
Ministry of Finance library 
Use branch collection 1 
Use a library other than the 
Ministry of Finance 
11. If Library Update were not published, to what extent would your use of the following 
methods increase? (Circle an appropriate number I to 4 to indicate additional use.) 
Not at all 
- 
 
Rarely 
(less than 2 hours 
per month) 
- 
 
2 
(Over 4 hours 
per month) 
Occasionally 
(2 to 4 hours 
per month) 
Consult with colleagues 1 
Attend conferences 1 
Scan iournak and new books in the 1 
Ministry of Finance library 
Use branch collection 1 
Use a library other than the 1 
Ministry of Finance 
summer 1996 
12. If Library Update were not published, would your work be affected in any way? 
(Please circle Yes or No and comment.) YesINo. 
Please comment: 
General Information: 
13. When did you begin receiving Library Update? (Circle one). 
14. Nature of your work: (Check all that apply.) 
I 
- Research 
- Management 
Sometime in 1993 
- Policy development 
- Administration 
- Other-Please specify: 
15. If you have further comments about the study or suggestions for improving Library 
Update, please include them below. 
Earlier than 199 1 Sometime in 1992 
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Sometime in 199 1 
On the Scene 
SLA in Boston: 
Another Record-Breaking Conference 
by Shurise Esh 
Editor 
Membership commitment to careers and the 
association was apparent this year when spe- 
cial Librarians from the United States, Canada, 
and around the world came to Boston, MA to 
participate in SLA's 87th Annual Conference, 
held June 8-13, 1996. Approximately 7,706 
information professionals attended the confer- 
ence, making it the largest SLA conference 
ever. The second largest conference took place 
just last year when attendees visitedMonWkal, 
PQ, Canada. 
SLA'sfirst Exhibit Hall Ribbon-Cutting Cer- 
emony opened the doors to the largest and most 
exciting SLA exhibit hall yet. Participation was 
at an all-time high with 505 booths (and 20 
tabletop displays), breaking last year's record 
of 435 booths. This increased exposure to the 
This sign welcomed visitors to Boston as they 
arrived for SLA's largest conference ever. 
plethora of products and services available en- 
abledattendees to better determine theresources 
they need in order to grow professionally. Prod- 
uct demonstrations by SLA's contributors were 
also included for the first time. 
Despite Boston's many attractions, division 
programs experienced record attendance- 
most of the more than 300 sessions were full, 
and some overflowed into the hallways. Top- 
ics ranged from the ABC's of library finance to 
the 239.50 standard. In addition, further pro- 
fessional development was available through 
the 41 continuing education courses offered. 
The general session address was given by 
Allen Neuharth, founder of USA Today and 
current chairman of the Freedom Forum, who 
focused on the growing hunger for informa- 
tion and how information professionals can 
survive in this environment. Another highlight 
was the second annual President's Reception 
which drew approximately 185 attendees and 
raised $10,000 for the association's public 
relations activities. 
Boston proved to be a popular conference 
site as attendees seized the opportunity to 
explore the city. Tour groups went to places 
such as the U.S.S. Constitution Museum, 
Tatnuck Bookseller and Sons Marketplace, 
historic Salem, colonial Newport, and various 
museums. Attendees also experienced some 
of Boston's rich history by participating in 
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walking tours of the Black Heritage Trail and 
the Freedom Trail. 
Professional Development 
More than 1,400 information professionals 
took part in this year's pre- and post- confer- 
ence professional development programs, 
which featured more than 40 courses on topics 
ranging from strategic planning to the World 
Wide Web. The courses were geared toward 
professionals at all levels-from introductory 
to advanced. 
As in past years, the most popular topics 
dealt with the Internet and information tech- 
nology. This trend was also reflected in the 14 
new continuing education courses that were 
offered, such as "Windows for Librarians," 
"Using the Latest Tools to Increase Internet 
Productivity," "Information Brokering," and 
"Advanced World Wide Web Publishing." 
For the fourth year, Advanced Information 
Management sponsored a career management 
workshop, "Job Prospecting: Tools & Tech- 
niques for the Millennium." These workshops 
continue to be apopular addition to the profes- 
sional development programs. 
Conference-goers were welcomed to Boston 
by members of Boston's chapter, shown here 
at their booth. 
Organizations with job openings took ad- 
vantage of a once-a-year opportunity to reach 
potential prospects by listing their openings at 
theEmployment Clearinghouse. Organizations 
that have representatives at the conference can 
provide contact information and meet with 
candidates onsite. Following the conference, a 
compilation of job listings is made available 
forpurchase by information professionals who 
did not attend the conference. More than 80 
positions were listed at the conference, with 
more than 120prospective employees submit- 
ting their resumes. 
Conference attendees could also take advan- 
tage of the expertise offered by experienced 
SLA members through the Career Advisory 
Service. By appointment, SLA counseled more 
than 50 interested attendees, helping them to 
find new directions in the broad field of special 
librarianship and information management. 
Keynote Address 
Annual conference General Session speaker 
Allen Neuharth spoke to a packed audience 
when he delivered his address on June 10. 
Neuharth, founder of USA Today and current 
chairman of the Freedom Forum, focused on 
the growing desire for information. "There is 
no question that there is a growing hunger for 
information worldwide," saidNeuharth. With 
this increasing desire for information, Neuharth 
predicts a surge of new services on the global 
computer network. "Everyone will become 
their own publisher," stated Neuharth, "and 
that creates an awesome responsibility for 
librarians who will have to sift through that 
information." 
Neuharth asserts that the mid- to late-1990s 
is a period of tremendous revolution. "There is 
nothing that can be considered status quo. 
Right now we are witnessing political revolu- 
tions, but soon we will be seeing more social 
and economic revolutions. This is especially 
true in the world of information. Libraries will 
become the microcosm of this revolution. The 
phrases 'knowledge is power' and 'informa- 
tion is power' are more than lipservice. Spe- 
cial librariansmake thejump from information 
to knowledge possible." 
As information becomes more plentiful, it 
will be important for users to turn to profes- 
sionals for guidance, explained Neuharth. Just 
as you wouldn't trust a doctor to perform 
surgery without seeing the physician's cre- 
dentials, you don't want to entrust your infor- 
mation search to a machine. Neuharth went on 
to remind us that MRI's don't diagnose pa- 
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Keynote speaker Allen Neuharth chats with 
attendees following his address. 
tients, doctors do. Information professionals 
are just as necessary to interpret and package 
the information that is retrieved. 
Will the growth and popularity of the Internet 
and other computer services eventually replace 
other media and lessen the need for information 
professionals? Neuharthaddressed this issue by 
pointing to examples of the past. Neuharth 
recalled the excitement surrounding the intro- 
duction of radio, and the predictions that it 
wouldmakenewspapers obsolete. Nextwas the 
development of television, which was expected 
to replace both newspapers and radio. Now, 
with the development of the Internet, forecast- 
ers are predicting the downfall of all other 
meclla. According to Neuharth, the Internet will 
not be the only source of information, as there 
will always be a need for information that is 
both portable and affordable-something the 
Internet is not. Information professionals will 
still be needed to do what they always have- 
organize and make sense of the vast amount of 
information that is available. The Internet is just 
one more option special librarians have for 
retrieving that information. 
Highlights of the Board Meetings 
At the SLA Board of Directors meetings 
held June 7-8 and June 14 in Boston, MA, the 
board addressed numerous issues ranging from 
election slates to the formation of new associa- 
tion units. The following items wereaddressed 
at the June 7-8 meeting of the 1995196 board. 
The board accepted the Tellers Committee 
Report on the results of the 1996 election, 
declared the election closed, and approved the 
slate of officers for the 1997 election. The new 
members of the 1996197 board are: President- 
Elect Judith J. Field, Chapter Cabinet Chair- 
Elect Peter S. Moon, Division Cabinet 
Chair-Elect Rebecca B. Vargha, Director 
Stephen K. Abram, and Director Sharyn J. 
Ladner. 
The slate of officers for the 1997 election is: 
for president-elect, L. Susan Hayes and Donna 
W. Scheeder; for treasurer, Lyle W. Minter 
and Richard E. Wallace; for division cabinet 
chair-elect, Richard P. Hulser and Laurance R. 
Walton; for chapter cabinet chair-elect, Anne 
K. Abate and Ty Webb; and for director, 
Monica M. Ertel, Cynthia V. Hill, Karen L. 
Holloway, and Mary E. Marshall. 
Members of the Nominating Committee for 
the association's 1998 election were alsonamed 
as follows: Terry Dean, chair; Ethel Salonen, 
chair-elect; and Doris Helfer, Judith Siess, and 
David Stem, members. In other appointments, 
Sharyn Ladner was selected to serve as the 
association's representative to the International 
Federation for Information and Documentation 
(FID) toserve a two-yearterm from 1996- 1998. 
Neuharth spoke to a packed audience during 
his keynote address Monday morning. 
Additionally, the board approved profes- 
sors F.W. Lancaster and Linda C. Smith as 
recipients of the 1996 Steven I. Goldspiel 
Memorial Research Grant. Their proposal is 
titled "Potential Applications of Artificial In- 
telligence and Expert System Technologies." 
The board also considered actions concern- 
ing future conferences, approving Gloria 
Zamoraas chair of the 1998 annual conference 
to be held in Indianapolis, IN, and selecting 
Toronto as the site for the 96th annual confer- 
ence to be held June 4-9,2005. In addition, the 
1996197 Board of Directors will submit a list 
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of topics to the executive director for use in 
promoting Conference 2000. 
Recommendations for forming new chap- 
ters and divisions were submitted by both the 
Bylaws Committee and the Special Commit- 
tee on the Formation of SLA Units. Each set of 
recommendations was referred to the cabinets 
for consideration and it was requested that any 
reports be submitted to the 1996197 Board of 
Directors meeting on June 14, 1996. In other 
unit news, the Diverse Issues Caucus was 
reauthorized from June 1996 through the Win- 
ter Meeting in 1999. 
Several routine budgetary requests received 
from AOOC and the Finance Committee were 
approvedas presented. The Boardof Directors 
also ratified an action taken by the Executive 
Committee on April 12, 1996 which made 
changes to the association's "Signatory Policy." 
The board received annual reports from 
committees, SLA representatives to other or- 
ganizations, andcaucuses. Board proctors were 
instructed to inform association units of the 
importance of submitting their annual reports 
to the association. 
The report on "Competencies for Special 
Librarians of the 21st Century" was also re- 
ceived by the board, who requested that this 
report be shared with the Professional Devel- 
opment Committee, ALA's Committee on 
Accreditation, Senior Managers' Roundtable, 
and ALISE, as well as other venues within the 
information industq as deemed appropriate. 
The Committee on Committees received 
approval to the charge for the Copyright Com- 
mittee as well as a number of editorial and 
stylistic changes for the following commit- 
tees: Bylaws, Conference Programs, Govern- 
ment Relations, Nominating, Research, Student 
& Academic Relations, and Tellers. 
Finally, following discussions on the selec- 
tion of the new logo, the board authorized the 
executive director to spend additional funds in 
order to obtain a graphic design element that 
can be incorporated into a logo for use as a 
symbol of the association. 
The 1996197 Board of Directors held its first 
meeting on June 14, 1996. At this meeting, 
President Sylvia Piggott announced the for- 
mation of three committees. The Logo Com- 
The Diversity Leadership Development Pro- 
gram participants are, from left to right: 
Rosalind Lett, Phyllis Hodges, Elsie Okobi, 
Deborah Han, andHemlathaRamachandran. 
mittee members are: Barbara Spiegelman, 
chair; Bruce Hubbard; Stephen Abram; and 
Douglas Newcomb, staff liaison. The comrnit- 
tee was instructed to provide input to staff on 
the development of a graphic element for use 
in a logo by July 15, 1996. 
Members of the committee formed to re- 
view the Competency Document and put to- 
gether a publication that can be used by SLA 
membership are: Mary Dickerson, chair; mem- 
bers of the Professional Development Com- 
mittee; and Barbara Spiegelman. This 
committee was instructed to give a report on 
the project at the 1997 Winter Meeting. 
Another committee was also formed to in- 
vestigate how we use the Web to receive and 
deliver information to members and to de- 
velop a three-year plan for implementation. 
The members are: Jane Dysart, chair; Sharyn 
Ladner; Hope Tillman; Debbie Jan; Barbara 
Semonche; and Maurice Harris, staff liaison. 
This committee was also instructed to prepare 
a report for the 1997 Winter Meeting. 
Additionally, the board announced its initia- 
tives for 1996197. The fmt deals with public 
relations. The second involves evaluating the 
results from the Super Survey and their relation- 
ship to the Strategic Plan, including the develop- 
ment of a new plan or ratification of the existing 
plan. The review of these initiatives will take 
place during the 1996 Fall Board Meeting. 
Furthermore, the board identified three pri- 
orities as the executive director's key objec- 
tives for 1996197. They are public relations, 
competency, and the "virtual association." 
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The board also approved document A96-1 
which is in keeping with the association's Leg- 
islative Platform and supports the efforts of the 
Toronto Chapterregarding Canadiancopyright. 
Attendees in Boston met on Sunday morning 
to attend SLA's first Exhibit Hall Ribbon- Cut- 
ting ceremony. The event, which opened the 
doors to SLA's largest exhibit hall ever, was a 
celebration which allowed attendees to get a 
frrst look at the plethora of products and ser- 
vices available from a record-breaking number 
of vendors. It also served as an opportunity for 
participants to network with SLA President 
Jane Dysart, SLA Executive Director David R. 
Bender, and other leaders in the profession. 
Vendor participation was at an all-time high 
with 505 booths, breaking last year's record of 
435 booths. With such a large number of ven- 
dors, the exhibit hall served as a one-stop mar- 
ketplace for every product or service an 
information professional could need. Attend- 
ees were able to talk with vendors, see new 
products, and learn about services and products 
that will help them do their jobs better and 
smarter. Product demonstrations by SLA's con- 
tributors were also included for the first time. 
As in the past, annual conference sponsor- 
President Jane Dysart cuts the ceremonial 
ribbon, opening the doors to SLA's largest 
exhibit hall ever. 
More than 500 exhibitors welcomed the 
chance to meet with attendees in Boston. 
ship was very successful, with 21 of 26 spon- 
sorship categories being partially or fully sold. 
The 16 sponsors who generously supported 
conference activities are: 
Knight-Ridder Information-spon- 
sored registration; 
LEXIS-NEXIS-sponsored the Gen- 
eral Session, the President-Elect's 
Reception for Students, and the Fel- 
lows' Reception for First-Time 
Attendees; 
Silverplatter Information-sponsored 
the Ribbon-Cutting Ceremony and 
cosponsored the meeting space; 
Chemical Abstracts-provided the 
conference tote bags; 
IBM-sponsored the Internet room; 
Moody's Investors Service--cospon- 
sored the Awards Reception; 
Arneritech Library Services-spon- 
sored the President's Reception; 
Disclosure, 1nc.-sponsored A Guide 
to Exhibits; 
The Freedom Forum-sponsored 
Conference Update; 
Gale Research-sponsored refresh- 
ment breaks; 
Dun & Bradstreet Information Ser- 
vices-sponsored the Employment 
Clearinghouse; 
EBSCO Subscription Services- 
sponsored the Hotel Flyer Service and 
cosponsored the meeting space; 
Readmore, 1nc.-sponsored 1997 
program planning; 
Turpin Distribution Services-spon- 
sored the staff office; 
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DataTimes-cosponsored the meet- 
ing space; and 
Cuadra Associates-cosponsored the 
meeting space. 
Annual Business Meeting 
The Annual Business Meeting took place 
June 12. The agenda included speeches from 
the association's leadership, official installa- 
tion of the new Board of Directors, and recog- 
nition of the 1996 SLA Fellows and the 
recipients of the P.R. Award, the International 
Special Librarians Day/National Library Week 
Award, the Information Today Award for In- 
novations in Technology, and the Diversity 
Leadership Development Program. 
Newly-elected SLA officers include: Presi- 
dent-Elect Judy Field, management consult- 
ant and senior lecturer, Library andInformation 
Science Program, Wayne State University, 
Detroit; Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect Peter S. 
Moon, manager, Technical Resource Center, 
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance 
Co., Hartford, CT; Division Cabinet Chair- 
Elect Rebecca B. Vargha, library coordinator, 
SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC; Director Stephen 
K. Abram, director, corporate information, 
Micromedia Limited, Toronto, ON; and Di- 
rector Sharyn J. Ladner, associate professor 
and Gold Fund business librarian, University 
of Miami, Coral Gables, FL. 
Assuming new positions on the board are new 
President Sylvia Piggott, Past-President Jane 
Dysart, Chapter Cabinet Chair G. Lynn Tinsley, 
and Division Cabinet Chair Dorothy McGarry . 
Also continuing to serve on the Board of Dircc- 
tors are SLA Treasurer Donna W. Scheeder, and 
Directors Charlene Baldwin, Hope Tillman, 
Bruce Hubbard, and Julia Peterson. 
President's Report-Jane Dysart 
Communication 
I want to start today by saying thank you to 
allof you. You havemademy yearas president 
so interesting, exciting, and wonderful: fellow 
boardmembers, association headquarters staff, 
chapter and division officers, and of course, 
you members. I have spoken to lots of you at 
the conference, chatted with many of you on 
chapter visits, and I am really pleased that so 
many of you have taken the time to answer 
questions posed in my SpeciaList columns or 
comment on the thoughts I communicated 
there. I know listing my e-mail address there 
encouraged the communication. I appreciate 
the response and hope that we can find more 
ways to encourage, solicit, and discuss issues 
and ideas, as well as implement the creative 
and useful suggestions from our members. 
Last year in my inaugural address I issued 
two challenges. I urged communication and 
asked that you send your e-mail address lo 
headquarters using a special e-mail box- 
count-me-in@sla.org. We have added thou- 
sands of e-mail addresses to our database and 
the Who's Who in Special Libraries will be an 
even more valuable tool this fall. If you haven't 
sent yours in, check out the Internet room here 
at the conference, which is sponsored by IBM, 
and send off your e-mail address now! Our 
units are certainly communicating: out of 56 
chapters, 30 are on the Internet-25 with 
listservs and 12 with Web sites. Of ow 28 
divisions, 20 have listservs and five have Web 
sites. Of our 12 caucuses, five have listservs. 
The SLA '96 listserv giving information about 
the Boston conference had 600 members par- 
ticipating, while the Boston conference Web 
site had thousands of visitors. 
Research 
The second challenge I issued related to 
doing research. Based on your annual re- 
ports, 32 chapters and 10 divisions indicated 
that they conductedneeds assessments. That's 
a start. The Washington DC Chapter did a 
survey of Internet use among their members. 
The Kentucky Chapter submitted a proposal 
to examine relationship marketing and mar- 
keting the special library-I'm looking for- 
ward to the results of that one! Results from 
the Salary Survey and Super Survey should 
be available in the fall and other studies will 
be coming along in the next year as well, 
specifically: 
special libraries 
In her speech, outgoing President Jane Dysurt 
discussed opportunities for information pro- 
fessionals and the future of the association. 
filtering mechanisms used by engi- 
neers at Boeing-researchers are 
looking for other sites which might 
like to use the same methodology; 
expert systems applications in special 
libraries; 
electronic publishing and its impact 
on special libraries, publishers, spon- 
sors, and scientists; and 
case studies of companies that have 
outsourced all or discreet functions of 
their information operations and the 
impact on delivery of information. 
Research is the base from which we can do 
many things-promotion and public relations, 
planning and learning, growing and changing. 
I look forward to our continued efforts in this 
direction. 
The Future 
Most of you know I advocate strong vi- 
sions for our libraries, our services, and our 
association. I've spent the last two years 
visiting chapters and talking about the fu- 
ture-our future. That 's where we're 
headed-we want to chose it and design it 
ourselves, we want to build on our past suc- 
cesses, but we know those past successes 
don't guarantee us a successful future. So we 
have to focus on ourselves, our strengths, our 
environment, and our direction. And as we 
create pathways to the 21st century, we must 
recognize and capitalize on opportunities and 
priorities for the future. 
Our Environment 
In their book, Competing for the Future, 
Hamel and Prahalad talk a lot about industry 
foresight-knowing so much about our envi- 
ronment that we can anticipate what will hap- 
pen in the future. In our case, we'll find new 
and exciting ways to add value for our clients 
and constituencies. 
We have made a good start in looking at our 
environment. SLA has published its outlook as 
part of our visionary framework for the future 
in Who's Who in Special Libraries. 
We know that there will be continued 
growth in the amount of and demand for 
information, which has not only intellectual 
value, but also economic value-just look at 
the evidence of companies and organizations 
getting involved in the "information busi- 
ness" these days: 
there is a global orientation of infor- 
mation; 
the acceptance of, and dependence 
on, technology is a key to our future; 
partnerships between information 
professionals and clients is critical; 
national and international information 
policies and laws are being devel- 
oped, implemented, and altered; and 
there is an increasing interdependence 
among information providers, and 
change, in every facet of our lives, is 
a constant-and the speed of that 
change is accelerating. 
One of the largest changes in our lives in 
recent years is, of course, the Internet and 
World Wide Web. It is changing the way we 
work and play. It is used by millions. It's 
getting easier and better every day. Major 
developments are happening very quickly 
indeed. Thenumber of exhibits at the Internet 
World show are doubling every six months. 
The Internet is talked about everywhere- 
you can't pick up a publication without read- 
ing something about the Net or the WWW. 
And of course, information on the Net is 
free-and everything is there, right? We in- 
formation professionals don't believe this, 
but a lot of our senior management and ex- 
ecutives do. This is definitely a challenge and 
an opportunity for us. 
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Ourselves and Our Roles 
For many years we have been adding value, 
linking people and knowledge-not just by 
finding and locating information, but by trans- 
forming it into something that is immediately 
useful, actionable. This includes: 
interpreting; 
analyzing; 
organizing, whether its labelling or 
hypertext linking; 
packaging, whether its reports or 
pathways; and 
guiding, teaching, and raising the 
level of information literacy. 
As Allen Neuharth emphasized in his key- 
note talk here at the conference, information 
literacy, not computer literacy, is the critical 
skill for the future. 
Customizing 
We are now in the middle of a revolution. 
We have known for years that we are in an 
information revolution, but now everyone 
knows and is trying to deal with it. Today, 
there are interesting and creative partnerships 
between malls, schools, and libraries; partner- 
ships with special librarians and MIS; organi- 
zations everywhere are using the Web as a 
platform-whether it's the Internet itself or an 
Intranet. The market for InternetAntranet tech- 
nologies and products topped $5.3 billion dur- 
ing 1995. Hardware is being created with 
"geekports" which support no specific hard- 
ware application but are there because the 
creators believe it will be used in ways they 
can't even imagine. Other hardware, specifi- 
cally some printers, have Web servers inside 
which control everything from its configura- 
tion to its technical support. 
This revolution is an opportunity for us, for 
information professionals trained and prepared 
to meet the future. Of course, there are also 
new roles for us. Some of our members are 
already in these roles, others may look for 
opportunities in these roles in the near future: 
Cybrarian or navigator. Michael 
Bauwens who coined the term, 
cybrarian, has a company with a mis- 
sion "to accompany organizations in 
their migration to cyberspace." 
Evaluator, analyst, intelligence gath- 
erer. 
Cataloger/indexer/organizer. Never 
before have our skills in this area 
been so appreciated. You all know 
about Yahoo!, one of the WWW's 
most popular indexes. The chief ya- 
hoo of Yahoo, Jerry Yang, was 
recently asked in my presence if he 
could lend some of his librarians! 
Truly, we are a valued commodity. 
Trainer, guide, information literacy 
guru. 
Product developer, database creator. 
Webmaster, Web manager. 
Facilitator, consultant. 
In the future our roles will likely fall into two 
areas-knowledge consumers and knowledge 
creators: 
counsellors; 
cataloguers, indexers; 
team navigators; 
database designers; 
trainers and guides; 
software developers; 
problem solvers; 
Webmasters; 
facilitators; 
product developers; 
consultants; and 
information futurists. 
The first group includes those of us who 
work with, and among, knowledge consum- 
ers as full partners and members of their 
project or function teams. The second group 
represents those of us who design and create 
products and services which enable consum- 
ers to use that knowledge. There will be no 
one in the middle, no intermediaries. So we 
must look ahead and find the opportunities 
for ourselves and our colleagues. 
"Established to diffuse knowledge among 
area subscribers" 
-the Niagara Library, 1800. 
Imagine understanding this concept so many 
years ago. Yet "Putting knowledge to work," 
SLA's motto since 1909, is also as vibrant 
today as it was all those years ago. We defi- 
nitely do things differently than we did then, 
and than we will do in the future. We will have 
special libraries 
different roles. In fact, we already have many 
non-traditional role models in our association. 
Opportunities 
Consider what Tom Peters says about op- 
portunities coming out of chaos: "The winners 
of tomorrow will deal proactively with chaos, 
will look at the chaos as the source of market 
advantage, not as a problem." 
As we create pathways to the 21st century 
and beyond, there are many exciting opportu- 
nities for us as information professionals and 
for SLA as an association: 
Communication: international WWW 
connectivity; 
Research: the value of information, 
knowledge, and our role; 
Public Relations: communicating that 
value (not only as individual mem- 
bers, but as an association) in every 
way possible; 
SLA, an information professionals' 
forum: a place for knowledge con- 
sumers and knowledge creators to 
meet, learn, and network; and 
Creating partnerships for the future 
and being leaders and catalysts in the 
information industry. 
Leaders and Catalysts 
As Fmen and Kaye noted in their book, 7'he 
Leader of the Future, leaders "articulate a future 
so full of exciting possibilities that no one will be 
able to rest until it is achieved. No current trends 
lead inevitably to this envisioned future-it de- 
mandsaleapoffaithand ... hard work."We, SLA 
members, are up to the challenge and will create 
many exciting opportunities for our future. 
Inaugural Address-Sylvia Piggott 
We are in an age where intuition, awareness, 
and basic problem-solving are some of our 
most powerful weapons. 
The Environment 
The globalization of markets is not only 
making things more competitive, it's malung 
everything move faster. Companies are under 
increasing pressure to abandon fundamental 
practices such as large staff groups and slow, 
methodical decision-making. To survive and 
prosper, they have implemented strategies re- 
sulting in faster, leaner, and more customer- 
focused entities. (Some might even add meaner 
to that list.) In this kind of changing environ- 
ment, librarians must respond by being proac- 
tive so that we arenot simply reacting to today's 
realities; instead, we are influencing them. 
We can no longer control the speed at which 
information flows or who has access to infor- 
mation. Our clients are now accessing elec- 
tronic services such as the Internet and 
newswires which can communicate stories 
with lighting speed and visual impact. 
These are some of the challenges facing us 
as professionals. Despite this, I would like to 
predict that the work of the information pro- 
fessional will grow in importance, excitement, 
complexity, andresponsibility formany years. 
Changing Role 
The role of the information professional will 
be changed and it will be elevated. Competi- 
tion for ourjobs will come largely from highly 
qualified technical and communications pro- 
fessionals. In this changing environment, the 
quality of the people in our profession needs to 
be a priority. Training programs need to focus 
on elevating the standards of our profession. 
We need to test new theories and ideas in order 
to redefine our roles. When this is done, the 
chief information professional will have an 
integral role in steering the organization by 
managing and influencing events not after 
they occur, but prior to their occurring. 
High Level Strategists 
As our influence increases, we will be held 
much more accountable for the counsel we 
provide, the strategies we prepare, and the 
statements we make. To move into this era, we 
need to develop best practices in order to be 
recognized and accepted as professionals rather 
than simply providers of a service. As part of 
the process, we have to create a method of 
evaluation that enables clients and funding 
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In her inaugural address, incoming President 
Sylvia Piggott explored the changing role of 
information professionals. 
agencies to determine whether our work has 
been effective. 
User Self-Sufficiency 
The quest for value will be intensified, mean- 
ing that a significant amount of routine tactical 
activities, such as the creation of information 
packages or accessing research databases, will 
be done by the clients themselves with little or 
no interference from intermediaries. Our cli- 
ents are becoming more and more adept at 
doing some things for themselves as a result of 
improved technology. 
Technical Experts 
If we are to believe the experts who peddle 
instant wisdom to business and governments, 
our future clients will be so familiar with the use 
of technology to access information that there 
will be little we can do for them or teach them. 
We can'treally blame the management con- 
sultants, economists, futurists, or politicians 
for peddling this stuff because there is an 
inexhaustible demand for simple explanations 
for what is occurring, and a heavy bet is being 
placed on high technology, the information 
superhighway, and the wonders of the knowl- 
edge-based economy to solve our problems. In 
this kind of environment, we will be expected 
to master the technology or become 
marginalized. Our challenge is to differentiate 
between what is rhetoric and what is reality. 
In the meantime, downsizing and cost-cut- 
ting are hitting libraries and librarians hard. 
Part of the problem has been our inability to 
convince management that we represent acore 
function and that our efforts show return on 
investment. 
Many information professionals maintain 
that one can't show direct bottom-line results 
of the work done in the information center or 
library because there are too many subtle in- 
fluences and uncontrollable variables. It may 
not be easy to do so, but this does not mean that 
dollar figures cannot be assigned to organiza- 
tional problems that exist and then used to 
measure the changes that occur after informa- 
tion has been applied to the problem. 
It is imperative that we find creative ways to 
demonstrateour value. Finding measures which 
our professionals can apply must be part of the 
Library and Information Studies research pro- 
gram as well as SLA's research agenda. 
Reengineered Library Model 
Given the revolution taking place, how can 
we make ourselves relevant in the new infor- 
mation age? To makeourselvesrelevant in this 
new age, weneed to implement areengineered 
library model. This model should be strategic 
rather than tactical, proactive rather than reac- 
tive. The reengineered model must embody, at 
the minimum, these elements: 
Bottomline Driven 
We must develop more sophisticated 
techniques for measuring the bottomline 
impact of our intervention-something 
that SLA must help to provide through 
the funding of research in these areas 
and improved use of recent research. 
Information Hub 
We must show the value of the library by 
becoming the hub for information acqui- 
sition and dissemination throughout the 
organization. The goal of this "hub  
would be to develop a seamless environ- 
ment in which audiences can access 
information about the organization's 
products and services, keep updated on 
internal and external news, become in- 
formed in order to contribute to policy 
decisions, and engage in continuous 
learning. The fact that the information 
comes from different departments should 
be transparent to the clients. 
spetia/ libraries 
Collaboration/Relationship 
A radical shift must take place in pro- 
fessional practices and relationships, 
complimented by a network of support- 
ive colleagues. Membership in SLA 
provides the network. SLA must also 
seek opportunities to broaden its col- 
laboration with business, education, 
government, and professional groups 
where it will improve its membership's 
professional situation. 
Fiscal Responsibility 
We must demonstrate outstanding busi- 
ness practices and fiscal responsibility. 
For example, rather than adding staff to 
achieve a goal, the librarians will look 
for ways of forging partnerships with an 
appropriate area. The librarian will 
therefore forge a series of alliances to 
achieve goals. 
Flexibility 
Flexibility is required to make the para- 
digm shift as opportunity presents itself. 
This may include shifting from a physi- 
cal library to a virtual library before the 
library is called upon to close or to 
outsource. 
Self-Empowerment 
Empower ourselves-move with au- 
thority, make decisions, take action, 
take some calculated risks, and do not 
give up our power voluntarily simply by 
not exercising it. Self-empowerment 
produces the most authentic power we 
will ever possess. It may seem presump- 
tuous or risky, but it is far less 
threatening to our careers than looking 
like a weakling, looking indecisive, or 
looking like we do not know what to do. 
Focus on getting results and show a 
sense of urgency in doing so. Exercise 
constant diagnosis and relentless scru- 
tiny of internal and external 
environments and be ready to take ap- 
propriate action and to make some 
opportunities for ourselves. 
High Performance 
Perform in such a way that our clients 
come to believe that our professional 
expertise is vital to their success. 
Marketing/Public Relations 
As funds get scarce, we must give the 
real perception that we are performing 
effectively and delivering good value 
for resources invested. It is therefore 
important for users to have a clear posi- 
tive understanding of the value of the 
services performed. Publicize the ad- 
vantages that clients derive from 
continued patronage. 
Continuous Improvement 
Apply the principle of "compete or per- 
ish"-if you operate in this mode, you 
will be applying a continuous improve- 
ment system. Continuous improvement 
includes continuous education. 
Results Oriented 
Operate as though you are judged on the 
same basis as your clients who are 
given a short time to produce a given 
result or be replaced. (Remember how- 
ever, that sometimes you are replaced 
even when you are successful.) Keep in 
mind it is not just whether something is 
being achieved, but whether the clients 
are persuaded that it is. 
Political Savvy 
Don't be content until you understand 
the organizational situation and who the 
chief players in your organization are- 
whatever is important in understanding 
how and why your organization pro- 
duces results is of paramount 
importance to you. Know what your 
organizational goals are. Identify the 
power centers in your organization. 
Who are the people who get things 
done, who are the people who are 
looked up to or deferred to? Are you 
aligned with those power centers? It is 
politically astute to behave this way. 
Learn to swim with the sharks. 
Business Language 
Think and speak the way the key play- 
ers in your organization speak. Use the 
keywords they use when describing 
what you do for the organization rather 
than using library jargon. 
Audience-Centered 
Practice audience segmentation because 
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your services are audience-centered. 
Know what each group does, thinks, 
and feels, know what they value and 
what their commitments are to the orga- 
nization. How do they approach the 
organization's competition? Prepare an 
annual report in which you talk about 
departments, groups, and divisions the 
library or information center has as- 
sisted over the past year to achieve 
organizational goals. 
Benchmarking 
Establish statistical benchmarks so you 
can show how you are doing in relation 
to the competition. Compare numbers 
of staff, costs per search, and so forth 
with others in the same industry. 
Investing Resources 
When you plan or budget for any aspect 
of your function, think of yourself as an 
investor for your organization and an- 
swer these questions: 
1. Will this activity help the organiza- 
tion achieve its objectives, and how? 
2. How will I demonstrate the relation- 
ship between the success of my 
actions and the achievement of the 
organization's goals? 
3. What is the return on investment for a 
specific project? (Never talk about 
money spent, always talk of resources 
invested. Money spent is gone, re- 
sources are invested with the 
expectation of a return.) 
4. How can I document, in quantifiable 
terms, the status of the library's re- 
sponsibilities-what benchmarks 
exist? 
Payback 
What are the benefits of adopting this 
model? There are many. I will highlight 
a few: 
1. You will increase the likelihood of 
being asked to serve on important 
committees or taskforces; 
2. You will be more successful in the 
competition with other managers for 
your organization's scarce resources 
because you are applying business 
methods to your requests; 
3. You will get authorization for added 
staff when the workload requires it 
because you can demonstrate the need 
and measure the accomplishment; and 
4. You will be far less expendable when 
the organization suffers setbacks. 
Working in the background, showing com- 
placency, downplaying your talents, staying 
in your office, and not mingling with key staff 
in different areas is one sure way of being 
ignored and remaining ~ ~ e c o g n i ~ e d .  
The Future 
Our jobs will become more important and 
valued both in the workplace and in society in 
general. We will be expected to assume more 
responsibility. Our profession will be more 
complex, mostly because of the impact of the 
technology on what we do. It will be an excit- 
ing profession for those who can adapt to the 
changes. My challenge to you, themembers, is 
to make the shift and apply the new behavior 
model. 
In this rapidly changing information age, a 
major challenge to our association is to exam- 
ine the changes raking place in terms of how 
these changes are impacting our members and 
their professional future in order to take action 
to provide the support necessary for a robust 
future. We also need to examine how these 
changes may affect the long-term future of our 
association so that we can make the necessary 
adjustments to ensure a successful future. 
Finally, I would like to say how proud I am of 
our association, its members, and its activities. 
We are the premier association with the bright- 
est and the best. We belong to the best profes- 
sion there is and we make a significant 
intellectual and economic contribution to soci- 
ety. This is the information age and we are key 
players in it. Yes, there are some job losses, but 
in the big scheme of things, we are seeing more 
job openings for our professionals than for most 
other professions. I, along with you the mem- 
bers, the staff, and the Board of Directors, will 
work hligently to move our association in the 
direction we want it to go because we are 
stakeholders in this association. 
By the way, I fully subscribe to the notion that 
it may be time to have a name change referen- 
special libraries 
durn as we take our rightful place in the new 
information age. In doing this though, we must 
remember that merely changing our name is not 
enough to change our image. The way we cany 
out ourprofessionalresponsibilities has amajor 
effect on our image. In the meantime, keep 
positive and keep your eye on the prize. 
Thanks to the conference program planners 
and to the local chapter for a great conference 
so far. Remember to visit the exhibitions and 
thank our exhibitors as they make a tremen- 
dous contribution to the success of our confer- 
ence each year. Enjoy therest of the conference 
in this great city. Thank you. 
1996 State-of-the-Association 
Address-David R. Bender, Ph.D., 
Executive Director 
Putting Members First 
These are curiously, andoften contentiously, 
conflicted times. 
Some examples: 
While everyone agrees that "govern- 
ment" should be "smaller," a partisan 
debate rages about just how much 
smaller. And while everyone concurs 
that "family values" must undergird 
any rational social order, the snarling 
and sniping about who gets to define 
what is meant by the term "family 
values" preoccupies much of our po- 
litical and social discourse. 
Perhaps nowhere is this spirit of an- 
tagonism more sharply expressed 
than in our present ambivalent debate 
about American corporations. As 
Clay Chandler, a Washington Post 
staff writer puts it, "Are corporations 
benevolent agents of growth or ruth- 
less maximizers of profits at the 
expense of workers?" 
Because SLA's membership does not exist 
in acornfortable cocoon of isolation, we are, to 
a greater or lesser extent, membership and 
staff, affected by these and other issues. In- 
deed, as many corporations go through euphe- 
mistically named attempts at resuucturing, 
from the benevolent (TQM) to the ominous 
(downsizing), we, as individuals, sometimes 
Executive Director David R. Bender focused 
on the association's successes and new direc- 
tions in his State-of-the-Association Address. 
become players relegated to the sidelines. So 
what are we to make of this? 
In preparing my remarks to you this year, I 
was, and am, influenced by writers separated 
by more thanone hundred years in time. Dwight 
Gerts and Joao Baptista tell us in their very 
contemporary book, Grow to be Great, that 
"an organization's successful growth depends 
on knowing as much as possible about the 
needs of its customers and potential customers 
and meeting those needs with intense dedica- 
tion." 
But writing more than 100 years earlier in 
books titled Character, Duty, and Thrft, Scot- 
tish biographer Samuel Smiles, a self-help 
guru of his times, tells us that "the spirit of self- 
help is the root of all genuine growth in an 
individual." And you thought only conserva- 
tive pundits had a lock on this notion! 
For me, as I review the year past and, with 
your elected leadership and staff, plan for next 
year and years to come, I take from both the 
contemporary and the past to chart the course. 
Always, the association must adhere to the 
"know your customer" and "customer fist" 
philosophy expressed by Gerts and Baptista. 
You, our membership, are ourcustomers. Your 
needs come first as we anticipate and plan the 
many and varied programs and services that 
you expect and demand from your profes- 
sional association. 
Yet your staff and leadership can serve you 
well-in effect as a vendor of services and 
programs--only if you, the membership, grow 
in professional and personal ways. A profes- 
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sional symbioses is at work here, which must 
be at the core of our shared mission. 
Perhaps the annual conference best illumi- 
nates this shared commitment to professional 
development. At the conference, you are pre- 
sented with a rich cornucopia of sessions, 
exhibits, and speakers-a shopping mall of 
ideas and programs. From these, you should 
be able to extract tools and techniques which 
will make you, the individual practitioner, 
the stand-out information professional you 
are intended to be. 
This is the largest annual conference in 
SLA's history. Total attendance has surpassed 
the record set just last year in Montreal. 
Three times we have expanded the exhibit 
hall to accommodate extraordinary vendor de- 
mand. The 500plus booths-roughly the equiva- 
lent of several football fields-make this our 
largest exhibit hall ever. No wonder I hear so 
many people taking about their tired feet. 
The phenomenal growth of this conference 
is no accident. Attention to twin goals-<us- 
tomer satisfaction and self-initiated growth- 
influenced the careful planning and hard work 
by the conference planning committee and 
division planners to develop and offer pro- 
grams that make attendance at this conference 
a "must." 
The growth of this conference is also the 
result of your professional enthusiasm and 
commitment to self-improvement. It is self- 
directed professional and organizational 
growth that ismy focus today. I want to tell you 
that this association has experienced substan- 
tial growth of which we can all be proud. 
First, our total membership has grown 
steadily during the past five years and now 
surpasses 15,000 members-a remarkable 
achievement for an association that represents 
aprofession beset in recent years by downsizing 
and outsourcing. 
I believe our membership growth reflects 
the success of our association in valuing your 
needs above all else. You want improved ser- 
vices, more choices, and reasonable costs. We 
intend to deliver these, and more! In addition, 
I believe this growth reflects your dedication 
to the association and profession. 
Of SLA's various membership segments, 
one that has received increased attention is 
student membership. Hopefully most of our 
student members will agree with President 
Calvin Coolidge, who said that "school is not 
the end but only the beginning of an educa- 
tion." If so, they will become regular members 
upon graduation, thus enabling them to use the 
diverse opportunities we offer and assure pro- 
fessional growth. 
To encourage them, we now offer student 
discounts for the conference's continuing edu- 
cation courses. In addition, many recent gradu- 
ates registerat theEmployment Clearinghouse 
and the Career Advisory Service. 
Our professional development program has 
been growing in exciting, new ways. Avail- 
able at this annual conference are 14 new 
continuing education courses, on topics rang- 
ing from mastering the Internet to marketing 
skills. During the past several years, we have 
doubled the number of continuing education 
courses offered at the conference. 
Our 1995 State-of-the-Art Institute was a 
great success. Following our recent pattern of 
focusing on geographic regions, the theme 
was "Southeast Asia: The Information Age." 
Attendees reported that the program was a 
thorough introduction to the challenges and 
opportunities of locating, evaluating, and dis- 
seminating information from that region. 
However, as the leadership of AT&T told 
us this year as they dramatically restructured 
that behemoth of American capitalism, "You 
must be in tune with the times and be pre- 
pared to break with tradition." So the 1996 
State-of-the-Art Institute will break tradition 
and focus attention upon the very nontradi- 
tional virtual library. 
Many members are committed to profes- 
sional growth but can not get away from their 
libraries to attend such meetings as the annual 
conference or State-of-the-Art Institute. To 
meet their needs, we have expanded our self- 
study program. Two new programs (the con- 
trol of administrative and financial operations 
in special libraries and getting started on the 
Internet) have been extremely popular. 
Another way to help members grow profes- 
sionally without the cost and time to travel 
across continents or oceans is the distance 
special libraries 
learning program. Our first offering focused 
on electronic copyright and was available at 
seven sites in the United States and Canada. 
Attendees not only saw the speakers on screen 
but could also converse with them or with their 
colleagues at other sites. 
Because of the success of that program, co- 
sponsored by LEXIS-NEXIS, we teamed up 
with the company again to offer a program 
which focusedon developing amarketing stfat- 
egy. Available at nine sites in the United 
States, Canada and Europe, the event was 
appropriately held on International Special 
Librarians Day. 
In 1997, we plan to take our distance learning 
another technological step forward by advanc- 
ing from telephone line to satellite transmis- 
sion. This will provide greater flexibility in site 
selection and programming and dramatically 
improve the images that are received. 
Speaking of International Special Librar- 
ians Day, I hope that all of you were involved 
this year. To assist you in promoting the value 
of your libraries, SLA produced a free and 
very popular marketing kit. It included "Seven 
Reasons to Use Your Library," which is an 
excellent handout that describes the value of 
special librarians and their services. 
And that is a message that we are promoting 
with increased intensity. SLA is working with 
a mid-sized public relations agency, Read- 
Poland Associates, to jointly plan and irnple- 
ment a campaign aimed at reaching 
organizational decision-makers. Remember 
that SLA's public relations budget is small, so 
don't start watching for TV commercials dur- 
ing "Seinfeld." 
Read-Poland will be focusing on newspaper 
andmagazine coverage, and one of the agency's 
first successes has been to get an article about 
the value of using a special library picked up by 
the Knight-Ridder news service. To date, we 
have seen this article in the Chicago Trlbune, 
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, and Denver Post. 
Our agency also succeeded in persuading 
a writer for Webmaster, a supplement to 
CIO magazine, to include interviews with 
several SLA members in a report on using 
the Web to obtain competitive intelligence. 
Because CIOs are often our colleagues and 
sometimes our supervisors, this is a particu- 
larly valuable placement. 
Getting these placements is notjust amatter 
of writing a letter or making a telephone call. 
Thousands of associations and companies com- 
pete for the same space or air time, so timing 
and persistence are critical. For every place- 
ment I mention, our agency is making a dozen 
contacts at other media outlets, ranging from 
airline magazines to USA Today to the "TO- 
day" show. 
The public relations program will get a 
funding shot in the arm this year from SLA's 
rapidly growing fund development program. 
The proceeds of the President's Reception will 
be used to fund public relations activities. 
Although this was only the second ever 
President's Reception, it was both a financial 
success and one terrific party. 
The President's Reception is only one ex- 
ample of the innovative approaches that we are 
taking to maintain a solid financial footing. 
Another important program is the addition of 
new corporate and individual financial sup- 
port categories to recognize various levels of 
annual giving. 
The new levels are: President's Circle, for 
contributions of $10,000 or more; Benefactor, 
for $5,000; Contributor, for $250; and Donor, 
for $100. This year, the H.W. Wilson Com- 
pany and LEXIS-NEXIS are President's Circle 
members and Ameritech Library Resources is 
a Benefactor. 
By adding these new selections to ourprevi- 
ous ones, which were Patron, for $1,000 and 
Sponsor, for $500, it will be easier forprospec- 
tive donors to find a suitable financial fit. 
Another new fund-raising project is the 
Legacy Club. This special group was created 
to recognize and express appreciation to indi- 
viduals who make a financial commitment to 
SLA's future through wills, real estate, insur- 
ance, retirement and other long-term giving 
instruments. 
Although the club was not formed until this 
year, it already has several members, who will 
receive plaques and lapel pins at our awards 
banquet this evening. Some benefactors wish 
to remain anonymous, but I would like to 
recognize threemembers of theLegacy Club- 
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Betty Eddison, Judith Leondar, and Didi Pan- 
cake. I, too, am proud to claim membership. 
Ever mindful of our vendors' commitment 
to the association, we have stepped up our 
efforts to make them valuable activity spon- 
sors. Themost recent examples are Disclosure's 
support of SLA's new home page and Knight- 
Ridder's and Teltech's support of our Execu- 
tive Management Course, beginning in 1997. 
We also have several major sponsors at this 
conference. These companies are listed in the 
annual conference program. We are deeply 
appreciative of their support. 
SLA continues to offer new affinity pro- 
grams that provide you with valuable benefits 
and generate revenue for the association. The 
most recent example is the affinity program of 
Information Today, Inc., which provides maga- 
zine subscription discounts to SLA members 
on widely-read and widely-carried publica- 
tions, such as Information Today, Computers 
in Libraries, Searcher, and Link-Up. The dis- 
counts are available to SLA members who are 
renewing their subscriptions as well as to first- 
time subscribers. 
The exhibit hall provided a forum for one-to- 
one discourse on information products and 
services. 
While I'm on the subject of magazines, I 
want to make sure you know about one of the 
most exciting developments in SLA's serial 
publication program since it began in 1910. 
That is the publication in 1997 of a new maga- 
zine, Information Outlook. 
Information Outlook will be much more 
than a merger of our two existing serial publi- 
cations, SpeciaList andSpecialLibranes. Here 
will be a brand new, exciting, informative, 
attractive monthly magazine aimed at all pro- 
fessionals in the information field. 
Information Outlook'sexpandedformat will 
mean that more of you can conmbute feature 
articles reflecting your expertise in various 
facets of librarianship. Also, special columns 
on high-priority topics are under development. 
Information Outlook will also be important 
because it will be a valuable public relations 
tool. We are committed to making it a dy- 
namic, interesting, and informative magazine 
that will present theassociation and the profes- 
sion as progressive and professional. It will be 
a product by which nonmembers, including 
supervisors, business colleagues, vendors, and 
government officials, can assess SLA. 
Another familiar SLA serial publication, 
Who's Who in Special Libraries, is also expe- 
riencing growth and change. We added e- 
mail addresses two years ago, and last fall a 
buyers' guide. Please refer to it when you 
seek products or services for your informa- 
tion resources center. 
Another program that is in transition is the 
government relations program. While it will 
continue to center around five core issues- 
copyright and intellectual property rights; 
telecommunications; global information in- 
frastructure; access to information; and com- 
petitiveness, the program will address these 
issues more equally in the future. By increas- 
ing our efforts in areas getting less attention 
from other information groups, such as the 
global information infrastructure, we will en- 
hance our leadership role and visibility. 
We anticipate that the government relations 
program will grow in the next year in the elec- 
tronic arena as staff takes full advantage of the 
Internet. In addition to maintaining continually- 
updated position papers, plans are being consid- 
ered for creating an electronic publication on the 
Internet to provide a means of informing mem- 
bers of the activities of the government relations 
program and to provide a place for members to 
share articles they have Mitten on issues con- 
cerning government relations at the local, na- 
tional, and international levels. 
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I turn now to our research program, which is 
playing a critical role in supporting the 
association's growth. Returning to our "cus- 
tomer first" philosophy, we are currently com- 
pleting our thirdmembershipneeds assessment 
survey. Endearingly referred to as the Super 
Survey, due to the length of the survey and the 
large size of the sample, this survey is a critical 
tool for us to determine your needs and refine 
our programs accordingly. 
However, we also need to understand our 
prospective customers, so one of our most re- 
cent research ventures was a survey of a select 
group of nonmembers. We hope to determine 
their needs and use this information in our 
recruitment strategies to stimulate futuregrowth. 
SLA' s research programis expanding in other 
areas as well. One new research project is 
focusing on the value of special libraries. The 
goal of the research is to help you obtain data 
that demonstrates the return that organizations 
get for their investment of staff and resources in 
your libraries. As part of the project, a manual 
will be developed that will contain samples of 
the research instruments used in the study and 
an explanation of how to modify the instru- 
ments for application in your libraries. 
Also under way is research on outsourcing. 
We want to know why and how organizations 
that have outsourced made the decision and 
then attempt to objectively analyze the impact. 
This information should be helpful to you m 
avoiding outsourcing or in selecting services 
that you would like to have outsourced-- 
depending on your perspective. 
One of our most popular research projects is 
our Salary Surveys, and these, too, are under- 
going growth. We have incorporated addi- 
tional questions in both the annual update and 
the biennial survey to help collect all relevant 
data and to enhance its analysis, especially in 
the context of global economic issues. 
And yes, we have more plans. First, we 
would like to enhance our early identification 
of emerging issues in the profession to facili- 
tate more timely research on critical issues. 
Second, we plan to increase the number of 
collaborative projects undertaken with other 
information industry associations and organl- 
zations in order to address appropriately the 
needs of our diverse membership. Third, we 
intend to conduct more projects with an inter- 
national focus. 
A cooperative project managed by both our 
research staff and nonserial publication staff is 
a new book designed to help you take better 
advantage of the information in SLA's salary 
surveys. Titled Unlocking the Door to Higher 
Compensation: Your Key to the Salary Maze, 
this book will assist you to better understand 
general compensation trends, their impact on 
salaries in the information field, and how to 
incorporate this knowledge in your salary ne- 
gotiations with management. 
I urge you to visit the SLA booth this after- 
noon to see not only this new book but also the 
exciting array of publications developed with 
your professional growth in mind. Of particu- 
lar importance is File Formats on the Internet: 
A Guide for PC Users. Designed for experi- 
enced Internet users, the publication addresses 
the concepts and techniques that information 
specialists need to successfully master various 
types of Internet file formats, from full-text 
documents to sound andmusic. And two brand 
new items at our booth are an information kit 
on the Internet and the professional papers that 
were published for this conference. 
Because the theme of my address is profes- 
sional and association growth, I can not conclude 
without briefly describing several other special 
SLA programs that contribute to orrecognize the 
professional growth of the recipients. 
First is SLA's Diversity Leadership Devel- 
opment Program. This year's winners will be 
recognized later in this business meeting. 
A new venture is the Freedom ForumJSLA 
International Library Fellowship, which was 
created last year but is already growing. The 
Freedom Forum facilitates the development of 
journalism libraries in areas in which they 
have been non-existent or in short supply. 
For the fellowship program, the Freedom 
Forum will send one librarian to one of its sites 
in Europe and a second person to a site in Asia 
for two weeks to study and to conduct research 
in a selected area of special librarianship. 
Originally, there was only one fellowship, but 
the Freedom Forum graciously doubled the pro- 
gram this year because of the large number of 
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applicants. SLA's role in the program is to assist 
with the promotion and administration. 
In addition to the fellowship, SLA has nu- 
merous scholarships to facilitate members' 
educational growth at various stages in their 
careers. Thls year's winners will be recog- 
nized at the awards banquet this evening. If 
you haven't bought your tickets yet, there is 
still time. 
I have given you a great deal of information 
in a short time span. If you have any questions, 
why notbeginby checking SLA'snew one-stop 
shopping center, our World Wide Web site. 
Located at http://www.sla.org, our Web site is 
aworkinprogress, one we will constantly strive 
to improve. In fact, we have even added an 
Internet manager to the staff to make sure that 
we are using our Web site and the Internet as 
effectively as possible on your behalf. 
We are very grateful to Disclosure for its 
sponsorship of the new SLA Web site, because 
their financial support will enable us to make 
this a state-of-the-art Web site that will reflect 
well on the association and profession. You 
can view the site in the Internet Room at the 
conference or be sure to pay it a visit when you 
get back to your office. 
Before I conclude this morning, I would like 
to thank President Dysart; the Board of Direc- 
tors; the officers of SLA's committees, chap- 
ters, divisions, and caucuses; and the SLA 
headquarters staff for their dedication and co- 
operation. During the past year, they have 
been invaluable in helping to achieve SLA's 
vision, adopted in 1994, of having SLA be- 
come known as the leading organization in the 
information industry. 
If we are to achieve this vision, we must 
continually leverage our strengths and grow 
our association in ways never before imag- 
ined. However, I assure you that we can do it. 
We have officers and staff who are thinking 
creatively andcoming up with innovative ways 
to deliver additional value to you. 
As we look toward the future, we will plan 
for continued growth to assure that you will 
continue to receive the programs and services 
you expect. We will strivenotjust to meet your 
expectations, but to exceed them. Then we will 
be measured a success. 
Awards Presentation 
One highlight of the Annual Business Meet- 
ing is the recognition of numerous members of 
the profession for contributions to special 
librarianship as well as the association. The 
first presentation was the recognition of new 
Fellows of the Special Libraries Association. 
This honor was created to recognize individu- 
als who are at or near the mid-point of an active 
professional career for their leadership in the 
field of special librarianship and for their out- 
standmg contributions and expected future 
service to the association. Fellows are called 
upon to advise the association's Board of Di- 
rectors and to alert the membership to issues 
and trends warranting action. This year's win- 
ners were Monica Ertel, Guy St. Clair, and 
Ruth K. Seidman. 
Ertel is director of knowledge systems in 
the Advanced Technology Group of Apple 
Computer, Inc. in Cupertino, California. She 
has been an active member of the Special 
Libraries Association for more than 20 years. 
She is a past SLA division cabinet chair and 
is currently a member of the SLA Public 
Relations Committee. In SLA's San Andreas 
Chapter, Ertel has chaired the Consultation 
Committee, the Tour Committee, and the 
Nominating Committee, where she was 
awarded the Mark Baer Award for outstand- 
ing contribution to her profession. She has 
also been active in SLA's Science and Tech- 
nology Division, where she served as chair of 
the board, and in SLA's Engineering Divi- 
sion, where she served as secretary/treasurer 
and Nominating Committee chair. 
At Apple Computer, Ertel is responsible for 
corporate information services and heads a stra- 
tegic research effort focusing on new informa- 
tion technologies. Shealso establishedthe Apple 
Library of Tomorrow program in 1988, which 
donates computers and Apple technology to a 
wide range of libraries. In addition, she is founder 
of the Apple Library Users Group, one of the 
world's largest user groups with emphasis on 
the use of Apple technology in libraries and 
information centers. 
Guy St. Clair is president of SMR Intema- 
tional in New York City and publisher and 
editor of The One Person Library: A Newslet- 
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President Jane Dysart presents Susan 
Charkes with the H. W. Wilson Award at the 
Awards Banquet Wednesday evening. 
ter for Librarians and Management. He re- 
cently released The Best of OPL, II ,  his second 
collection of selected readings from his news- 
letter, The One Person Library. An SLAmem- 
ber for more than 25 years, St. Clair is a past 
president and has chaired the association's 
Strategic Planning Committee, Library Man- 
agement Division, and Museum, Arts & Hu- 
manitiesDivision. He is also apast recipient of 
SLA's Professional Award, which recognizes 
significant achievements or contributions to 
the field of librarianship. 
Ruth Seidrnan is head of the Engineering 
and Science Libraries at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in nearby Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. An active member of the Spe- 
cial Libraries Association for more than 25 
years, Seidman was president of the associa- 
tion in 199019 1 and has served as president of 
the Boston Chapter, chair of the Military Li- 
brarians Division, and chair of the Planning 
Committee for the 1986 annual conference. In 
addition, She wrote Building Global Partner- 
ships for Library Cooperation, a Special Li- 
braries Association monograph, and she 
currently edits the Haworth Press, Inc. quar- 
terly, Science and Technology Libraries. 
The Information Today Award for Innova- 
tions in Technology annually recognizes one 
or more SLA members for their innovative use 
and application of technology in a special 
library setting. Winners receive aplaque anda 
cash award of one thousand dollars from Infor- 
mation Today, Inc. 
This year, the winner was GeorgeSchlukbier, 
vice president and editor of the world famous 
World Wide Web site known as "Nando.net." 
His application of technology in a special 
library setting has achieved global acclaim. 
The onlinenews service, Nando.net, logsmore 
than seven million accesses per week and is 
described as one of the 10 busiest Web sites in 
the world. Appearing at or near the top of 
virtually all rating lists, Nando.net is one of the 
most influential World Wide Web sites in use. 
Next, the public relations awards, coordi- 
nated by the SLA Public Relations Commit- 
tee, were announced. The first award presented 
was the SLA Public Relations Member 
Achievement Award. This award is designed 
to recognize the outstanding contributions 
made by members of SLA to the public rela- 
tions goals of the profession, the association, 
and the library or information center. This year 
the award was won by the Cargill Information 
Center in Minneapolis. 
Peter Sidney represented the center. Sidney 
and his colleagues at the Cargill Information 
Center contributed to the public relations goals 
of their center and the information profession 
by implementing creative and effective tech- 
niques to increase awareness and encourage 
use of the center's services by Cargill's man- 
agers around the world. The new video, print 
brochure, and information center home page 
that they created emphasize the "people re- 
sources" and expertise the information center 
staff members represent and their role as part- 
ners in solving clients' business and technical 
problems. New information technologies are 
also showcased. 
The next presentation was for the Interna- 
tional Special LibrariansDayDJational Library 
Week Award, which goes to the member or 
members who most effectively use one of 
these annual events to promote their own li- 
braries and the profession. The competition 
was so stiff this year that the committee chose 
two winners. 
The first recipient was Edee Edwards. 
Edwards is amember of the staff at theHanford 
Technical Library at Pacific Northwest Na- 
tional Library. Her library won the award for 
holding a virtual open house on its internal 
Web pages tocelebrateNational Library Week. 
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Because the library's patrons are spread over 
540 square miles, it had 226 virtual visitors 
and 10 real ones. 
While the Hanford Technical Library's pub- 
lic relations campaign was aimed at employ- 
ees of the organization, the Cincinnati Chapter 
implemented a campaign geared to an external 
audience. The Cincinnati Chapter participated 
in a Business Expo that attracted 2,000 busi- 
ness people from the area. At its booth, the 
chapter gave search demonstrations and dis- 
tributed a number of informative handouts, 
such as "Seven Good Reasons to Use Your 
Special Library." 
Following this, the five SLA members that 
were selected to participate in the SLA Diver- 
sity Leadership Development Program were 
announced. This program is administered by 
the SLA Affirmative Action Committee and 
sponsored by EBSCO Subscription Services. 
The program aims to encourage the par- 
ticipation of members of diverse back- 
grounds in association operations by pairing 
them with experienced SLA members, who 
serve as mentors. 
The five winners and their mentors were: 
Phyllis Hodges, National Urban 
League, mentored by Nettie Seaberry, 
National Minority Supplier Develop- 
ment Council, Inc. 
Deborah E. Jan, University of Cali- 
fornia-Berkeley, mentored by Ethel 
Salonen, Knight-Ridder. 
Rosalind Lett, Crawford Long Hospi- 
tal Medical Library, mentored by 
Elizabeth Bibby, student in the 
School of Information Sciences, Uni- 
versity of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
Elsie Okobi, Southern Connecticut 
State University, mentored by Gloria 
Zarnora, Sandia National Laborato- 
ries; and 
Hemalatha Ramachandran, North- 
western University, mentored by 
Billie Connor, Los Angeles Public 
Library. 
The final presentation was the Golden Anni- 
versary Division Membership Presentation given 
to Winifred Sewell on her golden anniversary as 
a member of the Biological Sciences Division. 
Awards Banquet 
American humanitarian Eleanor Roosevelt 
believed that the key to a fulfilling life is making 
a contribution. At the annual Awards Banquet, 
the association honored numerous SLA mem- 
bers, andafew non-members, whodidjust that. 
Their accomplishments on behalf of the asso- 
ciation and the special libraries profession have 
made a contribution to their organizations, to 
our association, and to the profession. 
The program began by honoring several 
companies and members for their financial 
support of our organization. This year, our 
association introduced several new categories 
of giving, the first of which was thepresident's 
Circle, for contributions of $10,000 or more. 
Two companies were recognized for joining 
the President's Circle. Sharon 0' Donaghue, 
senior director, business research segment, 
accepted the gift for LEXIS-NEXIS. Jim 
Humphry is president of the H.W. Wilson 
Company Foundation. This organization was 
also honored for their continued support of the 
association and profession. 
The secondnew category of giving is Bene- 
factor. Tom Daniels, market managedspecial 
libraries for Ameritech Library Services, ac- 
cepted a gift for Ameritech for their gracious 
support of the association. 
Another new SLA program is the Legacy 
Club. This special group was created torecog- 
nize individuals who make a financial com- 
mitment to SLA's future through wills, real 
estate, insurance, retirement, and other long- 
term giving instruments. 
Although the club was not formed until this 
year, it already has several members. Legacy 
Club members David Bender, Betty Eddison, 
Judith Leondar, and Didi Pancake were hon- 
ored for their contributions to the association. 
Next was the announcement of the recipients 
of SLA's scholarships. This year, the associa- 
tion will distribute $6,000 each to three indi- 
viduals pursuing degrees in library and 
information science. These awards assure the 
future of the profession by assisting students in 
their educational pursuits and helping them 
achieve success. The three recipients of the 
SLA scholarships were: Sandy Oelschlegel, 
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Karen Dominique Hallett, and Andrea Wilson. 
Oelschlegel is attendmg the University of Rhde  
Island. She was selected for her strong commit- 
ment to the information needs of her faculty and 
students at the Tufts University School of Vet- 
erinary Medicine, where she has workedfor the 
past seven years. Hallett is attending Louisiana 
State University. She was selected for her ser- 
vice attitude and strong interest in special librar- 
ies. She intends to work in a government or 
military library. Wilson isattending theuniver- 
sity of Texas at Austin. She was selected for her 
proven record of excellence while working at 
the Cable News Network library. Wilson is 
currently working at the performance library at 
the University of Texas School of Music. 
The Affirmative Action Scholarship for 
$6,000 was also announced. This scholarship 
is granted to members of a minority group for 
graduate study in librarianship leading to a 
master's degree at a recognized school of 
library or information science. The recipient, 
Coleen Trollinger, is attending North Carolina 
Central University. She was selected because 
of her strong academic background in the 
sciences and her research experience. She plans 
to work in a chemical or science research 
center or library. 
The next award was sponsored by the H.W. 
Wilson Company-a publisher of quality in- 
dices and reference books since 1898. The 
H.W. Wilson Company Award is given to the 
author of the most outstanding article pub- 
lished in SLA's quarterly journal, Special Li- 
braries, in the past year. 
This year, the award was won by Susan 
Charkes, Internet product developer with Reed 
Reference Publishing. Charkes' article, titled, 
"Information Technology: Beyond the 
Toolbox," exposes the need for information 
managers to recognize that their role in the 
communications process necessarily includes 
technological expertise, and that their value as 
information managers increases as their sphere 
of competence expands. 
Ann Talcott was the recipient of the SLA 
Professional Award which is given in recogni- 
tion of a specific major achievement or contn- 
bution within the field of librarianship or 
information science which advances the objec- 
On behalf of the association, SLA Past-Presi- 
dent Didi Pancake presents a token of appre- 
ciation to Jane Dysart for her service as 
president. 
tives of the association. Talcott, who is an 
independent library management consultant, 
was chosen for her excellent work in the pro- 
duction and direction of SLA's first research 
forum, held in March 1995 at the SLA Great 
Lakes Regional Conference. Her efforts led to 
the collaboration and support of several other 
information industry associations and to the 
identification of three research priorities that 
are now guiding our research efforts. Talcott is 
a Fellow of the Special Libraries Association, 
winner of the 1988 SLA President's Award, 
former member of the SLA Board of Directors, 
former vice-chair of the New Jersey Library 
NetworkReview Board, and aformer mentor of 
the New Jersey Library Leadership Institute. 
The final award presented was the Hall of 
Fame award, which honored two recipients: 
Muriel Regan and Kitty Scott. Induction into 
the Hall of Fame award is granted to one or 
more SLA members in recognition of ex- 
tended and sustained service to the association 
in all aspects of its activities-at the chapter, 
division, and association level. Muriel Regan 
is public services librarian at Carlsbad Public 
Library in Carlsbad, New Mexico, and co- 
founder and former principal of Gossage Regan 
Associates, Inc. of New York. Her distin- 
guished career in special libraries has made 
her a role model to information specialists. 
Among her many accomplishments, she has 
been credited with planning and establishing 
the New York metropolitan area's first interli- 
brary loan clearinghouse. Her foresight and 
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Sylvia Piggott wears the symbolic silver chain 
of once  presented to her as incoming Presi- 
dent by Jane Dysart at the close of the awards 
banquet. 
innovation also led her to start her own com- 
pany, Gossage-Regan Associates, Inc., which 
was one of the first commercial endeavors that 
assists in the placement of permanent and 
temporary librarians. Regan, amember of SLA 
for nearly 40 years, has served the association 
in many capacities. She is a past president, a 
Fellow, and has served two terms as SLA 
treasurer. She isapastpresident of SLA's New 
York Chapter and was awarded its Distin- 
guished Service Award. 
Kitty Scott was most recently senior refer- 
ence librarian and information specialist at the 
Smithsonian Institution Libraries in Washing- 
ton, DC. A member of SLA for more than 40 
years, Scott's distinguished career in special 
librarianship includes being appointed by the 
president of the United States to serve as the 
first special librarian on theNational Commis- 
sion of Libraries and Information Science. As 
a past-president of the association, Scott com- 
missioned a task force to create a vision state- 
ment for SLA. She has also served the 
association as amember of the Board of Direc- 
tors, president of the Washington, DC Chap- 
ter, chair of the Aerospace Division, chair of 
the Science-Technology Group of the Wash- 
ington, DC Chapter, and currently, as the con- 
sultation services chair of the DC Chapter. 
At the close of the award'spresentation, SLA 
PresidentJaneDysart presented the silver chain 
of office to 1996197 association President S ylvia 
Piggott. Thesilver chain of office is symbolic of 
the link between librarians of all nations. At- 
tached to the chain are silver dollars, represent- 
ing the international understanding and coop- 
eration among our members, located in more 
than 60 counmes around the world. 
Division and Caucus Programs 
Division programming at the conference 
featured more than 300 quality sessions. Many 
had standing room only attendance, and sev- 
eral more actually overflowed into the hall- 
ways. Attendees had a gamut of topics to 
choose from, ranging from the Internet to 
managing information in multinational corpo- 
rations. Once again, the hot topic proved to be 
the Internet and information technology, al- 
though strategic positioning/partnering and 
marketing courses were also quite popular. 
Members were also given the opportunity to 
explore the city via division field trips to 
places such as the U.S.S. Constitution Mu- 
seum, Tatnuck Bookseller and Sons Market- 
place, historic Salem, colonial Newport, and 
various museums. Attendees also experienced 
some of Boston's rich history by participating 
in walking tours of the Black Heritage Trail 
and the Freedom Trail. 
Advertising & Marketing Division 
by John Lovari 
Hope Tillman helped kick off the Advertis- 
ing & Marketing Division's (A&M) annual 
conference program with a standing -room only 
presentation on "AdvertisinglMarketing 
Sources on the Internet." Her speech was so 
interesting, culminating to a call of action, that 
it was mentioned and discussed at each of the 
subsequent A&M sessions and business and 
board meetings. The Marketing Librarians 
Roundtable, led by Linda Perry-Lube of Ford 
Motor, covered such diverse areas as informa- 
tion sources, delivery systems, and home pages. 
The perennially favorite "How Do You Prac- 
tice" session, ably moderated by Robin 
Feuerstein-Kouletsis, presented case histories 
on the consequences of management changes, 
the effects of telecommuting and special treat- 
ment, and the results of a merger. The present- 
ers, Gail Arnes of HHCC, Brady Leyser of 
special libruries 
Y&R/Toronto, VeldaRuddockof TBWAJChiat 
Day, and Michael Keating of Penton Publish- 
ing, were each fascinating in offering their 
different perspectives on the cases, and the 
audience participation was as lively as usual. 
Roberta Piccoli of J. Walter Thompson, Chi- 
cago, ran the Ad Agency Librarians Roundtable 
with a deft but firm hand and a couple of stinky 
markers, covering such hot topics as copyright 
sources, the Internet, and home pages. 
Other excellent sessions cosponsored by the 
division were "Hidden Company Research," 
"Negotiating Vendor Contracts," and "Finding 
People." Finally, the "Sweet Taste of Boston," 
sponsored by LEXIS-NEXIS, was a very tasty 
and well-attended highlight of the conference. 
Association Information 
Services Caucus 
by Christine Romboletti 
The Association Information Services Caucus 
was cosponsor (with the Business & Finance 
Division) of the Trade & Professional Associa- 
tion Roundtable on Monday, June 10. This suc- 
cessful session was designed toallow association 
professionals to directly share their experiences 
with colleagues from other non-profit organiza- 
tions. The popular roundtable format was used 
and allowed the nearly 80 attendees to circulate 
around the room and participate in a variety of 
discussion groups. A facilitator at each table 
served to keep discussions focused while en- 
couraging a high level of attendee interaction. 
Discussion topics included fee for service in the 
non-profit environment, inforrnationpowerpoli- 
tics, organizational change, and member versus 
non-member patrons. 
Immediately following the session, the cau- 
cus hosted its first new member reception. This 
event allowed this geographically diverse crowd 
meet face to face and formally celebrate the 
formation of the new caucus. The reception, 
sponsored by Individual Inc. of Massachusetts, 
hosted approximately 80 attendees. 
Biological Sciences Division 
by Lucy M. Rowland 
The conference started early for some of us, 
Hope Tillman addresses conference attendees 
at one of the many quality division programs. 
with an aLl-day CE course on Saturday titled, 
"Molecular Biology for the Non-Molecular B i- 
ologist." Although the session sold out early, 
the Biological Sciences Division (BIO) was 
able to accommodate several attendees over the 
limit. The topic is timely in this fast-paced age 
of applied genetics and biotechnology and how 
its techniques are applied in agriculture, medi- 
cine, and the environment. BIO cosponsored 
the fist  opening breakfast on Sunday with the 
Environment & Resource Management (ERM) 
and the Chemistry (CHE) Divisions, offering 
members a chance to come together early in the 
conference and to attend the opening of the 
exhibits later that day. ERM and CHE also co- 
hosted openhouses with us on Sunday and 
Monday evenings-networking events that are 
alway s appreciatedand this year's get-togethers 
were as wonderful as anticipated. On Tuesday 
evening, with the Military Librarians Division 
in the lead, BIO was one of the cosponsors of the 
reception at the New England Aquarium, dubbed 
one of the best in the world and surely a temfic 
mid-conference event for those who were able 
to attend. 
The division's programs at the 1996 confer- 
ence attracted cosponsorships from seven other 
associations units, showing the broad appeal 
of the topics chosen. Monday was Medical 
Information Awareness Day, and in addition 
to the morning program led by ERM, BIO 
organized a program on Health Care Reform 
from the provider's side, featuring Eleftheria 
Maratos-Flier, MD, aphysicianlresearcher with 
the Harvard School of Medicine/Joslin Diabe- 
tes Center; and Loren Lomasky, PhD, a phi- 
losopher and professor at Bowling Green State 
University. Later in theday, BIO sponsoredits 
important program on "AIDS Information 
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Resources." Both sessions were well-attended 
and addressed issues key to health sciences 
librarians. On Tuesday, the division program 
on "Bioinformatics," featuring researchers 
from the Jackson Laboratories to discuss map- 
ping the mouse genome, marked the start of 
one of the busiest conference days. In the 
afternoon, we welcomed esteemed ecologist 
and member of the National Academy of Sci- 
ences, Dr. Eugene P. Odum; Dr. Donald Wil- 
son, director of biodiversity programs at the 
Smithsonian; and Gladys Cotter, assistant di- 
rector for information and technology ser- 
vices, National Biological Service, to discuss 
biodiversity and information issues concern- 
ing the environment. Five research papers 
were presented on Wednesday afternoon at the 
blockbuster contributed papers session: "Lo- 
cally Mounted Electronic Products in Bio- 
medical andLife Sciences Libraries."Thursday 
was devoted to the two field trips: a half-day 
tour at four Harvard University museums and 
a full-day bus trip to Woods Hole to visit the 
world famous Marine Biological Lab and 
Oceanographic Institution. 
A significant event that took place during 
the conference was the formation of the Medi- 
cal Section within the Biological Sciences 
Division. The new section has 52 charter mem- 
bers, with Nancy Bryant of Morehouse School 
of Medicine serving as the section's f i s t  chair. 
The formation was announced by Division 
Cabinet Chair Barbara Speigelrnan at the end 
of the Division Cabinet Meeting on Tuesday, 
and again at the SLA Annual Business Meet- 
ing on Wednesday. The division looks for- 
ward to working with this group to assure the 
best medical programming continues to be 
planned, just as it has over the years. 
The board and annual business meetings 
were long but fruitful. At the business meet- 
ing, the division recognized and honored June 
Mitchell and Winifried Sewell as our two Fifty 
Year Landmark Members, having joined us in 
1946. Sewell was in attendance andreceiveda 
standing ovation from the more than 80 mem- 
bers and guests in attendance. Later, at the 
SLA Annual Business Meeting, she received 
an award from President Jane Dysart as a 
Golden Anniversary Division Member of the 
Biological Sciences Division. Sewell is apast- 
president of SLA, a Fellow of the Medical 
Library Association, anda well-known teacher, 
researcher, and mentor. The division also ac- 
knowledged Past-Chair Patricia Yocum's dedi- 
cation and efforts to the division and the 
profession with its first Distinguished Mem- 
ber Award, Reports from the committees show 
the division to be in excellent condition finan- 
cially, and it maintains a highly productive 
committee system which is important to both 
the division and leadership development. There 
are 22 committees or liaisons and 61 indi- 
vidual members who, outside the Executive 
Board, support the division through volunteer 
efforts. 
Planning is well underway for Seattle for 
both programs and fundraising. The India- 
napolis Program Committee is now being or- 
ganized and programs and speakers are being 
identified for 1998. The future looks very 
bright for the Biological Sciences Division, 
and thanks to its dedicated officers and enthu- 
siastic and hardworking members, we can 
look back on a productive 1995196, and for- 
ward to new ventures. 
Chemistry Division 
by Susanne J.  Redalje 
The Boston conference was another busy one 
for Chemistry Division (CHE) members. There 
are many highlights. New chair Sandy Plisch 
reported on results of arecent survey of division 
members. Of those that returned surveys, a 
large majority reported CHE as their primary 
division. A large number regularly attend the 
annual conference, but more than twice that 
number only attend occasionally. All felt the 
newsletter and other forms of communication 
were very important. Those wanting more in- 
formation may contact Sandy Plisch at 
plisch@rayovac.com. Detailed highlights will 
also be included in the Chemistry Division 
newsletter. Plisch also discussed work on the 
division Web page that is soon to be developed. 
"Serials in the Library: The Boston Tea 
Party Revisited covered some important is- 
sues faced by libraries today. Tina Feick, 
Blackwell Periodical Division, discussed the 
special libraries 
role of the subscription agent as a middle 
person trying to help both libraries and pub- 
lishers. Some of the ways agents help is by 
value-added services such as electronic trans- 
fer of data. Areas for future development in- 
clude helping with electronic formats, 
outsourcing of check-ins, and processing. 
Mitchell Brown talked about the positive im- 
pact the document delivery project has had for 
users at LSU. The project was the result of a 
major cancellation project. Instead of experi- 
encing the loss of access that cancellation 
brings, so far the project has actually increased 
access at an affordable rate. Anthony Durniak 
of the American Chemical Society, Publica- 
tions Division, talked about the challenges for 
scientific publishers, particularly society pub- 
lishers. Many more papers are being submitted 
now than have been in the past. The papers 
submitted also tend to be longer than ever. He, 
and other publishers in the audience of this and 
other programs, emphasized that, particularly 
at present, there really are few cost savings to 
publishing electronically. One way that ACS 
publications is trying to control the size and 
cost of journals by encouraging authors to take 
advantage of supporting materials available 
free to subscribers of a periodical. These are 
available via the ACS Publications Division 
Web site. 
Education Division 
by John D'Amicantonio 
Among this year's notable activities for the 
Education Division (EDU) were the programs 
presented in Boston at the annual conference. 
Speakers for the division's programs included 
Blane Dessy, National Library of Education, 
and Lynne Smarte, AccessEric. A joint pro- 
gram, cosponsored by the Library Education 
Caucus and EDU, was presented by staff from 
the American Library Association's Accredi- 
tation Office. Representatives from the ALA 
office explained the process of accreditation 
for library schools in the United States and 
Canada. In addition, EDU sponsored speakers 
from Germany and Canada who discussed 
international librarianship and its impact on 
the profession. Division members Anne Galler 
and Diann Rusch-Feja were the featured speak- 
ers at this program. Deborah Gerson, also a 
division member, was a panelist for a confer- 
ence program cosponsored with ITE on initiat- 
ing a Web server. All the programs were 
well-received, with many positive comments 
from those attending. Over 350 people at- 
tended the five sessions sponsored (or cospon- 
sored) by the Education Division. In addition 
to the informational programs described above, 
the division, along with several other divi- 
sions, also sponsored several open houses 
which gave members a chance to meet and 
network in an informal atmosphere. 
At the division's annual business meeting, 
J o h n  Segal was recognized as the Education 
Division Member of the Year. Segal was rec- 
ognized because of her service to the division 
as well as the community at large. 
Another notable activity by the division this 
year was the meeting between administrators 
and staff of the National Library of Education 
and officers of the Education Division. The 
latter were included in discussion of the newly 
formed national library, its goals and mission, 
programs, etc. As it has for the last several 
years, EDU published both a bulletin and its 
refereed journal, Education Libraries. 
Environment & Resource 
Management Division 
by Cristina Campbell 
Members of the Environment & Resource 
Management Division (ERM) had a wide range 
of programs and activities to choose from in 
Boston. Several social activities got things 
rolling early on Sunday. First there was a 630 
a.m. birdwalk arranged by the Nuclear Sci- 
ences Division (NUC); a co-hosted breakfast, 
arranged by the Biological Sciences Division 
(BIO); and an afternoon reception, sponsored 
by the American Chemical Society and Chemi- 
cal Abstracts Service, and co-hosted with BIO 
and the Chemistry Division (CHE). 
Other lighthearted fare for division members 
included a splendid reception on Monday at the 
Topof the Hub (atop thePrudentialCenter, with 
magnificent views of the city), an event hosted 
by BNA for ERM, BIO, and CHE; a tour of the 
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EPA Region I Library in Boston; a reception at 
the Boston Aquarium; and a sold-out field trip 
to Woods Hole on Thursday. 
Approximately 60 members attended the 
annual "Business Meeting and Breakfast" on 
Monday morning. The "birth of anew section 
for ERM, the Forestry and Forest Products 
Section, was announced. (This was evidently 
the first division section ever to complete Lhe 
creation process via e-mail.) A motion was 
passed to approve a revised division scope 
note, one which better reflects the activities 
within the division. Chair Cristina Campbell 
thanked the many sponsors of ERM events. 
Among the division guests at the breakfast 
were Steve Giglio of IHS Environmental, for- 
merly ERM Computer Services. Giglio's 
pledge of support enabled ERM to produce its 
first-ever membership directory in the fall of 
1995. Gigliorenewed his pledge of support for 
the production of the 1996197 directory, sched- 
uled for August 1996. The Outstanding Mem- 
ber Award, sponsored by Congressional 
Information Services, was presented to Carol 
Green, noted for her leadership of the Forestry 
Roundtable and her tenacity in spearheading 
the successful process to convert the roundtable 
into asection. Thz Outstanding Sponsor Award 
was presented to Cambridge Scientific Ab- 
stracts (CSA), and accepted by Marketing 
Director Bart DeCaquo. CSA was applauded 
for its vision in creating information products 
for the environment information professional. 
for involving ERM members in field-testing 
its Environmental RouteNet, and for its sig- 
nificant support of ERM programs. In Boston, 
CSA provided major support for a double 
program on "Risk Assessment." 
In addtion, three of the standing roundtables 
met: 
1. The State Environmental Librarians 
Roundtable, led by Liz Santa and 
Nancy Simpson-a forum at which 
tips and Web site addresses were 
shared among information piofession- 
als who work in state or federal 
regulatory settings; 
2. The Forestry Roundable (now For- 
estry & Forest Products Section), led 
by Deb Sommer-a panel of informa- 
tion professionals who shared suate- 
gies for "staying alive" during lean 
times; and 
3. The International Affairs Roundtable, 
led by Barbara Rodes and Elizabeth 
Behrendt, featuring five Polish librar- 
ians on a study tour funded by the 
Open Society Institute Regional Li- 
brary Program. The visiting librarians 
discussed their experiences in keep- 
ing with the roundtable theme of 
"Benefits and Challenges of Cross- 
Cultural Exchanges." 
Environmental resources on the Internet was 
the focus of a program moderated by Debbie 
Jan, at which four librarians (including one of 
the Polish visitors) discussed and presented 
Web sites for particular subject areas: 
biodiversity, water, toxicology, and intema- 
tional environmental data. Despite the fact that 
this programmet at4:30 p.m. after afull day of 
programs, there was a standing-room-only 
crowd, attesting to the continuing appeal of 
this type of resource sharing. 
The most well-attended ERM program was 
cosponsored with BIO and titled "Endocrine 
Disruptors in the Environment." Drs. Theo 
Colborn and Ana Soto presented data and 
discussed research around neurological and 
reproductive effects attributed to environmen- 
tal exposures to chemicals. Colbom, a World 
Wildlife Fund scientist, recently co-authored a 
book titled Our Stolen Future. The book, geared 
to a non-scientific audience, presents research 
on trends in plummeting male fertiiity, in- 
creased rates of sexual cancers, and other 
potential effects of exposure to chemicals that 
interfere with the endocrine system. Its publi- 
cation has engendered much controversy in 
the scientific community. Soto became in- 
volved in work related to cell proliferation 
caused by exposure to estrogens or eslrogen- 
like chemicals 10 years ago, when cells in a 
group of control test tubes in her Tufts Univer- 
sity lab began to act as though they had been 
exposed or contaminated in some way. A 
lengthy detective process revealed that the 
culprit was a chemical, nonoxynol, which the 
manufacturer of the test tubes had added to the 
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formula of the plastic to increase its durability. 
Nonoxynol is an ingredient in many consumer 
products, including spermicides. 
Another very well-attended program was on 
the topic of "Biodiversity," and was planned 
by BIO and cosponsored by ERM. Moderated 
by Lucy Rowland, speakers from the Univer- 
sity of Georgia, the Smithsonian, and the Na- 
tional Biological Service offered perspectives 
on preserving the balance of the natural world 
in the face of the fiscal realities of our society 
and on preserving the flow of information 
between scientists and the public. 
The Engineering Division and the Business 
& Finance Division joined ERM to sponsor a 
program on "Business and the Environment." 
Moderated by Ruth Kampen, two speakers 
from the local business community presented 
insights into issues relating to environmental 
regulation. One discussed the shifting thrust of 
environmental regulatory activity in the U.S. 
as related to outside events and presented data 
about innovative programs such as Project 
XL, in which greater regulatory flexibility is 
granted in exchange for enhanced environ- 
mental performance. The second speaker pre- 
sented information on the new IS0 14000 
standard system for environmental perfor- 
mance and discussed the implications of this 
standard for the U.S. business community and 
its information professionals. 
The final ERM program was a two part 
symposium on "Risk Assessment," cospon- 
sored with the CHE and FAN Divisions, with 
financial support from Cambridge Scientific 
Abstracts. Moderated by Cristina Campbell, 
the f is t  part of the program featured two 
scientists from the Harvard Center for Risk 
Analysis. The first speaker discussed the sci- 
entific basis for risk assessment, using a hypo- 
thetical case study of contaminated dnnking 
water in a town, to demonstrate the process of 
hazard identification, dose-response assess- 
ment, exposure assessment, and risk charac- 
terization. The second speaker from Harvard 
dealt with the policy issues surrounding risk 
assessment, including the development of regu- 
latory options, which involves the evaluation 
of public health, economic, social, and politi- 
cal perspectives on the issue. A third speaker 
presented sources for information about the 
risk assessment process, as well as sources of 
data used in the process. 
In the second segment of the "Risk Assess- 
ment" program, a toxicologist from Exxon Bio- 
medical Sciences illustrated the application of 
risk assessment techniques and the unfolding of 
the risk communication process, as applied to 
the farnous/infarnous Exxon Valdez spill. The 
final speaker discussed and demonstrated the 
ITER (International Toxicity Estimates for 
Risk), an Internet database of risk assessment 
values from health organizations. 
In addition to the sponsors already men- 
tioned, ERM is grateful to AE Inc. Transla- 
tions, CRC Press, Elsevier Science, Garcia 
Consulting, Knight-Ridder, Inc., LEXIS- 
NEXIS, Majors Scientific Books, and 
Silverplatter, without whose support all of 
these programs could not have taken place. It 
was a very rich conference, and ERM mem- 
bers look forward to equally exciting opportu- 
nities for learning and networking next year in 
Seattle, under the leadership of incoming Chair 
Judy Buys. 
Gay 8 Lesbian Issues Caucus 
by David Junk 
The Gay & Lesbian Issues Caucus com- 
pleted this second year of activities with an 
even busier schedule than the first year. Cau- 
cusmembership continues to grow, with mem- 
bership now exceeding 75 members. More 
than 90 percent of the caucus membership is 
comprised of full active association members, 
while associate and student members com- 
prise the rest of the caucus membership. 
At this year's Boston conference, caucus 
members cosponsored a program on changes 
in the health care industry, along with the 
Biological Sciences and Social Sciences Divi- 
sions, and the Women's Issues Caucus. Also, 
with the same two divisions, the caucus pro- 
vided a well-attended program on "AIDS In- 
formation Networks," which was taped by the 
association and is available through the con- 
ference tapes ordering service. 
This year's business meeting followed last 
year's impressive example, with more than 
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half the entire caucus membership attending. 
Productive brainstorming sessions were held 
on the topic of the caucus' future direction. In 
discussing the areas in which the caucus could 
offer professional networking opportunities, 
members discussed continued specialization in 
health information related services, publishing 
and research, workplace diversity, archives 
buildmg, and special collections development. 
The caucus has issued its first newsletter to 
caucus membership. It has already launched 
its Web page on the Internet (http:/I 
205.226.66.21-rowanf/sla/glsla.html) and has 
begun discussion on maintaining a listserv. 
The caucus also conducted its frrst formal 
election during this year's business meeting. 
Caucus co-conveners for 1996197 areRowan 
Fairgrove and John Laita. Co-conveners for 
1997198 will be Carol Baker and Roger S trauss. 
We are fortunate to have such a strong and 
enthusiastic membership, and look forward to 
the future as wecontinue the networking oppor- 
tunities afforded to us as an SLA caucus. As the 
founding conveners of the Gay & Lesbian Is- 
sues Caucus, Richard Hulser and I are proud of 
its accomplishments and continued growth. 
lnformation Futurists Caucus 
by Richard Hulser 
The Information Futurists Caucus has only 
been in existence for six months and we are 
already very active, with 66 current members. 
Several hundred people, including many cau- 
cus members, attended a talk by David Brin, 
science fiction author, which was cosponsored 
with several SLA divisions. He focused on 
librarians as information heroes and provided 
some provocative statements throughout his 
presentation, which kept everyone interested 
and made the session a great success. Many 
thanks to Sandy Moltz for arranging this ses- 
sion and doing a fabulous job with it. 
During the caucus business meeting, it was 
decided to continue the listsen (SLAIF-L) 
and also create a Web page. Planning ideas for 
the near future included having discussions 
about a speaker's topic using the listserv prior 
to theannual conference, then having the speak- 
ers respond to these ideas and questions at the 
meeting in Seattle. Other ideas included: hold- 
ing a contest to design a librarylinformation 
center of the future; developing visionary ideas 
for information services 10 years from now; 
and obtaining a speaker from the Information 
Laboratory at Lucas Filmworks or from the 
Menlo Park Institute of the Future. Although 
science fiction is being used as a starting point 
of discussion about future information ser- 
vices, plans are to broaden topics to other 
facets and ideas affecting future information 
services. Other ideas are welcome. 
The Science-Technology Division will be 
sponsoring a session on virtual reality at the 
Seattle conference in June 1997 and the Infor- 
mation Futurists Caucus will be a cosponsor. 
A summary report on the caucus activities was 
given to the SLA Boardof Directors on Friday, 
June 7, 1996 at the end of the Boston confer- 
ence by kchard Hulser, the caucus founder 
and convener. He will continue as convener 
for 1996197. Hulser can be reached at 
rphulser@aol.com and welcomes volunteers 
interested in helping with the Web page or 
being the convener next year. 
lnformation Technology Division 
by Mary Jo Boland 
The Information Technology Division (ITE) 
sponsored two continuing education courses. 
"Librarians: Internet Information Profession- 
als" was presented by Marian Bremer and 
Bobb Menk of BBN Planet. "Internet and the 
World Wide Web: A Crash Cowse" was pre- 
sented by Greg Notess, Montana State Univer- 
sity. Greg also presented asession on Monday, 
titled, "WWW Acess: Many Browers with 
Different Capabilities." 
"How is the Internet Affecting Information 
Broker Services?" was sponsored by the ITE 
Networking Section and the Library Manage- 
ment Division Consultants Section. Three dis- 
tinguished panelists, representing over45 years 
experience as information entrepreneurs, ad- 
dressed topics of concern and industry trends. 
Panelists were Pamela MacKintosh, Univer- 
sity of Michigan MITS services; Linda Coo- 
per, Teltech Resource Network; and Gloria 
Dinerman, the Library Co-op. 
special libraries 
ITE and the Education Division presented an 
Internet roundtable on "Setting Up a Web 
Server." The panel members described the pro- 
cess of "setting up" a Web server within their 
institution using three distinctmodels. Panelists 
were Mary Jo Boland, NELNET, Inc.; Deborah 
Garson, Harvard University, Gutman Library; 
and Laurie Rotman, C.S. Draper Labs, Inc. 
Another Internet program, "Designing Your 
Web Site" was presented by Kevin Marsh, 
Information Access Institute. Several of the 
handouts from the ITE programs will be avail- 
able on the ITE Web page-look for them at 
http://www.library.miami.edu/ite/home.ht. 
Other program topics included: "Dewey 
Decimal Classification Update," "LC Subject 
Headings," "Handling Images in the Library 
Catalog," "Doing Business on the Internet," 
and "Homesteading on the WWW." 
Ethal Daly, Knight-Ridder Information's 
senior vice president of marketing and product 
management, spoke on "The New Corporate 
Environment: Opportunity of Information Pro- 
fessionals" at the ITE annual business lun- 
cheon. In her speech, Daly discussed the 
dynamics of today's corporations, with their 
emphasis on downsizing and outsourcing, and 
the steps information professionals can take to 
carve viable roles for themselves and their 
information centers. 
Insurance 8 Employee Benefits Division 
by Eiko Fukai 
Annual conferences are a learning experi- 
ence. With that in mind, the Insurance & 
Employee Benefits Division (IEB) presented 
programs that would enable members to im- 
prove their skills, both professionally and per- 
sonally. Some highlights from this year's 
conference for division members included: 
A sold-out continuing education 
course, "Practical Guide to Indexing 
and Abstracting," taught by Barbara 
Booth. 
A presentation on the building blocks 
for a successful retirement by Russell 
Alberding, a retired benefits cornmuni- 
cations consultant. In his "Retirement 
is Coming: Prepare Now or Else" pro- 
gram, he advised his audience to 
"spend less and save twice as much as 
your saving now" and "take care of 
your personal life as well as your 
finances." 
A program by four division members 
from Blue Cross & Blue Shield plans, 
Denise Dodd, Rick Harrison, Marjorie 
Pace, and Elizabeth Turner, on man- 
aged care and its role in the healthcare 
system in the United States. 
Another panel of division members, 
moderated by Alice Bruemmer with 
Sylvia Justice, Sandi Masson, Frances 
McManus, and Amy Wang, on how 
using the Internet has changed their 
work. 
Other memories that division members car- 
ried away from Boston: 
Receptions and a luncheon hosted by 
A.M. Best, the Bureau of National 
Affairs, LEXIS-NEXIS, and NILS 
Publishing where members net- 
worked to get pointers from 
colleagues, make new acquaintances, 
and renew friendships. 
The annual meeting where we met 
Pat Powell, the division scholarship 
award winner-a most welcome addi- 
tion to our profession. Please watch 
for the division's fall Bulletin to 
"meet" Powell and to get her impres- 
sions of the conference. 
A tour of the Kennedy Library after 
the meeting and the luncheon. 
Over 130 division members, the highest 
number ever to register for an annual confer- 
ence, left Boston energized. We are looking 
forward to next year's conference in Seattle 
where we will continue the learning process. 
International Information 
Exchange Caucus 
by Toni Powell 
Three interested members of the Intema- 
tional Information Exchange Caucus met on 
Monday, June 10 at 4:30 p.m. Follow-up was 
done on two projects discussed last year. Mary 
Ellen McMurtie reported on the f i s t  project, 
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the Books Donation Project, which the caucus 
was asked to take on by the International 
Relations Committee (IRC). Unfortunately, 
the caucus could not discuss the findings with 
the committee because the committee meeting 
was scheduled for the same time. Rita Fisher 
worked on the second project requested by the 
IRC, which was to come up with a database 
structure to create an experts database. Fisher 
attended the IRC meeting to discuss her struc- 
ture. The caucus members discussed the pos- 
sibility of putting international information on 
the Web and Toni Powell, caucus convener, 
agreed to explore this in conjunction with the 
SLA home page. The caucus members de- 
cided to adjourn and attend the IRC meeting. 
Labor Issues Caucus 
by Kevin Barry 
Working papers, the theme of the Labor 
Issues Caucus, are the key vehicles for sharing 
research results among scholars. Three panel- 
ists addressed an audience of thirty regarding 
the process of authoring, marketing, and ac- 
cessing working papers. The convener, Kevin 
Barry, opened discussion by noting that since 
the advent of an ever-improving and popular 
Econlit on CD-ROM which now indexes ap- 
proximately 110 working papers series, the 
demand for immediate access to working pa- 
pers by university students and faculty has 
increased dramatically. He distributed and then 
discussed an annotated handout of selected 
Web sites in the fields of economics and indus- 
trial relations, remarking that obtaining work- 
ing papers electronically through the Internet 
is becoming commonplace and that more of 
them are being added all the time. Just as 
physicists and mathematicians have made their 
preprints and papers available for years in 
electronic format, economists are also finding 
this route aconventional means of disserninat- 
ing their ideas in order to generate discussion 
and comment among colleagues. 
The first speaker, Anne Piehl, assistant pro- 
fessor of public policy at the John F. Kennedy 
School of Government and a faculty research 
fellow with the Criminal Justice Policy and 
Management program at the Wiener Center 
for Social Policy, shared her views on why 
faculty members write working papers and 
why she considers the process important. She 
noted that working papers can take a variety of 
forms and can be called different things, in- 
cluding discussion papers, research papers, 
seminar papers, andmemoranda, and can have 
set or specialized distribution lists. As unpub- 
lished papers, she emphasized that working 
papers are not refereed, with the author being 
the final arbiter. She commented that working 
papers are vital to intellectual pursuit, in that 
they can be broadly and quickly distributed, 
can ensure critical and invaluable feedback on 
one's work, and can "discipline your think- 
ing." She noted that timely distribution is a 
major factor in choosing to share research 
results with the community via working pa- 
pers, and thatresearch results of amajorproject 
with numerous tables and technical data can be 
contained in several working papers. Most 
papers published in labor economics begin as 
working papers, but the articles published in a 
major journal will have been edited and may 
require a different emphasis once reviewed by 
editors. However, people will read these ar- 
ticles and then request the working papers for 
background data. She added that writing work- 
ing papers allows scholars to work on 
indisparate subjects, helps foster co-author 
relationships, and allows for the use of some 
methodologies in different subjects, as well as 
investigating different approaches and meth- 
odologies entirely. She recommended turning 
to working papers to find out "what's fresh and 
new." Faculty find out about working papers 
through word if mouth, from other papers, by 
attending seminars, and by getting on mailing 
lists. She also suggested that technology will 
have a democratizing effect, as electronic ac- 
cess brings more research data and analysis to 
young scholars and graduate students. Finally, 
she predicted that faculty will soon be rou- 
tinely offering their working papers via their 
own home pages which, while attractive, will 
also offer challenges as new versions and 
drafts are completed and titles change. 
The second and third speakers were Donna 
Zenvitz, director of marketing and public rela- 
tions at the National Bureau of Economic 
special libraries 
Research in Cambridge, MA, and Terrel Hale, 
librarian at the Economic Policy Institute (EPI) 
in Washington, DC. Each discussed the nature 
and missions of their prestigious non-partisan 
organizations, and both described their publica- 
tions programs in detail, with emphasis on how 
their working papers are made available. Zerwitz 
described how scholars are recommended to 
become NBERFellows, how theLabor Studies 
Program is structured, and how frequently the 
timely topics in the covered in NBER working 
papers ultimately end up as books. She also 
explained how the research done by academics 
invited to the NBER is different from that of 
think-tanks like the EPI or the Brookings Insti- 
tute. Hale discussed his development of apow- 
erful and very interesting INMAGIC database 
of research materials, its transfer to the Web, 
and how it has enhanced awareness of EPI's 
specialized materials, such as working papers 
briefs as well as books. 
Military Librarians Division 
by Bonnie Davis 
The military librarians were very busy in 
Boston. The city was a lure, but it had serious 
competition from the social events and pro- 
grams which the Military Librarians Division 
(MIL) and SLA provided. On Monday, Tues- 
day, and Wednesday, we started with a break- 
fast that gave us an opportunity to meet and 
chat with each other. Then, we began the daily 
run in all directions to attend as inany pro- 
grams as possible. There were three other 
social events at which we gathered. We had a 
Dutch treat dinner on Monday night at Legal 
Seafood, followed by a desert reception at the 
Marriott. We shared this reception with three 
other divisions. Tuesday night, we attended a 
reception attheNew England Aquarium, spon- 
sored by LEXIS-NEXIS for ourselves and 
seven other divisions. It may seem we were 
busy socializing and networking, but we also 
managed to attend many of the programs to 
learn some new information. 
MIL put on many programs with other divi- 
sions, as well as by ourselves. We had a ses- 
sion on new digital technologies to present and 
distribute information using Standard General 
Markup Language (SGML). Another session 
exploredmethodsandmeans for reaching one's 
management when they are not knowledge- 
able about the library. There was a session on 
searching for material known as "gray litera- 
ture." This is information that is publicly avail- 
able, but not deposited in normal depositories. 
We had two sessions on the Web. One was on 
designing a Web site and the other was about 
locating government resources on the Web. 
Thursday found us finishing off the week with 
a scenic tour of the homes of Newport. Then 
we all went home to collapse. 
Museums, Arts & Humanities Division 
by Sandra Kitt 
The Museums, Arts & Humanities Division 
(MAH) enjoyed yet another successful con- 
ference. All of our ticketed events soldout, and 
those open to general membership drew record 
numbers. Thirty-five people signed up for the 
division CE course on formalizing archives. 
Also of particular note was the Sunday walk- 
ing tour of the Black Heritage Trail. It was led 
by a personable and knowledgeable park 
ranger, who enthralled those in attendance 
with local history and anecdotes. An equally 
large number of librarians turned out for the 
lecture and tour through the print collection of 
the Boston Public Library in the middle of the 
week. 
It was standing room only for the annual 
MAHD-Madness program, aimed at the new 
student members of the division. At another 
annual event, the William B. Neff Scholarship 
Dinner at the St. Boltolph's Club, we were 
privileged to have one of our sponsors attend. 
MAH also played host to a tour at the Boston 
Athenaeum, which was followed by a tea at 
high noon with finger sandwiches and a deli- 
cious array of desserts. 
We ended the conference with a busy and 
fun day in Salem. Again, we were fortunate to 
have a delightful guide lead our group through 
the Peabody Essex Museum. At the end, we 
made her an honorary member and presented 
her with a lapel pin from MAH. 
It is a testimony to the reputation of the 
division that our programs are so well-at- 
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tended, even by nonmembers. We hope all of 
you will join us next year in Seattle. 
Natural History Caucus 
by Ann Juneau 
On Monday, June 10, the caucus was con- 
vened by Ann Juneau for its annual business 
meeting. At the meeting, she announced the 
development of the new Program Planning 
Committee, Public Relations Committee, and 
Membership Committee. A new Log Devel- 
opment Task Force was described with sample 
ideas already submitted by the members. A 
caucus survey of members is being under- 
taken. Guidelines of the survey were discussed, 
as well as why we desired one in the first place. 
Ideas for futureprogramming, including plans 
for Seattle, were discussed. We had a surn- 
mary of the make-up of the Natural History 
Caucus reflector with subscribers consisting 
of half caucus members and half non-mem- 
bers. Most are from the United States, but a 
few are from Canada, Brazil, Spain, New 
Zealand, and Australia. An ongoing problem 
for natural history librarians is the catalog 
maintenance problems they face with taxo- 
nomic changes (name changes) of both flora 
andfaunaspecirnens. Biologists have this prob- 
lem in their own arena. We discussed this 
situation as a possible topic for a program and 
would like to invite a specialist from the Li- 
brary of Congress to speak on the issue. Earlier 
in the day, we cosponsored, with the Food, 
Agriculture & Nutrition Division, the pro- 
gram, "You Are What You Eat," on sustain- 
able agriculture and the economic, political, 
and cultural ramifications being presented by 
Dr. Charles Benbrook of Benbrook Consult- 
ing Services, Washington, DC. 
Tuesday was a big day of programming for 
the caucus with its cosponsored program on 
biodiversity. Together with the Biological 
Sciences, Environment & Resource Manage- 
ment, and Geography & Map Divisions, we 
presented "Biodiversity: The Library of Life. 
Is it Going the Way of the Card Catalog?Dr. 
Eugene Odum (the "father" of Ecology), Uni- 
versity of Georgia; Dr. Don E. Wilson, U.S. 
SmithsonianInstitution; andGladysCotter,U.S. 
Department of the Interior, National Biological 
Service, were the panelists. The content pre- 
sented by each speaker complemented the other 
speakers' messages nicely. It was a long, yet 
well-attended session with an attentive audi- 
ence. It also touched on sustainable resources 
for the future. Rounding out the conference, the 
caucus happily cosponsored, with the Biologi- 
cal Sciences and Environment & Resource 
Management Divisions, the very popular field 
trip to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu- 
tion. It was moderated by Lucy Rowland, out- 
going chair of the Biological Sciences Division. 
Our host, Kathy Norton, director of the 
institution's library, provided awell-organized, 
segmented tour with options to see various 
components of the institution and its library. 
She even arranged for lunch at a local seafood 
restaurant with the tab to be picked up by 
Readmore. This was an unexpected treat. 
Petroleum 8 Energy Resources Division 
by Marie Tilson 
Now to what higher object, to what greater 
character, can any mortal aspire than to be 
possessed of all his knowledge, well digested, 
and ready at command.. ." 
-John Adams 
"To furnish the means of acquiring knowl- 
edge is the greatest benefit that can be con- 
ferred upon mankind ..." 
-John Quincy Adams 
In a busy week, the Petroleum & Energy 
Resources Division (PER) offered programs 
filled with the knowledge and skills that were 
so highly prized by theQuincy-residing Adarns 
family. 
Our popular continental breakfast programs 
continued this year thanks to some special spon- 
sors. American Petroleum Institute and UMI 
supported Monday' spanel discussion on "Prac- 
tical Ways toLeverage Resources." Joy Greene 
of Amoco' s ResearchLibrary told how, follow- 
ing a downsizing from 12 people to four, her 
staff are using an annual meeting, teleconfer- 
encing, andan Intranetas their tools. Theirchief 
goal is aligning the library's services with the 
company's global business strategy to position 
themselvesas key playersin the business. Shan- 
speciaI libraries 
non Grimes-Buchart of Interprovincial Pipe 
Line explained how her company has switched 
from teams to top down management and how 
the library is pursuing mutually beneficial rela- 
tionships with other departments. One item that 
sparked a lot of interest was the use of the 
University of Alberta's business school con- 
sulting by MBAstudents, aswellas tworeports, 
Excel spread sheets, and a costbenefit analysis 
that spoke directly to financial people at Inter- 
provincial. In conclusion, the speaker asked if 
we were our own worst enemies when we did 
things well and gave clients the idea that infor- 
mation was free or cheap. 
Tuesday morning's session, sponsored by 
AE Translations, Gulf Publishing, and Utility 
Data Institute, featured Dr. William Hogan 
from Harvard's Kennedy School of Govern- 
ment. He discussed the "Impact of the Deregu- 
lation of theElectricity Market." Theelectricity 
industry is moving away from vertical integra- 
tion and monopolies toward an open rnarket- 
place. He noted that the price of raw energy has 
declined over the past decade and that with 
improved turbines, powerplant efficiency is 
twice what it was 10-15 years ago. In the new 
marketplace, with competition, customers will 
have a choice of commercial arrangements 
and the pie will get bigger. However, deregu- 
lation will also rearrange the slices of the pie. 
This is the question that regulators in all states 
are now wrestling with. 
Editions Technip and Knight-Ridder spon- 
sored Wednesday morning's breakfast, which 
was an open planning session that looked at 
division challenges, including recommenda- 
tions for better communication and thoughts for 
the Seattle conference. Many ideas were gener- 
ated and some will be put in place for next year. 
The division's fust contributed papers ses- 
sion was on World Wide Web pages in PER 
libraries. Speakers represented academic, gov- 
ernment, and company libraries. Paige An- 
drew, of Penn State's Earth and Mineral 
Sciences library, has a home page with links to 
140 Web sites. He described the early stages of 
planning the home page, the importance of 
working closely with the Web builder, and the 
necessity of clarifying what fits where. Desiree 
Macintyre of D.M. Consulting Services, a 
consultant to National Resources Canada, 
shared the middle stages of development and 
emphasized the importance of links, accurate 
spelling and vocabulary, and testing the pages 
on other computers, platforms, and browsers 
within and outside of your institution. One 
benefit of the experience is that library staff 
members have gained exposure at the senior 
management level and are seen as "experts" 
among departmental clients. Jane Meyer, of 
Nova Gas Transmission, focused on the cre- 
ation of an internal Web page and its success. 
While the library has exposed employees to 
Web technology and increased their visibility, 
there have been cost savings in not having to 
print the "great wall of unread binders," and 
new alliances have been formed with outside 
vendors. Challenges include budget con- 
straints, employee skill gaps, bandwith con- 
cerns, and ever-changing new technology. A 
special thank you to TASC for sponsoring this 
dynamic program. 
With the Library Management Division, 
PER presented a panel on "Running the Infor- 
mation Center with Teams." Laura Bender 
showed a video on teams at the University of 
Arizona. It chronicled the experience at the 
half way mark of a seven year program. 
Jacqueine Stack focused on process teams at 
Los Alamos NationalLaboratory. Accomplish- 
ments include the fust automated inventory of 
the book collection. There was also recogni- 
tion and afinancial award to the library project 
team of 12. Lisa Strub of McKinsey and Com- 
pany discussed the requirements for success of 
self-managed teams: top level commitment, a 
willingness to take risks, training, time and 
resources, and employee-management trust 
are essential. 
The second joint program with the Library 
Management Consultants Section was spon- 
sored by the Faxon Company and Faxon 
Canada. The "Are You Delivering What Man- 
agement Really Wants?'presentation was a 
lively one with SylviaJames, a consultant, and 
Cris Kinghorn, now with Bankers Trust Com- 
pany, describing their roles in the turnaround 
of Citibank's "moribund information center. 
Having a library advocate onsite through the 
entire change process was especially impor- 
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tant. In addition, an outside professional con- 
sultantenhanced thelibrary's statusandhelped 
focus on services that were getting "a little 
wooly" over time. GloriaDinerman, president 
of the Library Co-op, Inc., noted six ways to 
c o n f i  the library's importance within the 
organization: asking for user feedback; gath- 
ering statistics on money saved or earned 
through the library's effons; allying with mar- 
keting, MIS, or fiance; finding amentor in the 
organization; using imagination in developing 
products and new people; and putting yourself 
in the CEO's position-what wouldmake you 
happy? Both of these programs, with the ensu- 
ing questions and answers, were taped. 
"Information Partnership: Marketing Op- 
portunities for Special Libraries" was spon- 
sored by EBSCO and featured Ron Peters, a 
marketing and information consultant with an 
M.L.S. from McGill. He discussed informa- 
tion anxiety andchallenged us to compete with 
other information providers. We need to get in 
the loop as knowledge workers and lead the 
forces of change. His suggestions concerning 
using information service audits as an oppor- 
tunity to measure and manage change pro- 
voked many questions. In the final analysis, 
we must re-invent, re-engineer, and revitalize 
to become part of the learning organization. 
As a social event, LEXIS-NEXIS hosted an 
open house for PER members in a cozy two 
room suite at the Marriott. It was the perfect 
conclusion to a busy day of meetings and 
exhibit hall walking. This was the chance to sit 
down and talk with colleagues-the hotel had 
some difficulty persuading die-hards to leave. 
PER owes a debt of thanks to Questel Orbit 
for sponsoring our annual business meeting. 
The most important events were the presenta- 
tion of the Student Award and the Profes- 
sional Achievement Award. Nancy Adams, 
from Wayne State University, told us how 
excited she was to be the first winner of the 
award and how many activities she had 
squeezed in at conference, including a couple 
of job interviews. Barb Pearson was equally 
pleased and sent her greetings by e-mail from 
Switzerland. 
A final summation belongs to another mem- 
ber of the Adarns family: 
"Learning is not attained by chance, it must 
be sought for with ardor and attended to with 
diligence." 
-Abigail Adam 
Physics-Astronomy- 
Mathematics Division 
by Diane M. Fortner 
The Physics-Astronomy-Mathematics Di- 
vision (PAM) had a good turn-out of division 
members for its bits and pieces of the SLA 
annual conference. Traditionally, PAM has 
kept communications open both inward and 
outward, devising subject roundtables to per- 
mit informal discussion among members about 
the daily delights and frustrations of 
librarianship (what works and doesn't work in 
our day-to-day professional activities), as well 
as holding an annual "Vendor Update" that 
gives respective subject vendors center-stage 
for announcing new products and plans. 
Through the years, the vendors have also fre- 
quented the physics, astronomy, and math- 
ematics roundtables. As the world of 
information is changing so rapidly, most of us 
feel we need constant help in keeping current. 
Mathematics 
One speaker from the AMS talked about 
MathSciNet and the association's electronic 
journals; a PAM member from Ohio discussed 
a table of contents/document delivery project 
at her university that provided electronic TOC' s 
to a pilot group of math faculty. 
Astronomy 
Astronomers seem to keep their heads in the 
heavens but their feet on the ground, when it 
comes to information provision. The roundtable 
audience heard how the various pieces of the 
puzzle are starting to fit together into a whole 
"Web" of information in astronomy and astro- 
physics, a new grand unified theory. Speakers 
were from AAS, Harvard, and CalTech. 
Physics 
Speakers were from AIP, APS, IOP, and 
Los Alarnos National Lab. Ticklers were men- 
tioned, such as an impending announcement 
speria/ libraries 
about "all AIP" journals becoming available 
electronically soon, andanew intelligentnavi- 
gator called "tracker" from IOP that lets users 
create their own personal menu and keep a 
virtual "filing cabinet." Grand dreams were 
mentioned of new creative intellectual ser- 
vices (librarians and publishers) and of a "Glo- 
bal Raw Research Databank." 
The PAM "Vendor Update" featured speak- 
ers from AAS, Kluwer, IOP, and Springer. 
The electronic journal world is one of 
"interconnectedness," said AAS, and the 
Kluwer speaker mentioned "clusters," which 
introduce groups of e-journals in certain sub- 
ject areas, such as Space Science & Earth, 
complete with hyperlinks. 
The all-PAM meeting on Sunday (begun 
historically because we all had so much to say 
to one another and could not get it done within 
the confines of the structured business meet- 
ing) was well-attended and featured several 
speakers, talking briefly on topics such as 
digital Library projects, electronic publishing, 
and JAVA. 
Retired Members Caucus 
by Dldi Pancake 
The Retired Members Caucus met on Mon- 
day afternoon during the Boston conference. 
Sixteen members and guests attended an inter- 
esting program prepared by Pauline Leeds. 
Our f i s t  speaker was from the Communily 
Services Division of the Boston Police De- 
partment and spoke to us about "Safety for 
Seniors." Our second speaker was from the 
Elderhostel organization and presented fist- 
hand and detailed information about their pro- 
grams for those 55 and over. In the area of 
caucus "business," Didi Pancake volunteered 
to become convener of the Retired Members 
Caucus for the coming year, replacing Bob 
Gibson who has served for several years now. 
Social Science Division 
by Michael Kolakowski 
The Social Science Division (SOC) hosted 
it busiest conference schedule in years. Events 
began with Sunday afternoon's "Walking Tour 
of the Black Heritage Trail" on Beacon Hill, 
which attracted about 50 members as well as 
several tourists who trekked along to hear the 
fascinating history. We should have offered 
SLA membership applications! The tour was 
organized by the Museum, Arts & Humanities 
Division, our cosponsor. 
0ur"International Visitors Reception," held 
Sunday evening, continued its tradition of 
offering a warm welcome to conference at- 
tendees from outside North America. Sixty 
international attendees were our guests of 
honor, with more than 200 other guests, sev- 
eral members of the Board of Directors, and 
ExecutiveDirector David R. Benderjoining in 
the festivities. The European Chapter pre- 
sented its European Special Librarian of the 
Year award to Ruth Colyer, and the Interna- 
tional Relations Committee announced its new 
mentoring program. The Information Tech- 
nology Division, the International Relations 
Committee, and the European Chapter were 
our cosponsors. 
"Meet the Social Science Division," also 
held Sunday evening, was planned especially 
to help newer members learn more about our 
division. An informal panel of three SOC 
members talked about their institutions and 
activities, then fielded questions. 
"Tracking U.S. Federal Legislation" at- 
tracted 250 participants on Monday morning 
to learn about print and electronic sources for 
records, laws, and legislation. The presenters 
were highly experienced reference specialists 
from the Congressional Research Service in 
the U.S. Library of Congress. The Legal Divi- 
sion was our cosponsor. 
The SOC Municipal Reference Roundtable 
welcomed 50 people to a brown bag lunch on 
Tuesday to swap information about municipal 
and state government data sources on the 
Internet. The moderators prepared several Net 
directory handouts and will be publishing more 
tips in the Social Science Division's bulletin. 
Librarians of the Independent Sector, our 
roundtable of members from nonprofit and 
charitable groups, presented a detailed com- 
parison of CD-ROM products with informa- 
tion about grantmaking organizations. 
"UnitedNations: The NextFifty Years" was 
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presented by our International Relations 
Roundtable later Tuesday afternoon. Two U.N. 
staff members spoke about the organization's 
rich history and challenging future and then 
followed up with a fact-filled guide on locating 
and using United Nations information products. 
"Truth and Consequences: Developing the 
Kennedy Schoolof GovernrnentLibraryls Web 
Site" walked attendees through the design and 
implementation process for this valuable li- 
brary resource at Harvard. That talk was paired 
with a comparison of Web search tools for 
international relations information by 
Margarita Studemeister, who is leader of the 
Social Science Division's Peace & Interna- 
tional Conflict Management Roundtable. 
The John F. Kennedy Museum and Harvard 
University were the sites selected for our quickly 
sold-out field trip. In the morning, James 
Wagner, assistant museum curator, gave an 
overview of the history of presidential libraries 
and the Kennedy facility before guiding us to 
the recently redesigned galleries noted for their 
uniquely engaging presentation of John F. 
Kennedy's career through films, recordings, 
and artifacts. Then we were on to Cambridge. 
After lunch in the Harvard Faculty Club, 
Malcolm Hamilton, director of the library at 
Harvard's Kennedy School of Government, 
gave us a brief history of the university and its 
many libraries, then led participants to several 
options for campus exploration. The Houghton 
rare books collection and the Schlesinger Li- 
brary of theHistory of Women in America were 
just two of our choices. The day was too short! 
Solo Librarians Division 
by Jeanne Miller 
The Solo Librarians Division ( S L )  pro- 
gramming continued to expand this year, add- 
ing new offerings to some of our traditional 
programs. The annual "Timesavers" program 
was a well-attended session with speakers 
offering both rationales and tips for using 
these management strategies: time manage- 
ment, prioritizing, and proactivemanagement. 
Computer applications roundtables provided 
sharing sessions for users of Lotus Notes, 
InMagic, and Internet applications. 
In addition to the speakers' presentations, 
program attendees provided examples, sug- 
gestions, and comments in both the "Expect- 
ing the Unexpected-Moving and Disaster 
Planning," and "Phrasing Your Agenda in 
Management's Paradigm" programs, once 
again demonstrating how valuable our col- 
leagues are as sources of information, support, 
and experience. Solos were able to gain spe- 
cific advice along with hearing stories on the 
"thrill of victory and the agony of defeat." 
Sessions about the World Wide Web were 
featured throughout the conference. S L  of- 
fered "Homesteading on the World Wide 
Web," with a step-by-step discussion of the 
why's, what's, and how's of deciding to offer 
and then designing a home page, whether 
working with the Inuanet or Internet. Kevin 
Marsh taught us how to "Design Your Web 
Site," from standards and styles. We were also 
offered a glimpse of the next century by David 
Brin, who offered his insights on libraries, 
information, and the coming years. 
More than 250 solo librarians registered for 
this conferencemore than half of them took 
advantage of our invitation to come to Tamuck 
Booksellers for food, fun, book browsing, and 
shopping. While some indulged in manicures 
and others in psychic card reading, nearly every- 
one found something to buy at the bookstore. It 
was indeed the dream break during conference. 
Networking continued through a reception with 
three other divisions, a co-hosted breakfast with 
the Military Division, and with the ever-popular 
Dutch treat dinners, which in Boston ranged 
from the inevitable seafood, to Thai food. 
Transportation Division 
by Susan Dresley 
The Transportation Division (TRN) was 
well-represented in Boston with 69 of the 212 
members attending. The TRN opened the con- 
ference with ajoint meeting of the GTRIC and 
International Affairs Committees. Among our 
speakers were two members from Europe. On 
Monday, following our annual meeting, the 
Networking Committee held a session on the 
creation of a Transportation Division Union 
Listof Serials. Weare wellon the way, with 19 
special libraries 
member libraries interested in participating. In 
the afternoon, four of our members related 
their experiences with bibliographic instruc- 
tion to a broadly attended crowd. 
On Tuesday, we learned about govemment 
statistics in electronic format now being of- 
fered by the Bureau of Transportation Statis- 
tics and Statistics Canada and a provincial 
government librarian led us across the Web 
sites of the Canadian provinces. Later, in the 
Internet Room, Renee McHenry provided a 
live demonstrationof transportation Web sites. 
On Wednesday, Anne Aylward and James 
Scott shared their knowledge on the impacts of 
reorganization and downsizing issues in the 
Department of Transportation and State Met- 
ropolitan Planning Organizations. The confer- 
ence ended with a visit to Boston's Central 
Artery Project Offices for a very thorough 
explanation of this massive public works un- 
dertaking, followed by a bus tour to various 
completed and non-completed sites. 
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Book Reviews 
Janes, Joseph, Louis Rosenfeld, and Martha 
Vander Kolk. The Internet Compendium: 
Subiect Guides to Humanities Resources. 
New York, NY: Neal Schuman Publishers, 
1995 .529~ .  ISBN: 1-555-2 18-X. 
Information is not power until you can find it 
and use it. This guide is intended to help Internet 
surfers achieve this goal. One of a three volume 
series, this guide covers Internet resources in 
the fields related to humanities while the other 
two are on science and social science. 
The book has three main parts: parts I and I1 
introduce background information on the struc- 
ture of Internet terminology such as FTP, 
Gopher, WWW, etc.; part 111, the core of the 
book, contains 15 chapters which are more 
like 15 mini guides on topics such as architec- 
ture, literature, religion, f i i  and video, jour- 
nalism, library employment sources, music, 
theater, and Tibetan studies. A majority of 
listings include the following components: 
URL address, 
access method, 
contact or moderator's name and e-mail 
address, 
intended audience, and 
description, additional comments, etc. 
An "Index to Recommended Resources" and 
"Subject Index" complete this guide. 
This guide is intended to be primarily func- 
tional, serving as a reference guide to help 
people interested in specific subjects find rel- 
evant resources. It could also be used as a 
general orientation to the various kinds of 
resources available electronically. For some 
people, it serves as a jumping-off point for 
further Internet exploration, discovery, and 
organization. 
There are three major features about this 
book that distinguish it from similar publica- 
tions: 1) the broad coverage of the resources, 
2) the completeness of the information pre- 
sented, and 3) the user-friendly format. 
For example, on the topic of "Popular Mu- 
sic" there are 200 listings, including discus- 
sion groups, lyric databases, recordings, etc. 
Among the 15 chapters, there are four chapters 
on religion-related resources. 
The information presented for the listings is 
complete and detailed. The authors did an 
admirable job in including introductions, chap- 
ter author bibliographies, and comments. The 
listings cover a large scope of resources, such 
as listservs, newsgroups, electronic journals, 
WWW sites, gopher collections, etc. 
This book was compiled with the intention- 
and to a large degree, success-of becoming a 
collection of road maps for navigating the cha- 
otic world of the Internet. The fact that these 
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authors are both subject specialists and librar- 
ians gives the book credibility and broad subject 
coverage and clarity in organizing information. 
For users that are familiar with the tools (FTP, 
Gopher, WWW, etc.), this book can help when 
referring to and evaluating various resources. 
For novice users, just reading the descriptions 
of various resources available in cyberspace 
can be an interesting adventure. 
This guide focuses on topics related to hu- 
manities, but it also includes "architecture," 
"conservation," and "employment opportuni- 
ties." These topics may be more appropriate 
appearing in their own subject guides. 
The only drawback of this book, which is 
found in all publications dealing with online 
resources, is that information gets outdated 
quickly. Fortunately, interestedreaders can view 
an updated version from the Clearinghouse for 
Subject-Oriented Internet Resource Guides via 
the Internet at http://www.lib.umich.edu/ 
chchome.htm1. 
Xuan M a  is manager of information services a t  Indiana Youth Institute, Indianapolis, IN. 
Janes, Joseph, Louis Rosenfekl, and Martha 
Vander Kolk, The Internet Compendium: 
Subject Guides to Hedthand Science Resourcer. 
New York, NY: Neal Schumn Publishers, 
1995.529~.  ISBN: 1-555-2 19-8. 
In the foreword, guestreviewer Jean Armour 
Polly, author of Surfing the Internet, pays 
tribute to the editors by stating that the Internet 
Compendium is not just another Internet book, 
but rather, one that has emerged from search- 
ing and shifting through the heap of sites to 
become what real endusers need-apeer-com- 
piled subject guide to some of the best sites 
available. The Compendium is that and more. 
It is an outgrowth of the much acclaimed 
Clearinghouse for Subject-Oriented Internet 
Resource Guides sponsored by the University 
of Michigan and Argus Associates. Some of 
the early resource guides to health and science 
Internet sources from 1993 and 1994 have 
been compiled into the Compendium in a his- 
torically significant collection. Included in the 
Compendium are subject guides to the follow- 
ing nine topics: 
Aerospace engineering, by David 
Dalquist and Christopher Poterala, 
University of Michigan (1993); 
The electronic zoo (animals), by Ken 
Boschort, Washington University 
(1994); 
Aquatic biology, by Barry N. Brown, 
University of Montana (1994); 
Chemistry, by Gary Wiggins, Indma 
University Chemistry Library (1994); 
Earth science, by Bill Thoen (1994); 
Environment, by Carol Briggs- 
Erickson and Toni Murphy (1994); 
Health science, by Lee Hancock, 
University of Kansas Medical Center 
(1993); 
Molecular biology, by Damian 
Hayden, University of Alberta 
(1994); and 
Neurosciences, by Steve Bonario and 
Sherly Cornicle, University of 
Michigan. 
Each subject guide lists a variety of access 
sources and navigation tools including FTP, 
gopher, listservs, Telnet, usenet, and World 
Wide Web. Some of the guides provide addi- 
tional information sources such as non-Internet 
bulletin board sources (Electronic zoo and 
Earth science); WAIS servers (within the chem- 
istry chapter); electronic publications, data- 
bases, contacts for international health agen- 
cies, and medical libraries (for health sci- 
ences); and sequence database CD-ROMs and 
unified databases (for molecular biology). 
The Compendium goes beyond being just a 
topical resource and reference guide and takes 
on a second useful function when viewed in its 
entirety. In addition to providing useful refer- 
rals to topical sources worth exploring and 
using, it serves as ahistorical representation of 
the variety of formats and styles that areemerg- 
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ing for explaining the Internet. The guides 
vary in their presentation. Some are arranged 
by technology source, others are arranged by 
subject. Some include tables of contents, in- 
dexes, and introductions; some explain techni- 
cal terms; and some delineate process direc- 
tions, while others assume advanced knowl- 
edge. Some provide a short description of the 
reference sites. 
The compilation of these creative and various 
guides gives authors a ready-reference to pe- 
ruse when creating new guides. With the Com- 
pendium and the Clearinghouse for Subject- 
Oriented Internet Resource Guides' newly de- 
vised criteria for rating guides, authors have the 
tools necessary to aesthetically compile their 
new products. Among the Clearinghouse's cri- 
teria for rating the quality of guides are 1) level 
of resource description, 2) level of resource 
evaluation, 3) guide design, 4) guide organiza- 
tional schemes, and 5) guide meta-information. 
Each of these sections are further rated with a 
five-point scale. The total score is translated to 
one to five check-marks, with five check-marks 
being superior. To find out which of the 
Compendium's topical guides have been re- 
viewed and to learn what their rating is, visit 
http:Nwww.lib.umich.edu/chhome.html and 
find the guide that interests you. 
A third activity that enhances the function- 
ality of the Compendium is its potential for use 
as a textbook within not only library and infor- 
mation science courses, but also Internet 
courses and trainings directed toward students 
and practitioners in health, medicine, and sci- 
ence. Because of current capabilities and limi- 
tations, search engines are not the recom- 
mended first place to direct users. It is useful to 
have a publication in hand to use with students 
and professionals who are novice Internet us- 
ers and who have a specific scope of interest. 
This volume on health and science sources 
is one of three in a series published by Neal- 
Schuman. The other volumes cover early 
guides developed for social sciences and the 
humanities. Although some may argue that 
the guides are vintage, the volumes are rec- 
ommended because of the wealth of peer- 
compiled information they provide and be- 
cause the practicality of having a printed 
body of referral still works in many of the 
daily situations we encounter. 
Teresa Frydryk, JSI Research and Training Institute, Boston, MA. 
Elshami, Ahmed M. Networking CD-ROMs: 
The Decision Maker's Guide to local Area 
Network Solutions. Chicago, II: American 
Library Association, 1 9 9 6 . 3 3 9 ~ .  ISBN: O- 
8389-0670-2. 
Ahrned M. Elshami's title says it all. It's a 
guidebook on CD-ROMs and how to network 
them. Not so long ago, there was one CD-ROM 
disc, one workstation, andone user. Networked 
CD-ROMs now allow many users to efficiently 
share information at the same time as though 
they were in one geographical location. 
In his f is t  two chapters, Elshami provides 
an excellent grounding in LANs (local area 
networks) and CD-ROMs (compact disc read- 
only memory). The first chapter gives the 
reader the tools needed to understand and 
tackle the complex issues involved in creating 
aLAN. He presents the advantages and disad- 
vantages of the two types of network operating 
systems-peer-to-peer and dedicated-server 
networks-and uses diagrams to illustrate the 
three topologies (bus, ring, and star) that cabled 
workstations can assume. His section on com- 
municationprotocols concentrates on the 1SO's 
Open System Interconnection (OS I) model 
and its seven layers of network activities. 
The secondchapter covers the basics of CD- 
ROMs. Multiple CD-ROM drives are avail- 
able as jukeboxes, towers, and CD-ROM 
server-arrays. The author provides detailed 
information about a variety of products. He 
also gives a checklist of criteria for selecting 
special libraries 
CD-ROM drives and goes over various issues 
that must be considered before purchase. 
The rest of this book is a foray into the 
complexities of networking CD-ROMs. Net- 
work solutions and techniques are presented so 
that an important goal can be reached--ensur- 
ing that all the workstations in the CD-ROM 
LAN have equal access to any CD-ROM data- 
base on the network. Elshami devotes chapters 
4-6 to sharing CD-ROM drives: 4) Peer-to-peer 
LANs; 5) Novel1 NetWare Networks; and 6) 
UNDC, VINES, Vax, Mac and other networks. 
In his later chapters, he discusses important 
considerations such as security, licensing, 
backup systems, and network standards, as 
well as memory management solutions. He 
also provides a lengthy list of product ven- 
dors (Appendix C). 
Planning, implementing, and securely oper- 
ating aLAN is achallenging task. Elshami has 
written this book for anyone considering net- 
working CD-ROMs who needs the basics and 
requires information about available solutions. 
He recommends that the planning stage (chap- 
ter 7) should include network site visits, train- 
ing classes, and further literature searching. I 
would add to this list: joining listservs on the 
Internet and attending conferences where rel- 
evant information can be collected. This is a 
thoroughly researched technical handbook 
which belongs in the collections of academic 
and corporate libraries and any information 
center considering a CD-ROM network. A 
valuable book for its intended readership! 
Technology moves so quickly, it's hard 
to keep up. The latest project at my institu- 
tion? Access to networked CD-ROMs from 
a Web page. 
Marika Asimakopulos i s  reference librarian, Physical Sciences and Engineering Library, 
McGill University, Montreal, PQ, Canada. 
Chen, Ching-chih. Planning Global  
Information Infrastructure. Norwood, NJ: 
Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1 9 9 5 . 5 4 8 ~ .  
ISBN: 0-56750-201 -6. 
This book is a compilation of the presenta- 
tions and discussions of the 1994 NIT: Inter- 
national Conference on New InformationTech- 
nologies. Ching-chih Chen chaired this con- 
ference as well as the previous six confer- 
ences. Of particular note is the Alexandrian 
Declaration of Principles which was an out- 
come of this meeting and is included as the 
first chapter in the book. The conference and 
this volume are noteworthy for the number 
and level of experts assembled to address 
technology issues. 
The major portion of this book is composed 
of apparently transcribed or author-submitted 
proceedings of NIT '94, including the question 
and answer sessions following the panel pre- 
sentations. What we have is an unvarnished 
record of a group of experts discussing infor- 
mation and technology. The transcription is 
complete, including colloquialisms. This makes 
the volume a prospective rich treasure of unre- 
hearsed "straight ralk" on someissues critical to 
library and information science by some of the 
most well-known names in the field. 
The strength noted above can also be unnerv- 
ing at times in reading the book. A simple re- 
sponse of "yes" to a question posed to one of the 
panelists is true to the transcript, but leaves the 
reader hungry for more. Recording the confer- 
ence is one aim which this book fulfills nicely. 
Fleshmg out conference proceedings is not the 
aim of the book, but we can hope that either the 
participants or Chen will take on the task. 
Chen notes that she produced the camera- 
ready copy for this book in one week. Unfor- 
tunately, the haste shows, for example in the 
occasional hyphenated word in the middle of a 
line of text. Although the minor problems are 
more frequent than one might expect from a 
book printed by a major press, to be fair, they 
are remarkably few given the time constraint 
under which Chen worked. 
This is a good, solid volume that contains an 
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impressive amount of information. In addi- 
tion, this information reflects the current 
thought of a number of people who are deeply 
involved in, and mindful of, technology and 
information issues on a national and global 
scale. This book lacks some richness, for in- 
stance in the reaafting of presentations by 
presenters and in physical design and layout. It 
makes up for this "lack in freshness of presen- 
tations and in capturing the thoughts of some 
of the seminal thinkers associated with library 
and information science. This volume will be 
both interesting and illuminating, especially 
for those who have only seen the participants' 
polished work published elsewhere. 
In summary, the work suffers from an ex- 
tremely short editorial and production pro- 
cess. It has some, but not all, of the general 
class of problems that are associated with 
camera-ready copy. However, this is still a 
worthwhile volume and one that most libraries 
and librarians should consider. Cosmetics 
aside, there is much to recommend about this 
book and I do so without reservation. 
C.D. Hurt is a professor and director at the University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ. 
Svengalis, Kendall F. The legalinformation 
Buyer's Guide and Reference Manual. 
Barrington, RI: Rhode Island LawPress, 
1996.580 p. ISBN: 0-965 1 032-0-X. 
This ambitious work is exceptional-and not 
just becauseitrepresents the only book of its kind 
currently in print. It is exceptional because it will 
prove invaluable to librarians as well as to the 
author's intended audiences: solo attorney prac- 
titioners and small- to medium-sized law f m s  
operating without the benefit of a librarian. The 
volume succeeds in two ways: 1) the guide 
portion emphasizes the best andmost cost-effec- 
tive means to acquire legal information, and 2) 
the manual portion provides comprehensive, yet 
detailed reference to specific legal materials. 
Nearly 400 pages are devoted to substantive 
reviews of some 550 titles in 44 subject areas 
of both federal and state materials. The author 
not only describes the individual titles, but 
adds value to the descriptions by objectively 
evaluating and comparing various features. 
Interspersed among the annotated titles are 
cost-saving tips that both experienced and 
novice legal information consumers will wel- 
come. This fact-filled volume includes pur- 
chase prices, supplementation costs, publish- 
ing trends, advice, and recommendations for 
building a cost-effective legal collection. 
Another eight chapters offer practical and 
timely advice on how to evaluate legal materi- 
als, how to deal with costly supplements and 
unsolicited shipments, or when to consider 
used law books as an economical alternative. 
Still other chapters describe the CD-ROM 
revolution and the costs and benefits of CDs 
versus print and online legal researching. 
Several appendices bring information to- 
gether in one source that is not always easily 
found elsewhere. One appendix, for example, 
provides information useful to a used book 
buyer or seller with a representative sampling 
of used law book prices advertised in the last 
two years. Other appendices include FTC 
guides for the law book publishing industry, 
publishers' and used bookdealers' directories, 
as well as a thorough bibliography to accom- 
pany the topical chapters. 
The best news is that the author intends to 
update this ambitious work and to publish 
annual editions. Whether involved in refer- 
ence, acquisitions, collection development, 
budget planning, or teaching legal research, 
savvy legal information consumers will not 
want to miss this guide and manual. 
Lyn Warmath is library director at Hirschler, Fleischer, Weinberg, Cox & Allen, in 
Richmond, VA. 
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Janes, Joseph, Peter Morville, and Louis 
Rosenfeld. The lnternet Searcher's 
Handbook: Locating Informtion, People, 
and Software. New York, NY: Neal- 
Schumon Publishers, 1996.235~. ISBN: 1 - 
55570-236-8. 
The first section of the Internet Searcher's 
Handbook describes how to use the Internet 
for finding information, people, and soft- 
ware. The focus is not discipline specific; 
examples from many different subject areas 
are cited. Strategies are based on searching 
the Internet through World Wide Web ac- 
cess. The authors discuss differences and 
parallels with online or manual searching. 
They cite specific reference and research 
questions and provide examples of search 
strategies. The authors stress two important 
points about the networked world-it is a 
distributed and dynamic environment. 
The second section of the handbook pro- 
vides detailed descriptions and evaluations of 
some of the Internet's finding tools. These 
tools are organized into three categories: vir- 
tual libraries, Internet directories, and Internet 
search tools. Virtual libraries are described as 
"value addedcollections of Internetresources." 
The primary strength of these libraries is the 
fact that real live people (including librarians) 
have added organization, descriptions, and 
evaluation of Web electronic resources. Sub- 
jects covered in virtual libraries are usually 
arranged by topic, often covered in depth, and 
well organized. On the down side, the authors 
note that few virtual libraries provide search 
capabilities and browsing as the primary means 
of navigation. Another drawback is that many 
times the timeliness of resources depends on 
the schedules of those who maintain the tool. 
Examples discussed include the Clearinghouse 
for Subject Oriented Internet ResourceGuides, 
the World Wide Web Virtual Library, the 
Internet Public Library, the Whole Internet 
Catalog, and the Global Network Navigator. 
The authors define Internet directories as 
"collections of resources maintained by the 
global Internet community." Directories pro- 
vide an organizational scheme to facilitate 
browsing and typically provide a query inter- 
face to facilitate searching. The searching capa- 
bilities vary widely. The weakness of lnternet 
bectories is in the lack of editorial control. The 
immense volume of resources submitted for 
inclusion makes it impossible for directory 
managers to review each source. The authors 
caution that a search in a directory may return a 
large number of false drops or out-of-date re- 
sources. The burden of reviewing these re- 
sources is placed on the user. Some popular 
directories include Yahoo, BizWeb, TradeWave 
Galaxy, and World Wide Yellow Pages. 
The third category described is Internet 
search tools, which according to the authors, is 
the richest and most varied category of re- 
sources for finding information. The primary 
atmbute of these tools is the provision of 
keyword, Boolean, and proximity and adja- 
cency searching. They use automated soft- 
ware robots, powerful indexing tools, and ad- 
vanced search engines to provide the user a 
complex query interface to very large coUec- 
tions. Lycos, Infoseek, Jumpstation, and 
Webcrawler are primary examples. 
The Internet Searcher's Handbookis ahandy 
compendium of search examples. With only 
23 5 pages, it is more manageable than many of 
the lengthy polemics on Internet searching. It 
should be useful for the novice as well as the 
more experienced searcher. The uninitiated 
Internet searcher will find the screen prints 
from the various search tools helpful. The 
concise descriptions of the search mechanisms 
provide good basic information on the differ- 
ences between tools. Peter Morville and Louis 
Rosenfeld are both affiliated with the Clear- 
inghouse for Subject Oriented Internet Re- 
sources at the University of Michigan and 
have published other Internet works. Joseph 
Janes is an assistant professor in the School of 
Information and Library Studies at the Univer- 
sity of Michigan and is the director of the 
Internet Public Library. Most of the resources 
discussed in this work were not around two 
years ago and may not be around two years 
from now. The authors are well aware of this 
and have developed the Internet Searching 
Center, a collection of pointers to all the tools 
andresources coveredin this book. The Internet 
Searching Center can be found at http:/l 
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www .clearinghouse.net/searching/find.hUn. is also available at http://www.msu.edulstaffl 
An HTML version of the forward of the book rww/srchfore.html. 
Mary Ann McFarland is  assistant director for access services, St. Louis University Health 
Sciences Library, St. Louis, MO. 
Kizza, Joseph M., ed. Socml and Ethical 
Effects o f  the Corn uter Revolution. 
Jefferson, NC: M a r  t"and and Co, Inc, 
1 9 9 6 . 3 3 3 ~ .  ISBN: 0-7864-0205-9. 
This book is intended to "highlight the need 
for responsible information management" and 
"serve as a way to teach ethics in computer 
science, information systems, management 
information systems, and other related cur- 
ricula" (p. ix.). 
There are 24 chapters organized in six sec- 
tions: 1) Education; 2) Ethics, Technology, and 
Value; 3) Software Reliability and Computer 
Security; 4) Professions and Workplace Issues; 
5) Artificial Intelligence and Cyberspace; and 
6) Morality, Security, and Privacy. 
Joseph Kizza, assistant professor of Com- 
puter Science at the University of Tennessee, 
Chattanooga, edited the book, wrote the intro- 
duction, and contributed three of the chapters. 
There were 26 other contributors, most of 
whom teach in computer science or informa- 
tion systems/technology departments. Other 
academic subjects represented by the authors 
are philosophy, management, and finance. In 
addition, a software usability specialist, a pas- 
tor, and an executive authored chapters. 
The introduction and someof the chapters may 
give the impression that not much has been 
wrinen on computer ethics. On the contrary, 
many articlesand books areavailable. H. Tavani's 
lengthy bibliography in Computers and Society, 
published in 1995 and 1996, is just one example. 
The book was "designed as both a textbook 
and a lay guide to computer ethics," according 
to the publisher's advertising. I would not 
recommend it for either of those purposes. 
There are two textbooks titled Computer Eth- 
ics, that are now in their second editions. One 
is by Deborah Johnson, the other by Tom 
Forester and Perry Morrison. 
Some of the chapters would be useful to 
those teaching computer ethics or to students 
taking such a course. I was intrigued by Rich- 
ardEpstem's use of fiction to help teach ethics, 
but later wondered if fantasy would further 
isolate students. In developing his teaching 
approach, Epstein has drawn from several 
religious traditions. Too often religious values 
are ignored in discussions about ethics. In 
chapter 17, C. William Palmiter discusses this 
ethicalhypocrisy. Otherchaptersprovide valu- 
able international perspectives, e.g., the one 
by Inger Erikson called, "Computers or Hu- 
mans: Who Are In Control?" 
The contributions are uneven. Some chap- 
ters provide a good synthesis of an ethical area, 
while others are superficial. Some authors try 
to convince us of the need for computer ethics, 
something that many people already recog- 
nize. Only a few give us guidance about teach- 
ing in this interdisciplinary area. 
To use this volume as a teaching or learning 
resource, a more adequate index is needed. For 
example, if you were interested in professional 
codes of ethics-a topic several authors cov- 
ered, you would have difficulty locating those 
segments because there is no listing for that 
topic except under "Association of Comput- 
ing Machinery ." 
Although there are some useful chapters in 
this book, these contributions would be better 
appearing as journal articles or on the Net. 
Eunice M. Roe, Ph.D. i s  an information management and communication consultant, 
Vestal, NY. 
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Audit Report 
January 1,1995-December 3 1,1995 
To the Board of Directors 
Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
Washington, D.C. 
We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of the Special Libraries Association, Inc. as 
of December 31,1995, and the related statements of activities and of cash flows for the year then 
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the association's management. Our 
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. 
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those 
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test 
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also 
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit 
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. 
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, 
the financial position of the Special Libraries Association, Inc., at December 31, 1995, and the 
results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles. 
As discussed in Note H to the financial statements, in 1995 the association changed its method 
of financial reporting and financial statement presentation. 
Feddeman & Company, P.C. 
Alexandria, Virginia 
April 10, 1996 
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BALANCE SHEET 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
December 31,1995 
Total 
ASSm 
CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash and cash equivalents-Note B $ 1,886,435 
Certificates of deposit 463,201 
Accounk receivable 463,238 
Due (to) from other funds 
Inventory 77,253 
Prepaid expense and other assets 84,804 
Total Current Assets 2,974,931 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, at cost-Notes D and E 
BuiMing and improvements 1,671,625 
Furniture and equipment 
less accumulated depreciation 1;010,922 
1,632,639 
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 
CURRENT LIABILITIES 
Accounk payoble and accrued expenses--Note B $296,413 
Deferred revenue 1,425,239 
Note payable, current portion-Note D 28,000 
Obligations under capitol leases, current portion 
-Note E 35, 143 
Total Current Liabilities 1,784,795 
NOTE PAYABLE, net of current portion-Note D 27,999 
OBLIGATIONS UNDER CAPITAL LEASES, net of 
current portion-Note E 
Unrestricted 
Temporarily 
Restricted 
special libraries 
NET ASSm 
Unrestricted General 
Unrestricted-Designated 
General Reserve 
Computer 
Non-serial publications 
Stephen I. Goldspiel Memorial 
Special Programs 
Worldwide Conference 
Building Reserve 
Temporarily Restricted: 
Worldwide Conference 
Scholarship 
Coplen 
Total net assets 
COMMITMENTS-NOTE G 
See notes to financial statements. 
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Year Ended December 3 1,1995 
REVENUE 
Programs: 
Membership growth and development 
Serial publications 
Conference 
Professional development 
Career and employment 
Public affairs 
Marketing 
lnformation Resources 
Total 
Interest and dividends 242,653 
Gains on sale of inveslmenk 38,008 
Non-serial publications sales and royalties 240,710 
Contributions 121,092 
Rental income 54,243 
Miicellaneous 78,586 
Net ossek released from restrictions 
Scholarships and miscellaneous 
4,443,026 
EXPENSE 
Programs: 
Membership growth and development 246,148 
Serial publications 535,980 
Conference 770,188 
Professional development 380,21 6 
Career and employment services 21,732 
Public affairs 463,349 
Marketing 187,100 
Information resources 126,618 
Leadership services 571,874 
Research 170,539 
Scholarship and grank 37,398 
Leadership address 994 
3,512,136 
General operations 
CHANGE IN NET ASSElS 601,380 
Net Assets, January 1, 1995 4,778,951 
NETASSt3, DECEMBER 31, 1995 $5,380,331 
Unrestricted 
Temporarily 
Restricted 
See notes to financial statements. 
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION, INC. 
Year Ended December 31,1995 
Temporarily 
Restricted Total Unrestricted 
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 
Change in net assets $601,380 
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets 
to net cash provided by operating activities 
Depretiotion 148,045 
Gain on soles of investments (38,008) 
Changes in ossets and liabilities 
Accounts receivable (57,408) 
Due (to) from other funds 
Inventory 7,987 
Prepaid expense and other 26,951 
Account payable and accrued expenses 30,682 
Deferred revenue (95,299) 
Total Adiustments -3J3i- 
Net Cash Provided bv 
Operating ~ c t i i i h s  624,330 
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES 
Purchases of property and equipment (1 40,372) 
Purchases of certificates of deposit (1 16,481) 
Purchases of investments, net (1 32,944) 
Net Cash Used in Investing Activities (389,797) 
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 
Principal payments on note payable (30,333) 
Principal payments on obligations 
under capital leases (36,099) 
Net Cash Used in Financing Actiiities (66,432) 
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH AND CASH 168,101 
EQUIVALENTS 
Cosh and cash equivolenk, January 1, 1995 1,718,334 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, 
DECEMBER 31,1995 $ 1,886,435 
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURE OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION 
Cash paid during the year for interest S 14,735 
Cash paid during the year for income taxes $8.3 19 
See notes to financial statements. 
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Special Libraries Association, Inc. 
Notes to Financial Statements 
December 3 1, 1 995 
NOTE A-SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
Organization: 
The Special Libraries Association, Inc. is a 
not-for-profitmembership organization whose 
purposes are to promote the association of 
individuals and organizations having aprofes- 
sional, scientific or technical interest in library 
and information science; and to promote and 
improve the communication, dissemination, 
and use of such information and knowledge 
for the benefit of libraries or other educational 
organizations. 
Chapters and divisions of the association 
have been established based on geographical 
areas and areas of interest actively represented 
by the members, respectively. The activities of 
the chapters and divisions are not reflected in 
the financial statements of the association. 
Basis of Accounting: 
The association prepares its financial state- 
ments on the accrual basis of accounting. Con- 
sequently, revenue is recognized when earned 
and expense when the obligation is incurred. 
Cash and Cash Equivalents: 
For financial statement purposes, the asso- 
ciation considers all liquid asset and money 
market accounts to be cash equivalents. Mu- 
tual funds and priced investments managed by 
an investment broker are not considered to be 
cash equivalents. 
Inventory: 
Inventory consists of non-serial publica- 
tions held for resale and is carried at the lower 
of cost (fist-in, first-out method) or market. 
Publications which are printed by the associa- 
tion for free distribution are expensed at the 
time of publication. 
Property and Equipment: 
Property and equipment is depreciated us- 
ing the straight-line method over the following 
estimated useful lives of the assets: 
Building and improvements 10-30 years 
Furniture and equipment 5-10 years 
Deferred Revenue: 
Deferred revenue consists primarily of the 
portion of dues and subscriptions revenue re- 
ceived for periods subsequent to year end, as 
well as conference and exhibit revenue re- 
ceived in advance of the events. 
Income Taxes: 
The association is exempt from income taxes 
on its exemptactivities under Section 50 l(c)(3) 
of the Internal Revenue Code. The association 
is subject to income tax on its unrelated busi- 
ness income. 
Net Assets: 
To ensure the observance of limitations and 
restrictions on the use of resources available to 
the organization, the financial statements are 
prepared in accordance with the principles of 
fund accounting. Fund accounting classifies 
net assets for accounting and reporting pur- 
poses into groups according to their nature and 
purpose. 
The accompanying financial statement pre- 
special libraries 
sents the various classes of net assets of the 
association. These classes are as follows: 
Unrestricted: 
General: represents resources of the 
association available to support their 
general operations. 
Designatedfunds: represents resources 
designated by the board of the associa- 
tion for specific purposes. These re- 
sources are not externally restricted. 
Temporarily Restricted: 
Represents resources expendable only 
for purposes specified by the donors. These 
resources are held in the Worldwide Con- 
ference Fund, the Scholarship Fund and the 
Coplen Fund. 
During 1995, the Board of Directors ap- 
proved a transfer of $75,500 from the Unre- 
stricted General to the Worldwide Conference 
Designated Fund in support of this activity. 
Allocation of Costs: 
The association allocates substantially all of 
its general operating expenses to its various 
programs. The allocations are based on esti- 
mates of actual resources used in operating 
each program. 
NOTE B--(ASH RECEIVED 
ON BEHALF OF OTHERS 
Cash and cash equivalents includes amounts 
received on behalf of the chapters and divi- 
sions of the association, totaling $11 1,8 15. 
Such amounts are to be forwarded to the chap- 
ters and divisions on a current basis and thus, 
are included in accounts payable and accrued 
expenses in the accompanying balance sheet. 
NOTE C-INVESTMENTS 
Investments are recorded at cost and consist 
of the following as of December 31, 1995: 
Total All Funds 
C o s t M a L l m  
MetLife State Street Fixed 
Gov't Income Fund $683,633 $703,973 
Common stocks 775,680 983,974 
U.S. Gov't and Gov't 
Agency Securities 998,389 1,067,241 
Corporate Bonds EL.Lz2 172.133 
Cost 
As a result of the association's ability and 
intent to hold such investments on a long-term 
basis, investments are classified as long-term 
assets. 
NOTE D-NOTE PAYABLE 
The association signed a promissory note in 
connection with the acquisition of anew com- 
puter system. The promissory note matures 
November 1,1997 and calls for monthly prin- 
cipal payments of $2,333 plus interest. The 
note bears interest at the bank's prime rate plus 
0.75% and is secured by the computer hard- 
ware and software. At December 31,1995, the 
net book value of the computer hardware and 
software was $102,884. 
Maturities of the note payable are as follows 
for the years ending December 3 1 : 
1996 $28,000 
1997 z!2s 
$55.999 
NOTE E4BLIGATIONS 
UNDER CAPITAL LEASES 
- - 
The association has entered into capital leases 
for the use of certain office equipment. The 
cost and accumulated depreciation on such 
equipment are as follows as of December 31, 
1995: 
Office equipment $129,862 
Less accumulated depreciation 34.099 
lTLkm52 
Future minimum lease payments under these 
capital leases together with the present value 
of the net minimum lease payments as of 
December 3 1, 1995 are as follows: 
Year Ending 
December 3 1 Amount 
1996 $40,476 
1997 48.761 
89,237 
Less amount representing interest assuming 
approximate rates of 10% and 16% 2-m 
Resent value of net minimum 
lease payments $79.462 
NOTE F-RETIREMENT PLAN 
The association maintains a contributory 
defined contribution retirement plan which is 
available to all employees when certain age 
and length of service requirements are met. 
Under the plan, the association and the partici- 
pants make monthly contributions based on a 
percentage of participants' salaries. The 
association's retirement expense for the year 
ended December 3 1, 1995 totaled $56,098. 
NOTE G-HOTEL COMMITMENTS 
The association has entered into several 
agreements with hotels forroom accommoda- 
tions for its conferences and meetings through 
1997. These agreements indicate that the asso- 
ciation would be liable for certain cancellation 
fees and liquidated damages in the event of 
cancellation. 
NOTE H-CHANGE IN 
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES 
In 1995, the association adopted the provi- 
sions of the Statement of Financial Account- 
ing S tandards (SFAS) No. 1 17, Financial State- 
ments of Not-for-Profit Organizations. SFAS 
No. 1 17 requires not-for-profit organizations 
to classify its financial position and activities 
according to three classes of net assets: unre- 
stricted, temporarily restricted, and perma- 
nently restricted and to report expense infor- 
mation on the functional basis. The effects of 
adopting SFAS No. 117 is to display revenues 
and net assets of the association according to 
the net asset groups described previously. 
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Lost in the maze? 
With all of the business To find out how to navigate 
information that's available the world of information, 
today, it's difficult to know call or write for your copy 
which way to turn. of the Kompass Register 
of Business and Industry. 
But today there's a new (908) 771-8785 
\ ,  direction in company and 
product information. (908) 771-8755 FAX 
With details on 1.2 million "AJ an experienced researcher 
companies in nearly 60 and consultant, I feel the main 
countries worldwide. and advantage of Kotnpass USA is 
the ahilih to search for coinpa- 
with 50 years of well- nies using the classic find 
established success in authoritative Kompass coding 
Europe, you can turn to .?stem. " 
Kompass with confidence. Sylvia P. James, 
Information Consultant 
& A member of the Reed Elsevier plc group 
Kompau Repster of B u w ~ e v  and Indumy 15 Reed 1nform;ition Serv~ceh. I ?  1 Chanlon Road. 
abailahle on CD-ROM or ~n print. New Providence. NJ 07974 
WOMPAIIS 
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I P I t o  t h e  f o u r  c o r n e r s  o f  
MAKC, COSATI & 
Custom Formats 
MS-  WINDOWS or 
MACINTOSH Cl~entx 
Clmzfied Accountab~lrr?, 
DKOLS 
Interoperab~l~ty 
CSA Schedule: 
CSOOK-91AGS-J69I 
best service available. And that means reaching out farther than ever before for 
information. You need the power of UNIX. ' You need clientlserver architecture. 
You need STILAS.' Designed specifically with the researcher in mind, STILAS 
provides functionality that goes beyond traditional library systems. From 
advanced databases supporting any bibliographic format to sophisticated client 
interfaces for MS-Windows," Macintosh,'" 239.50 and the Web, STILAS has it 
all. When it comes to managing the day-to-day recordkeeping functions ot your 
library, you'll find STILAS to be just as impressive. Find out why STILAS is the 
system of choice for ST1 libraries. You need to reach the world. It needs to reach 
you. STILAS, from SIRSI, makes it possible. 
-- 
Y o u  n e ? d  t o  r e a r h  t h r  w o r l d .  I t  n e rds  t o  r e a c h  ! n u  
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The Onlv Source You'll Need on Aging 
Editor-m-Chief 
James E. Birren 
Borun Center for Geronto1og;cal Research 
Universty of Calrforn~o, 10s Angeles 
Edited by James I k r e n .  o n e  of the \\orld's 
l e a d ~ n g  seearchers  in gerontology, t h ~ s  t a o -  
olume n ork promises to Ije the most comprrL- 
Iiensive ~ v o r k  o n  age,  aging, and the aged 
a\.ail:il)le This entirely n e v  encyclopedia \\ill 
coves the l:rtest research o n  the Ijiolog). psy- 
chology. and sociology of aging in ~cldi t lon to 
coverlng lion. aging in deplcted In the 1iurnan1- 
ties. This clynanlic field h:rs grown over the 
years to C I I C ~ I I I P ; I ~ S  f:~scinating studies ( ~ f  
clevelopment :incl change \v~tli age,  Tliis ency- 
c.lopeclla m 111 pi-ovide ;I rrferenct source fol- 
~dentifying major ;ire:ls of invest~g:ttion :~ncl our 
knon  ledge to  il:ite. 
l-'rep:~sed fat- :I college :lnd profession;~l Ie\'tl 
readrsslilp. e:ich 'lrticle \\.ill provide cleprli and  
1)re:tclth of co\e1.:1ge, ~nciucling theory and s11111- 
maries of empir~cal  f d ~ n g s .  E\er)- :~rricle con- 
talns ;I definition pal-agrapll. clescril)ing the 
sul,lect at hand,  a glossary of untainiliar terms. 
:mcl a bibl~ography o f  suggested readings. l ' he  
5t.t ~vill I T  h~ll! crcx-rettwncecl ;inti \ \ i l l  con- 
win :I complete sul,jt.ct index. 
Key Features 
Internationally reno\\ ned 
editorial txxtrd 
150 authors from around the m~orld 
8 1: 2" x 11" double column forn~a t  
139 articles 
125 figures. 100 tahles, illustrations, 
and photos 
600 glos.s:~~-). entries 
'.500 entry index 
hlore than 1,000 t,ibliographic entries 
Two-Volume Set 
Prepublication Price: $250.00* (tentative) 
September 1996. c 1403 pp . $300.00 (tentat~ve) 
ISBN 0 2-226860~ I 
'Valid thrnugh October 3 I .  9 9 6  
FROM THE PREPUBLICATION REVIEWS 
Praise for the Article 'ageism and Discrirninotion" 
';4sIlrtc. fnfi)rmatile. Fhcefk?rztpempectizr 
oi l  gerontolog),i own limitations. Afint-rate 
entr . .  .It has something to offer experienced 
gc~rontologists as u'ell as newcomers and stu- 
dents. Yi)u u'iN have a temIfic encyclopedia zf 
all the entries are up to this one." 
-ROBERT KASTENBAUM,Arizona State University,Tempe 
Praise for the Article "Bioenergetics" 
An excellent presentation on all accoztnts' Well 
organzzed, clearly and conctselypresented 
--BERNADETTE MARRIOTT. Drrectar 
Ofice of Dtetary Supplements Research 
Natmnal lnst~tuzer of Health, Bethesda, Maryland 
Praise for the Antcle "Consumer Behovmr" 
"&ry thorough It IS a pleasure to read 7''s LC 
a n  outstanding article V e y  clear Well-wntten 
Exceptzonal use of example+allpoinis are 
spelled out This paper s top-notch " 
--CAROLE NACKLiN, Unnentq of C~ncinnotr, Ohto 
Proise fbr the Arxle ''Hosp~e" 
'Xr t r t~rndy  ~~d/.~urgunrzed and presrtzted or~d 
ioct?n a hreudth of mutmfal in a most cornpte?i/ 
fashion ... An imprrssiz~ awa.v ofboth ucu~imlic 
and applied informrttion " 
--BRIAN DE VRIES. University of & i i h  Columbia 
V o n c ~ ~ ~ r ,  Canada 
I P  :be U S  and Candda Academic Press, Inc. 
Order FdAllment Dept DM27 10 I 
CALLTOLL FREE: 1-800-32 1-1068 
5277 Sea Harbor Dr~ve. Orlando, FL 32887 FAX 1-800-874-64 18 
24-28 Ova Road. London NW 1 7DX, U K aP@cad*cOm 
In Europe, CALL: 0 18 1-300-3322 L 
Prices subject to change without notice @I996 by Academic Press Inc All R~ghts Reserved LWKJITFUSBt L lO/6 
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A CURE FOR AIDS WILL 
HAVE TO GET PAST THE FDA. 
BUT FIRST I T ' S  GOT TO GET PAST SOMEONE ELSE. 
As much as w e d  llke to th~nk that proflt plays no part 
~n medlca breakthroughs the b~otechnology and t~ealth 
care lndustrles are busmesses - wth justf iabe needs 
to pursue healthy bottom llnes But what lf bus ness 
chose to save money over lives? 
You can exolore a sldes of t h s  and other critcal 
statstlcal dlrectorles and more It references terature 
published around the globe And now i ts  even a v a -  
able on leased tape 
So ~f you re looklng for ~nformat~on go through the 
rlght channel Use PAlS 
Public Affairs Information Service, Inc. 
Tr(" 521 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036-4396 p u b l c  and soclal policy Issues through PAlS 
lnternatlonal PAlS gives you Instant access Pha 800-288-PAIS 21 2-736-6629 FAX 21 2-643-2848 to an mdex of some 400 000 hard-to-find e-mail ~nqu~r~esOpa~s  org articles books government documents W W  http //pals lnter neVpas1 
N O  ONE LOOKS A T  THE WORLD LIKE PAlS 
On CD-ROM. PAlS ON CD-ROM.  PAIS SELECT FULL TEXT C D - R O M .  P A S  INTERNATIONAL ON S ILVERPLATTER . PAS'EBSCO C D  
In  Prlnt: PAlS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT". P A S  SUBJECT HEADINGS 
Onllne through: D A T A S T A R .  D IALOG.  OCLC . RLG On Magne l ic  Tape: CONTACT P A l S  FOR INFORMATION 
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Interlending & Document 
Supply 
E ~ ~ e ~ ~ v t l r i n g  you need to  Xno~r. trbout 
rnanucrl trnd elec~troriic docrrnirrit 
.supply trnd pr(n,i.sion 
Interlending & Document Supply keep\ 
you abreast of all the Inte\t innovations 
in the held of inter-lihral-y lending. 
Publi\hed in a\sociation with the Brit~\h 
Library Document Supply Centre. the 
world's lead~ng document supply ccnter. 
the journal contains current information 
on the .;upply of document5 between 
organization\ in de\eloped and 
de\cloping countric\ and as\oc~ated 
activitic\. 
ISSN: 0264 1615 No of Issues: 4 
Campus-Wide Information 
Systems 
With A r c h i ~ d  C D - R O M  
The lrrtest news rrnd ~'iekvs on hocts 
systems can be  networked crcross 
large institutions 
Campus-Wide Information Systems 
(CWIS) is the only journal dedicated to 
the con\olidation of college and 
University information onto an easily 
accessible computer network. 
It is the best way to acces\ networking 
Information. develop contact name\ and 
numbers. and as\ess the mo\t current 
think~ng. While the printed vcrslon of 
the journal keeps  yo^^ aware of current 
development\. the CD-ROM allow\ 
rapid \earth and re t r ie~al  of archival 
data. It allows a w e \ \  to full-text 
articles for 1994 and 1995. retr~eval of 
copies via the MCB docurnent delivery 
servlce and advanced classification 
searchcs. 
ISSN: 1065 0741 No of Issues: 3 
OCLC Systems and 
Services 
Your guick, to  the d c ~ d o p r n e n r  crnd 
irn~jlementc~tiotr of'OCLC-related 
systems ~ t n d  s e n i c e s  in librrrriex 
OCLC systems and Services is the only 
journal in the world devoted to the 
analysi\ and utili~ation of OCLC-related 
system\ and serviccs Widely read and 
highly re\pected. t h ~ \  i n fo r~na t~cc  
1ourn;tI h e l p  you learn about: 
Sv.\frnrs trrld .\ewlr.t2 t l t ~ c ~ l t ~ p ~ n c ~ r t \  
All these title\ are available to view on 
the internet on 
F'rod~((~f ~ ~ ~ n p ( ~ r ~ / ~ i / i ~ ~  0nd 
~ l~~t l ; / ( l /7 i l l t~  
- Pro,q/-~fln\ tllld \ 0 / 1 1 f ~ 0 1 1 . \  
Hob\. to f;p\ m d  , S / I O I - I  ( .uf\ 
ISSN: 1065 075X No of Issues: 4 
For hal-d copy \ample\ and to request 
further details, plca\e contact: 
B 
Customer Representative 
MCR University Press Limited 
P 0 Box 10812 
Birmingham AL 3520141812 
Toll Free: ( 1 )  800 633 4931 
Fax: (1)  205 995 1588 
Internet Research: 
Electronic Networking 
Applications and Policy 
A~'triltrhlc in Elrc~ronic Jo~lrncrl crnd 
Printed Version. 
E-mail: Michelle%PP&F.ERSCO 
@iss.ehsco.com 
The o n l ~  r ~ f ~ ~ r e e d , j o u r n o l  e ~ p l o r i n g  
the potc~ntitrl ofrr p o ~ ~ t - f i c l  
ir~fi,rrncrtion tc~.knolo,yy rc.\.o~rne 
Global Information Technology i h  \till 
in its infancy and as 11 matures. ~ t s  
capaclty for \upplying and distributing 
information will grow. Internet 
Research: Electronic Networking 
Application.; and Policy offers new\ and 
assessment of the latest development\ in 
the field. plus scholarly analysis of the 
central issues that govern its policy and 
define its boundaries. 
The journal will bring you the strengths 
and certa~ntie\ of  the printed publication 
alongside the speed and interactivity of 
electronic inlorrnat~on. The electronic 
~ e r \ i o n  allow \ reader interaction via a 
\pace in which qou can post youl- 
thoughts and idea\ hu\ed on the articles 
qou have read. I t  will al\o be puhli\hed 
twice the frequency of the printed 
vcr\ion with content becoming aLailahle 
at least t u n  week\ hefore the hard copy 
arrive\ on youl- de\k. 
ISSN: 1066 2243 No of issues: 4 
Library b 
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Our toll-fiee fiesewation Help Line is staffed by an independent 
conservation professional who will answer your preservation 
questions. Call 1-800428-3631 Thursday and Friday 9:00 
am to 500 pm EST 
We also offer: 
mTechnical pamphlet series of Preservation Pathfindm 
Free Workshop Materidh Kit 
Technical Zps throughout the Gaylord Archival Catalog 
Informed Product Development backed 
our Preservation Advisory Committee 
CoIlectzctzons Conservation Award for 
support of individual professional 
development. 
Call 1-800-634-6307 to find out more 
about Gaylord Archival Partnership Services 
and to request a fke catalog. 
@ h t t p : / / w w w . g a y l o r d . c o m  
Fixed Reference Sources on CD-ROM 
Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical 
Technology - Fourth Edition - 
uith images! 
Polymer Encyclopedia 
Academic Press Encyclopedia of 
Physical Science & Technology 
Global lntelligence 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) 
Regional Business Intelligence Series: 
Asia-Pacific Business Intelligence, 
Volume I and Volume I1 
East & West European Business 
Intelligence 
Latin American Business Intelligence, 
and more.. . 
Energy 81 Environment 
Petroleum ~ b s t r a c t s ' ~  
DOE Energy Science and Technology 
Ei Energy & Environment D ~ S C ~ ~  
Nuclear Science Abstracts 
Derwent Petroleum and Power 
Engineering 
Environmental Chemistry, Health 
& Safety 
Environmental Management 
ever thought possible Because w ~ t h  our 
Easy Menu search, you can find informa- 
tion in any number of ways. Such as by 
key word, subject headings, journal name, 
author name, conference title, language. 
inventor, or patent publication date. 
You'll also work more affordably. Why? 
With the fixed annual subscription price, 
you get unlimited access to the database(s) 
you choose. 
Find your way to the information you need. 
Call us now and ask about a free 30-day 
preview: 1-800-334-2564,415-254-8800, 
or 215-241-0131. Our fax number is 
41 5-254-8093. 
01996 Knight-Ridder Information, Inc. 2440 El 
Camno Real, Mountain View, CA 94040 All rights 
reserved. DIALOG* is a service mark and KR 
OnDisc is a trademark of Knight-Ridder Information, 
Inc. 'Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
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Professional Journals 
from the IEE 
Electronics Letters Ranks #1 
Electronics Letters is recognized as the tronics, including electronic science and 
"most frequently cited journal" in the field engineering, telecommunications, optoelec- 
of Electrical Engineering and Electronics. tronics, and optical communication. 
according to the Journal Citation Reports on Available online as well as print. 
CD-ROM, by ISI. Electronics Letters 
embraces the entire field of modern elec- DOwnload a demo* today! 
IEE PROCEEDINGS ONLINE 
11 titles covering: 
Circuits. Dex~ices and Systems Comlnunications 
Co~nputer and Digital Techniques Control Theory and Applications 
Electrical Power Applications Generation. Transmission and 
Distribution 
Microwaves. Antennas and Propagation 
Optoelectronics 
Radar, Sonar and Yavigation 
Science. Measurement and Technology 
Vision, Image and Signal Processing 
ALL IEE ONLINE JOURNALS OFFER 
Full Text Searching of All Articles Hvpertext Lmks to INSPEC Database** 
Automatic Sotification of Nen  Articles 
All IEE online journals nin under Microsoft Windows or Macintosh. A worldm-ide web ver- 
sion is planned for release in 1996! 
All online journals are available in print. at the same prices as online versions. Discounts 
are available for print,online combinations. Network access also available. 
**The INSPEC Database is recognized as the world's largest and most comprehensive 
English-language database in its field, with over 5 million records covering all aspects of 
electrical and electronics engineering. physics. computing and control, and information 
technology. 
For more information, call or write to us at the address below. 
Or, use your web browser: 
*Online Journals: http:. , w-ww.iee.org.uk; publish!joumals~ 
profjrnl/ ejo. html 
INSPEC Database: http: ':\vn~,iee.org.uk/p~~blish/inspec:inspec.ht~nl 
IEE Home Page: ht tp : ; i tx~v. iee .org .~~k!  
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Get the professional support you ordering little-used journals by 
need with the world's largest, article as needed. 
most accurate periodicals data- SERVE PATRONS WHO WANT TO CRE- base, Ulrich's International 
ATE CUSTOM R E S O U R C E S . . . ~ ~ ~ ~  Periodicals Directory. Ulrich's delivers more Copyright 
Even irregular and hard-to-find Clearance Center notations than 
journals are captured and any other source to help you keep 
indexed for quick retrieval! So _ in compliance with copyright law. 
whether you choose Ulrich's in Select the best periodicals for your it's print, CD-ROM, online or library with the help of thousands 
tape formats, you'll ... 
of annotations from Bill Katz's 
GET HELP WITH ALL YOUR 
REFERENCE N E E D S . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ '  Uhich's 
offers data on nearly 165,000 
unduplicated serials and news- 
papers from 200 countries - 
including suspended and ceased no other serials reference 
system is as extensive, as 
serials and almost 10,500 refereed 
journals - for unsurpassed con- versatile, or as accurate as 
trol over the global periodicals Ulrich's International 
market. Periodicals Directory. Don't delay, put this 
RESPOND TO EVERY SERIALS superior database to 
Q U E ~ T I O N . . . ~ ~ ~ ~  Ulrich's listings work in your library 
give you up to 75 data elements 
per entry from ordering infor- 
mation to library classification. For more information on 
FIND THE LATEST ORDERING 
INFORMATION ... Ulrich'~ 1-800-323-3288, 
gives you over 11,400 newly Fax: (908) 665-3528. For 
added titles and 112,000 revisions more information on 
this year alone. Over 10,600 Ulrich's International 
Periodicals Directory: 
1-800-521-8110. 
Fax: (908) 665-6688. 
SAVE MONEY WHILE PROVIDING A 
HIGH LEVEL OF SERVICE ... only 
Ulrich's identifies titles supplied 
by document delivery services 
such as The British Library 
Document Supply Centers, 
Uncover, UMI, ADONIS, 
Congressional Information 
Service, and many others - so 
you can stretch your budget by 
summer 1 996 31A 
Reac 
ca's Achievers.. . 
Reach for 
special libruries 
their fields Detailed bibliographic data ... complete author 
abstracts ... author keywords ... Keywords Plus" ...author and publisher 
names and addresses. 
All useful. relevant data carefully extracted from the most scholarly, 
peer-reviewed journals In the world. Which makes CURRENT CONTENTS 
a true reflection of the research that tnfluences their work. 
And because ISI"ndexes that information so thoroughly, researchers 
can retrieve it quite easlly. And conveniently access the full text through 
our own document delivery service, The Genuine Article'. 
After all, IS1 has been making th~ngs easy for researchers for over 
th~rty-five years. By knowing what they value. .and then giv~ng ~t to them. 
Whlch glves them the edge they need. 
summer 1996 
BIOSIS 
o n  Compact Disc 
Multiple Genetics Disciplines in a Single Reference Source. 
Find genetics information - plants, animals, 
humans, and microorganisms - using one tool. 
*Comprehensive journal coverage - References selected from 6,500 
international scientific journals and 340 business 
*Unparalleled meeting coverage - References to the most current 
research reported at 2,000 scientific meetings worldwide 
*Unique business coverage - References to reports on  recent 
government regulations, product launches, mergers and U S .  
patents 
*International gene seauence numbers included - Over 50,000 
" a 
sequence numbers from GenBank, the European Molecular 
Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the DNA Data Bank of 
Japan (DDBJ) 
~ . ~ - - ~ ~  - - ~  
YES! 1 am interested in the following: 
Applying for a free 30 -d~y  m a l  o f  BIOSIS GenRefon CD. 
Please send mc a brochure and prlcc card 
R I O h I i  15 r reglrrcred trrdrm.,rl\ lot Klo!~,giial ¶hxrrrr\. Inc 
speciul libraries 
SEC 
federal agency 
bankruptcy court 
One of the biggest challenges facing you in business 
today is gathering information. With Federal Filings 
as your document company, you can move on to your 
next biggest challenge, because this one just got easy. 
Federal Filings 
Quality Service I Low Prices I Speedy Delivery 
!k Call today. 800-487-6162 
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When you need documents, 
BNA PLUS delivers! 
Your source for environment and 
safety, health care, labor and 
human resources, tax, business 
and legal documents. 
Document monitoring for courts, 
agencies, and Congress 
U.S. Supreme Court briefs 
Government reports 
IRS documents 
Agency decisions 
Tax treaties 
Federal and state court decisions 
and filings 
Federal and state legislative and 
regulatory documents 
P Call BNA PLUS for 
A fast delivery of documents... B% and morel 
800-452-7773 nationwide 
202-452-4323 in Wash., D.C. 
IDEAL addresses the difficult Issues facing scholarly communlca- 
tion today, br ing~ng 178 full-text research lournals d~rectly to the 
e n d m i s  desktop. Authorred users can browse, search, vlew, and 
print tables of contents, abstracts, and complete articles without 
restr~ctlon for personal use, course packs, or ~nternal company 
business purposes. 
Technology holds the potentla1 to advance sc~ent~f ic enterprise. and 
Academic Press recognizes that Librar~ans, Users, Publishers, and 
Information Services must work together to real~ze change. We 
m i t e  you to join us. 
Key Features ol t h ~ s  IDEAL system 
Provides all the ~nformat~on from the pnnted journals enhanced w ~ t h  
eRlclent electron~c access to the prlmary ~nformatlon 
Reduces administrative costs w h k  provid~ng the ab~l~ty for 
Instant targeted searches across a large archlve 
M~rrored sltes ensure effluent access from all po~nts on the globe 
24 hours a day 365 days a year 
Academic Press, Inc. 
525 B Street, Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495 
1-800-894-3434 or 1-619-699-6742 
E-MAIL: apsubs@acad.com 
Find us on the Web! http://www.idealibrary.coml 
http://www.eumpe,idealibrary.coml 
LK/KI/lR;GtN 1l0407b 
The articles in this kit will help you 
determine what the information re- 
quirements of your organization are, 
and provide insight on how the Infor- 
mation Center can best fulfill those 
needs as cost-effectively as possible. 
Your audit will: 
determine the value of the informa- 
tion you are currently providing 
point out gaps, redundancies, and 
obsolescences 
ISBN 0-87111-452-6 
$21; SLA Member $16 
This kit is a valuable resource that no 
Information Center should be without! 
For ordering information, call Special Li- 
braries Association at (202) 234-4700 ext. 
643. Please add 5% ofthe subtotal plus $5 for 
shpping and handling. For orders outside 
the U . S . ,  Canada, Mexico, or Central 
America, add 5% of the subtotal plus $10. 
Created by the US Nouonal Lbrory of Medlcme 
0 ver 800,000 references, with abstracts, to the worldwide 
literature in all areas of toxicology. 
+ mutagens, teratogens and carcinogens 
+ occupational hazards 
+ environmental contaminants 
$#K) annual s u b s c r i p t ~ o n  with q u a r t e r l y  upda tes  Canada and US ($550 International) 
speciaI libraries 
. . . 
.........  Audio Cassettes Available, 
Special Libraries Association 
87th Annual Conference 
June 8- 13, 1996 Boston, Massachusetts 
General Session Keynote Address, Alkn 
Ncuharth 
Advertisin Marketing Sources on the 
Internet, 8 opc rillman 
The Incredible Vanishing Library, 
Miriam Redrier 
Retirement is Coming: Pre are Now or 
Else, Eiko Fukai; ~usscll ~ l h h ~  
Positioning the Information Center 
within the Organization, Marilyn Muray; 
Julia ~rtcrson;~arbara Spicgclman; 
Corinnc Campbell 
Innovative Instruction for Business 
Information, Martha Jo Sani 
Libraries and the Flow of Information - 
Fundamental Changes in the Next 20 to 
100 Years, Sandy Mole; David Brin 
Phrasing Your enda in Management's 
Paradigm, k d k d c r s o n  
Disaster Research, Barbara Hi'rk Carol 
Campbcfh Gay Nenrcti; Cary s/,h&idcr 
Teaching Research Skills; Innovative 
Strategies for Library Use Instruction, Jo 
Catcs; Rcnrc McHcnry; Bonnie Osif;' Hcma 
Ramasbandran 
Runnin the Information Center with 
Teams: Feam Management, Judith Field 
Jacqwlinc S*lck; Laura Bcndcr; Lisa Strub 
AIDS Information Networks and 
Educational Development: Community 
and National Resources for the '90s, 
jcannt LaRocco; Sara McChnahan; Jran 
Hofackrt; Eikrn Mada'cn D Xndrca 
Advanced "Hidden Company" Research: 
Digging up Dirt on Divisions, Subs~diar- 
ies, and Private Companies, Dcnisc 
Chochrek; Douglas Housc 
Strategic Positionin in Information 
Management, Ann b c o t t ;  Elizabeth 
Eddison; Kcn Allrn; Jim TchobanoB Lynda 
Moulton 
Expecting the Unexpected, Janr Elkn 
Innrs; Carolyn Milkr; N a n 9  Holhnd 
Copyri ht Session No. 1, Sarah Wiant; 
Doug &nnttt 
Managing Libraries in the Age of 
Downsinng and Outsourcing, N o h  
Strrling; Pctrr Costrllo 
Are You Delivering What Mana ement 
Really Wants?, Una Gourlay; ~ y k i a  James; 
C r i ~  Kinghorn; Gloria Dinrrman; Lany 
McDonald 
How Do You Practice?, Robin Fcwrstcin 
Kouktsis 
Copyright in the Electronic Environment, 
Brcnt Mai, Laura Gasaway 
Revolutionary Roles: Information 
Professionals on Corporate Project 
Teams, Cathy Williamson; Rrbckah 
Anderson; Janc Katayama; Kathy Hornbach 
Buy 6 
NationalAudio Video, Inc. n Street Denver, CO 802I6 
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38A special libraries 
I n f o r m a t i o n  Revo lu t ion  
Pathway 
to the 
21st Century 
Don't miss the professional papers from SLA's 87th Annual Conference held 
in Boston, MA! Glean useful insights from the thoughts, trials, and experi- 
ences of  I I  information professionals. Paper topics include: 
Disaster planning for special libraries; The electronic library; 
Building partnerships; International information sharing. 
0 1996 ISBN 0-87111459-3 
$25/SLA members $20 
For ordering information call Special Libraries Association at (202) 2344700, ext. 643. Please 
add 5% of the subtotal plus $5 for shipping and handling. For orders outside the U.S., Canada, 
Mexico, or Central America, add 5% of the subtotal plus $10. 
a  a  
a  a  
a  
a  Understanding the Internet : 
a  An SLA Inf oraation Kit a  a  
a  a  
a  a  
a  a  
l The articles in this kit are intended to provide a general overview of the l 
0 : continually expanding Internet universe Learn about: 
0 0 
Internet resources l Using the resouces 
a  Advantages and disadvantages Security aspects. 
a  
Find out how the Internet can work for you! 
a  
0 1996 ISBN 0-8711 1-460-7 0  a  a  
a  %20.00/ SLA members $15.00 a  a  
a  a  
l For ordering information, call Special Libraries Association at (202) 234-4700, ext. 643. Please l 
a  
l add 5% of the subtotal plus $5 for shipping and handling. For orders outside theU.S., : 
l Canada, Mexico, or Central America, add 5% of the subtotal plus $10. 0 
. . . @ . . . . @ . . . @ a . a a . . a o a  a a a a a a a a a a o a a a a a a a a a a a a a a  
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HWDREDS OF DATABASES TO CHOOSE FROM 
SilverPlatter offers more than 235 t latab~es,  on topics from 
accounting to zoology, from some of the worldi most respected 
infornl:~tion pror~den Our databases cover hundreds of thaw 
m d s  of the world's puhlic:tt~ons. studies and p t e n k ,  all 
designed to meet your research needs. 
WORK FROM THE PLA~oHM OF YOUR CHOICE 
Our provw SPIRS search arid retriev:il softwxe allows to 
you to access co~nprehensive research infornution from )our 
existing platfonn. whetlwr i t i  Windows, hl;tci~~tosh. 1)OS. LNIX 
-even the Internet. Our new WinSI'IRS sofhh;are for Window 
lets you m r c h  full text, bibliographic ckdVabases and table5 of 
contents. k rd  just one click of the mouse provides seamless 
search~ng across n~ultiple dat;tbases. 
C D - R O M  OR INTERNET ACCESS 
l o u  can choose from our original subscription option, C1)- 
K 0 X  which reniains the most popular method for accessing 
infomlation Or use our Internet Subscription Service. which 
offen greater flehihility for access, use and storage Lsing a full 
c~nnection to the Internet, you can search from any location 
fronl !.our choice of platfonn with fully functional clients. And 
our latest retrieval client, WebSPIKS, provides the sane  search- 
~ n g  espenence from any fornwcapable browser within the ERI. 
environment. 
Only Silverl'latter gives you true clientherver architecture 
with IAN, WiW or Internet access with our award-winning I<RL 
(Electronic Reference Librag) 'I'echnology. EKI. miLximizes your 
network's efficiency for optirnd performance without compro- 
mising the full functionalih of the retriev;tl clients. 
CALL SILVERPLA~R TODAY 
Ib receive the new 1996 SilverPlatter Ilirecton of pnxlucts 
and services, call SilverPlatter Infunnation at 800-343-0064. 
SilverPlatter Inforn~ation, Inc. 
100 River Ridge Drive, hornrood, MA 02062 

